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1. Introduction
The S•-construction is an important tool for defining algebraic K-theory spec-
tra in a general context. Since their first construction for Waldhausen categories
[Wal85], several variants have been considered for other models of higher homo-
topy theories, like, for instance ∞-categories [BGT13, Lur09] or derivators [Gar06,
GSˇ14a].
Before giving an overview of the S•-construction, let us remark that we will work
with derivators as a model for homotopy theories. This theory has the advantage
that for a derivator D the passage to the homotopy category is given by evaluation
at the final category D(1), whereas evaluation at an arbitrary category A is related
to A-diagrams in the underlying homotopy category via an underlying diagram
functor
D(A)→ D(1)A.
Moreover, this thesis is part of a project on abstract cubical homotopy theory and
global Serre dualities [BG18a], [BG18b] which share the same notations and con-
ventions. Several of our results might be relevant for further research in the context
of algebraic K-theory. It is known that there cannot be a satisfying construction of
algebraic K-theory on the 2-category of derivators [MR11],[MR17], but we highly
expect that analogues of the results presented here hold true in the setting of ∞-
categories. In fact, in [BGT13, Prop. 9.32] it was shown that K-theory is a stable
invariant. Therefore we will restrict to stable derivators and emphasize that this
restriction is required for most of the results presented here.
Given a derivator D , the S•-construction S•D is a simplicial object, such that
the nth level SnD is given by a subderivator DAr[n],ex of the shifted derivator
DAr[n] (i.e. presheaves on the arrow category of the n-simplex) spanned by objects
characterized by certain vanishing and cocartesianess conditions. We observe that
the category Ar[n] sits in the following sequence of embeddings of categories
[n− 1]→ Ar[n]→Mn−1,
where the left map is defined by i 7→ (0, i+ 1), and the right map is the embedding
into the mesh category of the (n − 1)-simplex [GSˇ14a, Thm. 4.5]. By considering
exponentials and restricting to subobjects, we obtain for every stable derivator
a sequence of equivalences in the 2-category of derivators, which are induced by
restriction morphisms:
(1.1) D [n−1] '←− DAr[n],ex '←− DMn−1,ex.
Since the equivalences are compatible with the simplicial structure, we in fact obtain
equivalences of simplicial objects, thus each of them gives an alternative description
of the S•-construction. We refer to the left version as the slice model and to the
right one as the symmetric model. Both models have advantages in different
situations:
(i) The slice model immediately shows that the simplicial structure of the S•-
construction can be described by inverse image functors. Moreover, it is
often easier to define morphisms from or to the slice model. And since the
categories [n] are homotopically finite, it will follow immediately in many
cases, that those morphisms admit adjoints.
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(ii) The categoriesMn admit non-trivial symmetries, which carry over to the sym-
metric model. Moreover, the condition ex forces that one of these symmetries
is naturally isomorphic to the suspension functor and a certain composite of
those symmetries defines a Serre autoequivalence [GSˇ14a, Thm. 11.12].
The interplay between those two pictures is described in detail in [GSˇ14a] and has
been proven to be useful in abstract representation theory and abstract homotopy
theory.
• In the special case D = Dk of the derivator of a field k, we can identify the
value Dk(A) ∼= D(kA) with the derived category of modules over the category
algebra kA. In particular, in the case where A = [n− 1] is the (n− 1)-simplex
we obtain
Dk([n− 1]) ∼= D(k ~An)
the derived category of the path algebra of the ~An-quiver with linear orien-
tation as an value of the derivator Dk. Hence (for D general) we can regard
DMn−1,ex as a derivator of D-representations of ~An. In fact, D-representations
of general An-quivers can be obtained from DMn−1,ex via restriction functors
[GSˇ14a, Thm. 4.14]. Furthermore, one of the autoequivalences induced by the
symmetries of Mn−1 can be identified with the Auslander-Reiten-translation.
Since we will work for simplicity with derivators parametrized by all small cate-
gories, we obtain unbounded versions of derived categories. In many situations
it will be more convenient to work with bounded derived categories, which are
typically values of derivators with smaller domains. It is straight forward to
generalize our results to this setting.
• The simplicial structure morphisms determine a canonical strong triangulation
on the underlying category D(1) [GSˇ14a, Thm. 13.6]. Hence we obtain com-
patibility relations for iterated fiber and cofiber constructions generalizing the
octahedral axiom as described in detail in §12. Since fiber and cofiber construc-
tions belong to the most fundamental operations available in stable homotopy
theories, we obtain insight to the general structure of stable homotopy theories.
A crucial observation is that these two features of the S•-construction are com-
patible. The simplicial structure and the equivalences related to the Auslander-
Reiten-translation assemble to a parasimplicial structure [Lur09, Rmk. 4.3.6], which
can be described as follows: the mesh categories are canonically (once we have cho-
sen coordinates on parasimplices Proposition 3.20) isomorphic to certain morphism
objects in the 2-category of parasimplices
Mn ∼= Λ(Λ1,Λn+1),
thus they can be regarded as a parasimplicial version of arrow categories. In §8 we
will make precise in which way the parasimplicial structure on the S•-construction
is induced by the functor Λ(Λ1,−).
For reasons to become clear in a moment, we will now give another model for
the S•-construction (c.f. Theorem 6.9 and Corollary 6.13), which is a generalization
of the derived equivalence of the ~An-quiver and the ~An-quiver with zero relations
[HS10, Prop. 2.1] to the setting of stable derivators.
Theorem 1.2. Let D be a stable derivator and n ≥ 0. Then there are equivalences
of stable derivators
D
n+1,ex
→
∼−→ Dn→ ∼−→ D [n].
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The conditions → and ex define certain full subderivators of the derivator of
coherent diagrams of cubical shape. More precisely, a coherent diagram satisfies
condition→, if the support of the diagram is concentrated in a chosen path linking
the initial and the final vertex of the cube, and condition ex when the diagram is
additionally cocartesian. It is clear that the simplicial structure on the derivators
D [n] transfers to the derivators D
n
→ via conjugation with the above equivalences,
giving rise to a pseudofunctor ∆op → Der, [n] 7→ Dn→ . Moreover, we observe
that this cubical version of the S•-construction also admits a symmetric model
which is in fact also related to morphism objects in the 2-category of parasimplices.
Analogously to (1.1) we have the following equivalences of stable derivators, induced
by restriction morphisms
(1.3) D
n
→
'←− Dn+1,ex→ '←− DΛ(Λn,Λn+1),ex.
It is worth observing that on DΛ(Λ1,Λn+1) = DMn and DΛ(Λn,Λn+1) the conditions
ex are special cases of a more general requirement.
The constructions (1.1) and (1.3) suggest that certain subderivators of DΛ(Λk,Λn)
with k ≤ n should be closely related to the S•-construction. We observe that
Λ(Λk,Λn) is a subposet of Zk+1, and we say that a coherent diagram X in DΛ(Λk,Λn)
satisfies condition ex if the support of X is concentrated in the subposet of injec-
tive maps of parasimplices and moreover, if all (k + 1)-subcubes of X which are
compatible with the embedding into Zk+1 are cocartesian. Then we can show that
this condition exactly specializes to the conditions ex appearing in (1.1) and (1.3).
For this reason we associate to D and a choice of n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2 another stable
derivator
Dn,k := D
Λ(Λk−1,Λn+k−1),ex.
We remark, that the subcategory of Λ(Λk−1,Λn+k−1) spanned by injective maps of
parasimplices is canonically isomorphic to Λ(Λk−1,Λn−1), revealing the contravari-
ant nature of simplicial structure of (1.3), and thereby justifying the title bivariant
parasimplicial S•-construction.
The main goal of this thesis, is to analyze in detail the derivators Dn,k, as
well as the functorialities between them. In a slightly different context, it was
already observed in [Pog17], [Dyc17], that the columns of Figure 1 can be regarded
as higher dimensional S•-constructions. Complementary to this we will focus on
understanding the interaction of the horizontal and vertical structures in Figure 1,
which turns out to be completely symmetric. We now outline the internal structure
of this work and summarize the main results and some applications.
We set up our basic notations and conventions in §2. Furthermore, we explain
in detail in which situation we use the term ’full subderivator’. We consider a few
examples, which will become relevant in later sections and point out some useful
consequences of this notion.
In §3 we review in detail the 2-category Λ of parasimplices. We show that this
2-category is adjunction complete and describe explicitly how to construct the left
(resp. right) adjoints. This leads to the observation that both operations are related
by symmetry operations. We introduce choices of coordinates on Λ and use these,
to construct embeddings of the simplex category ∆ and duality 2-functors Λco → Λ.
As a preparation for the following chapters, we recollect some elementary facts
on the stable homotopy theory of cubes in §4. This summarizes parts of [BG18a],
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...

OO
...

OO
...

OO
D3,2
//
oo

OO
D3,3
//
oo

OO
D3,4
//
oo

OO
· · ·
D2,2
//
oo

OO
D2,3
//
oo

OO
D2,4
//
oo

OO
· · ·
D1,2
//
oo D1,3
//
oo D1,4
//
oo · · ·
Figure 1. The bivariant S•-construction. The arrows indicate
infinite chains of adjunctions, the first column is equivalent to (1.1),
and the bottom row is equivalent to (1.3).
although some of the results are stated in a slightly stronger form (due to the earlier
use of the stability assumption).
In §5 we analyze the properties of the derivators Dn,k for fixed n and k. In
particular, we show that the symmetries on Λ(Λk−1,Λn+k−1) induced by pre- and
postcomposition with the paracyclic translation restrict to Dn,k (Corollary 5.8). We
show that they are related to powers of the suspension (Corollary 5.19), and that a
certain combination of them defines an autoequivalence s3 which has similar proper-
ties as Serre morphisms for An-quivers (Corollary 5.21). Since Serre morphisms and
suspension become equal after passing to certain powers, we see that the derivators
Dn,k satisfy the fractionally Calabi-Yau property [GSˇ14a, Thm. 5.19]. Even in this
generality we are able to define a slice model (Theorem 5.12), which allows us to
use techniques which usually only apply to homotopically finite shifts of derivators.
Since the symmetry operations are usually hard to describe on the slice model, we
also establish a third model (which to some extend corresponds to the middle terms
in (1.1) and (1.3)). This ’domain model’ has the advantage that on the one hand
many structure morphisms are still accessible and on the other hand the important
symmetry operation s3 is isomorphic to an inverse image morphism in this situation
(Remark 5.13). This will turn out to be useful for understanding the interaction
of various structure morphisms with symmetry operations (e.g. see §6 or §9). Fur-
thermore, it follows from Iyama’s inductive construction of the higher Auslander
algebras of ~An-quivers [Iya11], that the underlying category of Dn,k is equivalent to
the derived category of the (k-1)-Auslander algebra of the ~An+1-quiver. Hence our
results on the structure of the derivators Dn,k can be regarded as a contribution to
abstract representation theory.
Paragraph §6 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2, followed by a closer in-
vestigation of the equivalence in a specific example. Moreover, using the domain
model we show that the equivalences from Theorem 1.2 are compatible with the
symmetry operation s3 (Theorem 6.17). Finally, we show that the equivalences of
Theorem 1.2 are in a certain sense self-dual (Proposition 6.25). This last statement
we be an important ingredient for the main result in §11.
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We show in §7, that Theorem 1.2 can be used to define a functorial version of
higher Toda brackets [Tod62] in the context of stable derivators.
In §8 we show that the vertical adjoint morphisms in Figure 1 are in fact inverse
images of the postcomposition functors in Λ. In particular, it follows that many
results on the structure of Λ carry over to these adjunctions. As a consequence, it is
immediate that the vertical structure morphisms are compatible with the symmetry
operations (Theorem 8.7). As a preparation for the following sections, we show that
most of the vertical face morphisms can be described as inverse images on slices.
The corresponding statement also holds for vertical degeneracy morphisms if we
pass to a slightly larger version of the slice construction (Corollary 8.17).
Unfortunately, the situation in the horizontal direction is significantly more com-
plicated. In §9 we construct a fundamental adjoint triple in the horizontal direction
of Figure 1 by using the slice model. We extend these constructions to the domain
model and invoke the techniques established in §5 to proof the compatibility to the
symmetries s3 (Theorem 9.12). Building on this, we show that the above triples
of adjunctions extend to infinite chains of adjunctions and define general horizon-
tal structure morphisms via these infinite chains. Afterwards we show that in the
special cases, where Theorem 1.2 applies, there is strong relation between vertical
and horizontal structure morphisms. By generalizing this result we will show in §11
that also the horizontal structure morphisms satisfy the (para)simplicial relations.
In §10 we prove a compatibility result relating the structure morphisms in the
horizontal and vertical direction. This will rely on the characterizations as inverse
images of the structure morphisms we have established in §8 and §9. More precisely,
if we consider a subsquare
Dn,k−1 //

Dn,k

Dn−1,k−1 // Dn−1,k
of Figure 1, we show that any composition of structure morphisms through the
bottom left vertex can be realized as a composition of structure morphisms through
the top right vertex. But we observe that there is another composition of structure
morphisms through the top right vertex (which is unique up to symmetry), and
prove that this composition is isomorphic to the zero-morphism, giving rise to
recollements of stable derivators
Dn,k−1
oo
oo
// Dn,k
oo
oo
// Dn−1,k.
This completes the preparations for the proof of the main result in §11, which can
be summarized as follows.
There are equivalences of stable derivators
Φn,k : Dn,k → Dk−1,n+1
such that:
(i) Φn,k ◦ Φk−1,n+1 ∼= id;
(ii) the Φn,k are compatible with symmetries;
(iii) they map horizontal structure morphism to vertical structure morphisms and
vice versa;
(iv) they specialize to the equivalences of Theorem 1.2 in the cases n = 1 or k = 2.
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In the case D = Dk of the derivator of a field k, this result can be regarded as
a higher dimensional generalization of the derived equivalence between the ~An-
quiver and the ~An-quiver with zero relations (Proposition 6.1) and, in particular,
provides derived equivalences between the (k − 1)-Auslander algebra of the ~An+1-
quiver and the n-Auslander algebra of the ~Ak-quiver (cf. Remark 5.15). To the
best of the author’s knowledge this seems to be a new result even in the case over
a field. We emphasize that even in the case k = n + 1 in which the equivalences
Φ are autoequivalences, they are in general neither identities nor induced by the
symmetries considered in §5. In fact, for the proof of the main result we consider
yet another variant of the slice model which is related more closely to cubical
shapes. This allows us to define the morphisms Φn,k as certain twisted products
of the equivalences of Theorem 1.2. The most involved part of the proof, that the
morphisms Φn,k are equivalences, relies on an inductive argument building on the
recollements considered in §10.
As an application, we formulate in §12 how the derivators Dn,k can be used for
an axiomatization of higher triangulations. We start by recalling the definition
of a strong triangulation and the construction of these structures in the case of a
strong stable derivator D following [GSˇ14a]. This construction relies heavily on
the structure of the derivators Dn,2. We explain in detail in which way the axioms
of a strong triangulation imply higher versions of the octahedral axioms, which
in turn can be regarded as compatibility relations for cofiber sequences. On the
other hand, we indicate that the derivators D1,k for k ≥ 3 encode higher analogues
of cofiber sequences and expanding on this we explain how the derivators Dn,k
potentially give rise to analogues of higher octahedral axioms in a different way.
They encode higher compatibility relations for higher cofiber sequences. However,
the underlying diagram functors related to the derivators Dn,k are in important
examples neither full nor essentially surjective. A counterexample to the fullness
was discussed in [BG18a]. Moreover we show that non-vanishing Toda brackets
are obstructions to the essential surjectivity. Therefore, the compatibility relations
of higher cofiber sequences cannot descent to a well-behaved axiomatization at
the level of underlying categories, and hence rely on having a stable derivator or
another model for homotopy theories, which has sufficient information on coherent
diagrams. Finally, we indicate some relations to the n-angulated categories of
[GKO13].
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2. Preliminaries on derivators
In this section we set up the basic notation and conventions used in this thesis.
Moreover, we make the notion of a full subderivator precise. This will be useful to
analyze quivers with zero-relations in the context of abstract representation theory.
• We denote by Cat the 2-category of small categories and by CAT the 2-
category of not necessarily small categories.
• The terminal category is denoted by 1 ∈ Cat.
• Let A ∈ Cat, a ∈ A. Then we denote by a : 1 → A the unique functor with
image a ∈ A.
• A small category A is called a poset if the cardinality of the set Hom(a, a′) is
at most 1 for all a, a′ ∈ A and if all isomorphisms in A are identities.
• For a small category A we denote by ∅, respectively∞, the initial, respectively
final, object in A, provided that these objects exist in A. Moreover, let A
be a category such that ∅,∞ ∈ A. If the unique morphism ∅ → ∞ is an
isomorphism, we call A a pointed category and 0 := ∅ ∼=∞ a zero object.
• For a functor u : A → B and b ∈ B we denote by Ab/, respectively A/b, the
slice category of objects u-under b, respectively of objects u-over b.
• A prederivator is a 2-functor D : Catop → CAT and a pseudonatural transfor-
mation between prederivators is called a morphism of prederivators.
• A derivator is a suitable 2-functor D : Catop → CAT . We refer to [Gro13] for
a precise definition of derivators and their pointed and stable variants.
• Let D be a derivator and u : A→ B a functor between small categories. Then
the functor u∗ := D(u) : D(B) → D(A) is called the inverse image along u.
Since D is a derivator, the inverse image u∗ admits a left and a right adjoint,
which we will denote by u!, respectively u∗, and call the left, respectively right,
Kan extension along u.
• Let D ,D ′ be derivators. A morphism of derivators (often called ’a morphism’)
D → D ′ is a morphism of prederivators which is compatible with left Kan
extensions in the precise sense of [Gro13, Def. 2.2]. Note, that if D ,D ′ are
stable derivators, then a morphism of derivators is additionally compatible
with homotopically finite right Kan extensions by [PS16, Thm. 7.1], and is
therefore, in particular, exact. We denote by Der the 2-category of derivators
and morphisms of derivators, and by Derst the full sub-2-category of stable
derivators.
• Let D be a derivator and A ∈ Cat then DA : B 7→ D(A × B) denotes the
derivator shifted by A.
• Let D be a derivator and A ∈ Cat then diaA : D(A) → D(1)A denotes the
underlying diagram functor (c.f. [Gro13]).
Construction 2.1. Let D be a prederivator and for A ∈ Cat full subcategories
D(A)0 ⊆ D(A) such that for every functor u : A→ B between small categories the
essential image of u∗|D(B)0 : D(B)0 → D(A) is contained in D(A)0. This yields the
existence of a restriction u∗0 : D(B)0 → D(A)0 such that the diagram
D(B)0
⊆
//
u∗0

D(B)
u∗

D(A)0
⊆
// D(A)
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strictly commutes. Moreover, if v : A → B is a functor and α : u∗ → v∗ is a
natural transformation, then we obtain a natural transformation α0 : u
∗
0 → v∗0 by
restriction, since the fullness of the inclusion D(A)0 ⊆ D(A) implies that the map
α0(X) := α(X) for X ∈ D(B)0 is a morphism in D(A)0. This shows that D : A 7→
D(A)0, u 7→ u∗0 is prederivator and the inclusions D0(A) = D(A)0 ⊆ D(A) yield a
morphism of prederivators D0
⊆−→ D . In this case we call D0 a full subprederivator
of D and D0
⊆−→ D the inclusion.
Definition 2.2. Let D be a derivator and D0 ⊆ D a full subprederivator. Then
D0 is called a full subderivator of D if
(i) D0 satisfies (Der 1),
(ii) the essential images of the restricted Kan extensions
u!|D0(A), u∗|D0(A) : D0(A)→ D(B)
are contained in D(B)0 for all functors u : A → B between small categories
A,B ∈ Cat.
Remark 2.3. The second condition in the above definition implies that the Kan
extensions restrict for all functors u : A → B between small categories to well
defined functors (u0)!, (u0)∗ : D0(A) → D0(B). This is analogous to the case of
inverse images, which was treated in Construction 2.1.
Lemma 2.4. Let D be a derivator and D0 ⊆ D be a full subderivator. Then D0
is a derivator and the inclusion D0
⊆−→ D is compatible with left and right Kan
extensions. Moreover, if D is pointed or stable then so is D0.
Proof. The prederivator D0 satisfies (Der 1) by assumption and (Der 2) follows
immediately from the corresponding property of D . Let now u : A → B be a
functor between small categories A,B ∈ Cat. For (Der 3) we note that, since the
inclusions D0(A) ⊆ D(A) are full, the units and counits of the adjunctions u! a
u∗ a u∗ give by restriction rise to well defined units and counits of the adjunctions
(u0)! a u∗ a (u0)∗. We note that the triangle equalities are obtained by restricting
the corresponding pastings of unrestricted transformations. In the following we will
omit the subscript 0 for the functors in the image of D0. For (Der 4) we have to
check that for b ∈ B the pasting
D0(1) D0(A/b)
p!oo
ε
w
D0(A)
α∗
w
pi∗oo
η
x 
D0(1)
p∗
OO
id
cc
D0(B)
b∗oo
u∗
OO
D0(A)
u!oo
id
bb
(and its dual) is an isomorphism. Here α∗ is obtained by the 2-functoriality of D0
from the canonical slice square associated to (u, b). For each cell of this pasting we
see that it is obtained by restriction from the corresponding cell of the derivator
D . For the two triangles this is clear from the proof of (Der 3) and for the middle
square since D0
⊆−→ D is a morphism of prederivators. Therefore, we deduce that
the pasting above is an isomorphism from the axiom (Der 4) for D . The same
argument applies also to the dual pasting. Let now D be a pointed derivator. Since
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D0 is a derivator we have ∅,∞ ∈ D0(1). Since D0(A) ⊆ D(A) is full we conclude
∅ ∼= ∞ ∈ D0(1), and hence D0 is pointed. If D is stable, then the subcategories
D()cocart = D()cart ⊆ D() (cf. [Gro13, Def. 3.9]) coincide. Since the Kan
extensions in D0 are obtained by restriction from those in D we have
D0()cocart = D()cocart ∩D0() = D()cart ∩D0() = D0()cart.
This is exactly the stability for D0. Next, we show that D0 ⊆ D is compatible
with left and right Kan extensions. We restrict to the case of left Kan extensions;
the dual case is very similar. For u : A → B a functor between small categories
A,B ∈ Cat we consider the pasting
D(B) D(A)
u!oo
ε
x 
D0(A)
⊆
oo
η
x 
D(B)
u∗
OO
id
bb
D0(B)
⊆
oo
u∗
OO
D0(A).
u!oo
id
bb
This is obtained by restriction from one of the triangular equalities of u! a u∗ and
hence an isomorphism. 
Examples 2.5. (i) Let D be a pointed derivator, A a small category and Z ⊆
A a set of objects in A. Then the full subcategories DA,Z(B) = {x ∈
DA(B)|z∗(x) ∼= 0 ∈ DA(1)∀z ∈ Z} define a full subderivator DA,Z of DA.
In fact, in this case both conditions in the definition of a full subderivator
follow from the fact that inverse images are always compatible with arbitrary
Kan extensions.
(ii) Let P : D0 → D be a fully faithful morphism of derivators. If P additionally
is compatible with right Kan extensions, then the inclusion of the essential
image of P defines a full subederivator. Typical examples where all these
conditions are satisfied are the following.
• Left Kan extension morphisms (cf. Remark 2.7) along fully faithful left
adjoint functors, and right Kan extension morphisms along fully faithful
left adjoint functors (since these morphisms are isomorphic to inverse
image morphisms)
• Kan extension morphisms along homotopically finite, fully faithful func-
tors for stable derivators [GS17, Thm. 2.14]. This includes in particular
the inclusion of the derivator of bicartesian squares into D for a stable
derivator D .
Lemma 2.6. Let D0 ⊆ D , D ′0 ⊆ D ′ be inclusions of subderivators and P : D → D ′
a morphism of derivators such that the essential image of P (A)|D0(A) is contained in
D ′0(A) for all A ∈ Cat. Then P restricts to a morphism of derivators P |D0 : D0 →
D ′0
Proof. The pseudonaturality conditions for P |D0 are again (using the fullness of
the restrictions for the associativity and unitality constraints) obtained by restric-
tion from those of P , hence P |D0 is a morphism of prederivators. To show the
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compatibility with left Kan extensions, we consider the pasting
D ′0(B) D
′
0(A)
u!oo
ε
x 
D0(A)
∼=
x 
P |D0 (A)oo
η
x 
D ′0(B)
u∗
OO
id
bb
D0(B)
P |D0 (B)oo
u∗
OO
D0(A).
u!oo
id
bb
This is an isomorphism, since it is obtained by restriction from an isomorphism.
Here we use again the arguments from the proof of Lemma 2.4 to show that the
triangles are obtained via restriction. 
In the following parts of this thesis we use the following additional convention.
Remark 2.7. LetD be a derivator and u : A→ B a functor between small categories.
Then the inverse image functors along (u × C) : A × C → B × C for C ∈ Cat
define a morphism of derivators u∗ : DB → DA which will be called the inverse
image morphisms along u. In the thesis we will work with these morphisms of
derivators instead of the functors of categories u∗ : D(B) → D(A). Note, that
we can define similarly a left Kan extension morphism u! : DA → DB ([Gro13,
Ex 2.10]). Furthermore, there is morphism of prederivators u∗ : DA → DB defined
by right Kan extensions, which is a morphism of derivators if D is stable and u is
homotopically finite ([GS17, Thm. 2.14]).
Remark 2.8. In §§5-11 of this work we will usually consider a fixed stable derivator
D . Since most of the constructions we will consider are compositions of restrictions
of inverse images and Kan extensions between homotopically finite categories (and
in the few remaining cases where we also consider more general Kan extensions,
we will only consider restrictions of those which are equivalences of derivators) it
is immediate that all results in these sections are pseudofunctorial with respect to
the 2-category of stable derivators.
3. The 2-category of parasimplices
Definition 3.1. (The 2-category of parasimplices)
(i) Let n ≥ 0. The n-parasimplex Λn is the linearly ordered right Z-set Z with
the Z-operation
(−) + (−) : Λn × Z→ Λn, (λ,m) 7→ λ+ (n+ 1)m.
(ii) The 2-category of parasimplices Λ consists of
(a) objects {Λn|n ≥ 0},
(b) Z-equivariant maps of linearly ordered sets as 1-morphisms,
(c) and natural transformations as 2-morphisms.
(iii) Let n, k ≥ 0. We write Λn,k for the morphism category Λ(Λk,Λn).
Remark 3.2. The 2-category Λ is a skeletal model of the parasimplex category of
[Lur09, Def. 4.2.1]. Moreover, in loc. cit. the linearly ordered Z-set 1n+1Z with
Z-operation +1 is used as a model for Λn.
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Remark 3.3. Let n ≥ 0. The underlying set of Λn admits a canonical right Z-module
structure
(−)+˜(−) : Λn × Z→ Λn, (λ,m) 7→ λ+m.
It will be important to distinguish this module structure from the Z-operation of
Definition 3.1.
Definition 3.4. (Paracyclic translation) Let n ≥ 0.
(i) The paracyclic operation T : Λn → Λn is given by
(−) + 1 = (−)+˜(n+ 1): Λn → Λn, λ 7→ λ+ (n+ 1).
(ii) The paracyclic translation t : Λn → Λn is given by
(−)+˜1 : Λn → Λn, λ 7→ λ+ 1.
Remark 3.5. In the following we use the notation (−)+(−) for the module structure
and T(−)(−) for the Z-operation.
Lemma 3.6. Let n ≥ 0.
(i) Paracyclic operations and translations are related by
tn+1 = T.
(ii) The 1-morphisms t and T are invertible, and conversely every automorphism
of Λn is a power of t.
(iii) The paracyclic operations T assemble into a 2-natural isomorphism
T : idΛ ∼−→ idΛ.
Proof. Part (i) is immediate from the definition. The fact that t and T come
from group operations yields the first statement of (ii). For the second part we
consider an automorphism f : Λn → Λn. Then for λ ∈ Λn injectivity implies that
f(λ+ 1) ≥ f(λ) + 1, and by surjectivity f(λ+ 1) ≤ f(λ) + 1. By additionally using
the dual argument and induction we conclude. Finally, for (iii) we note that by
definition all 1-morphisms in Λ are Z-equivariant, i.e. they commute with T, for
the 2-naturality, and invoke (ii) for the invertibility. 
Lemma 3.7. Let k, n ≥ 0. The automorphisms t∗, t∗ : Λn,k → Λn,k satisfy the
relations
(i) t∗ ◦ t∗ = t∗ ◦ t∗ and
(ii) (t∗)k+1 = (t∗)n+1.
Proof. Let f : Λk → Λn and λ ∈ Λk, then
(3.8) t∗(f) : λ 7→ f(λ+ 1) and t∗(f) : λ 7→ f(λ) + 1.
Hence both sides of (i) describe the assignment
f 7→ (λ 7→ f(λ+ 1) + 1),
which implies (i). For (ii) we invoke Lemma 3.6 (i) and (iii) to conclude
(t∗)k+1 = T∗ = T∗ = (t∗)n+1.

Lemma 3.7 and the fact, that the notation (−)∗ and (−)∗ is used later for different
purposes, motivate the following definition.
Definition 3.9. (Symmetry operations) Let k, n ≥ 0.
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(i) The covariant symmetry operation for Λn,k is the automorphism
s1 := (t∗) : Λn,k → Λn,k.
(ii) The contravariant symmetry operation for Λn,k is the automorphism
s2 := (t
∗) : Λn,k → Λn,k.
If we replace T by t in Lemma 3.6 (iii), it fails drastically. In the following, we
will show that pre- and postcomposition with t, and hence the automorphisms s1
and s2, are strongly related to adjunction operations in Λ.
Proposition 3.10. The 2-category of parasimplices Λ is adjunction complete (i.e.
every 1-morphism f admits both a right adjoint rf and a left adjoint lf).
Proof. Every 1-morphism f : Λk → Λn in Λ gives rise to an endomorphism of the
partially ordered set Z by forgetting the Z-actions. Moreover, f is neither bounded
above nor bounded below, since there must be a point in the image, and therefore
the entire orbit of this point, which is clearly unbounded, is also contained in the
image. For such a map both adjoints clearly exist in the 2-category of posets. More
precisely, they are given by the assignments
(3.11) lf : Z→ Z, µ 7→ min{λ ∈ Z|µ ≤ f(λ)}
and
(3.12) rf : Z→ Z, µ 7→ max{λ ∈ Z|f(λ) ≤ µ}.
In fact, (3.11) and (3.12) are morphisms of parasimplices Λn → Λk. We show this
only for the left adjoint, since the argument for the right adjoint is very similar.
Consider µ ∈ Z and λ = lf(µ). Since f : Λk → Λn is Z-equivariant, the inequalities
µ+ (n+ 1) ≤ f(λ+ (k + 1))
and
f(λ+ (k + 1)− 1) = f((λ− 1) + (k + 1)) ≤ (µ− 1) + (n+ 1) = µ+ (n+ 1)− 1
hold true, thereby proving that lf(µ+(n+1)) = lf(µ)+(k+1). Finally, we conclude
by observing that the inclusion of Λ into the 2-category of posets is locally fully
faithful, such that the units and counits of the adjunctions lf a f and f a rf in the
2-category of posets also define 2-morphisms in Λ. 
Construction 3.13. Let C be an adjunction complete 2-category. Then the essential
uniqueness of adjoints and their compatibility with compositions guarantee the
existence of pseudofunctors
L,R : C → C coop
which are the identity on objects and such that for every 1-morphism f ∈ C there
is a triple of adjoint morphisms
Lf a f a Rf.
The category of all such pseudofunctors is a contractible groupoid. Since the 2-
category Λ is in fact a category enriched over posets, adjoint morphisms are unique.
Therefore, in this case the pseudofunctors L and R are uniquely determined, and
furthermore they are even 2-functors.
Definition 3.14. (Adjunction functors) Let k, n ≥ 0.
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(i) The right adjunction functor r for Λn,k is the structure morphism defined
by R
Rn,k : Λn,k → Λopk,n.
(ii) The left adjunction functor l for Λn,k is the structure morphism defined
by L
Ln,k : Λn,k → Λopk,n.
The following proposition addresses the compatibility of symmetry operations
and adjunction functors.
Proposition 3.15. Let k, n ≥ 0. There are equalities of functors Λn,k → Λopk,n
l ◦ s2 = (sop1 )−1 ◦ l = (sop2 )−1 ◦ r = r ◦ s1.
Proof. Let f : Λk → Λn be a morphism. The compatibility of taking left (resp.
right) adjoints with compositions applied to f ◦ t (resp. t ◦ f) immediately yields
the first (resp. third) equality. For the second equality we consider µ ∈ Λn. Then
(3.8) and (3.11) show that (sop1 )
−1 ◦ l is given by the assignment
(3.16) µ 7→ min{λ ∈ Λk|µ ≤ f(λ)} − 1.
The values of the assignment can be re-expressed as the maxima of all elements,
which are smaller than the respective minima
min{λ ∈ Λk|µ ≤ f(λ)} − 1 = max{λ ∈ Λk|f(λ) ≤ µ− 1}.
By using (3.8) and (3.12) we conclude that (3.16) also describes (sop2 )
−1 ◦ r. 
We are now ready to discuss the 2-naturality of the paracyclic translations t.
Corollary 3.17. The paracyclic translations t assemble into a 2-natural isomor-
phism
S : R→ L : Λ→ Λcoop.
Proof. Let f : Λk → Λn be a 1-morphism in Λ. The statement follows from the
commutativity of the squares
Λn
rf
//
t

Λk
t

Λn
lf
// Λk,
which in turn is a reformulation of the second equality in Proposition 3.15. 
Remark 3.18. The 2-natural isomorphism S is an example of a global Serre duality.
These structures will be investigated in more detail in [BG18b].
Definition 3.19. A family of basepoints λ• = {λn ∈ Λn, n ≥ 0} is called a choice
of coordinates in Λ.
Proposition 3.20. Let n, k ≥ 0, λ• a choice of coordinates, and µ0, · · · , µk ∈ Λn
such that
(3.21) µ0 ≤ µ1 ≤ · · · ≤ µk ≤ µ0 + (n+ 1).
Then there is a unique morphism f : Λk → Λn such that for i ∈ {0, · · · , k}
(3.22) f(λk + i) = µi.
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Proof. Let λ ∈ Λk. Then there are uniquely determined i ∈ {0, · · · , k}, p ∈ Z such
that λ = λk + i+ p(k + 1). Hence the assignment
λ 7→ µi + p(n+ 1)
is the only possible definition of f that satisfies equivariance and (3.22). This
assignment is order preserving by (3.21), thus it defines a map of parasimplices. 
Definition 3.23. Let k, n ≥ 0, λ• a choice of coordinates, f ∈ Λn,k. The λ•-
coordinate representation fλ• of f is the k + 1-tuple
(f(λk), f(λk + 1), · · · , f(λk + k)) ∈ Zk+1.
Corollary 3.24. Let n, k ≥ 0 and λ• a choice of coordinates. Then the λ•-
coordinate representation induces an embedding of posets
Λn,k → Zk+1, f 7→ fλ• .
Proof. We see immediately, that the λ•-coordinate representation induces a mor-
phism of posets
Λn,k → Zk+1
and that the image is characterized by (3.21). The injectivity follows from Propo-
sition 3.20. 
Corollary 3.25. Let λ• be a choice of coordinates. Then there is a locally fully
faithful 2-functor i = iλ• : ∆→ Λ defined by
(i) ∆n 7→ Λn for n ≥ 0 and
(ii) (g : ∆k → ∆n) 7→ (λn + g(0), · · · , λn + g(k)) for k, n ≥ 0.
Proof. By Proposition 3.20 the map ∆(∆k,∆n) → Λn,k defined by (ii) is order
preserving and injective. The compatibility with identities is obvious. Finally,
consider g : ∆k → ∆n and h : ∆n → ∆l. The composition of the images of g and h
is determined by its values on λk + i for i ∈ {0, · · · , k} (Proposition 3.20)
λk + i 7→ λn + g(i) 7→ λl + h(g(i)) = λl + (h ◦ g)(i),
which is by definition the image of the composition of g and h. 
Corollary 3.26. Let n, k ≥ 0 and λ• be choice of coordinates. Then the functor
dn,k : Λn,k → Λopn,k, (fi)0≤i≤k 7→ (2λn + n− fk−i)0≤i≤k
is a self-inverse isomorphism of posets. Moreover, the functors dn,k : Λn,k → Λopn,k
assemble into a strictly self-inverse 2-functor
D = Dλ• : Λ→ Λco.
Proof. The assignment dn,k is clearly order reversing. Moreover, the property f0 ≤
· · · ≤ fk ≤ f0 + n+ 1 yields
2λn + n− fk ≤ · · · ≤ 2λn + n− f0 ≤ 2λn + n− fk + n+ 1,
where the last inequality is obtained from the chain of implications
fk ≤ f0 + n+ 1⇒− (f0 + n+ 1) ≤ −fk
⇒− f0 ≤ −fk + n+ 1
⇒2λn + n− f0 ≤ 2λn + n− fk + n+ 1.
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Hence dn,k : Λn,k → Λopn,k defines indeed a functor. Furthermore, dn,k is self inverse
since
d2n,k((fi)0≤i≤k) = (2λn + n− (2λn + n− fk−(k−i)))0≤i≤k = (fi)0≤i≤k,
and therefore an equivalence. For the functoriality statement we have to understand
how dn,k(f) operates on λk + j for j ∈ Z arbitrary. More precisely, we claim that
for a map of parasimplices f : Λk → Λn, λk + j 7→ fj the image under dn,k is given
by the assignment f ′ : λk+ j 7→ 2λn+n−fk−j . For this, we only have to show that
this assignment is equivariant. Then f ′ = dn,k(f) will follow from Proposition 3.20
by using that both sides agree on {λk, λk+1, · · · , λk+k}. The equivariance follows
from the corresponding property of f
f ′(λk+j+k+1) = 2λn+n−fk−(j+k+1) = 2λn+n−(fk−j−(n+1)) = f ′(λk+j)+n+1.
For the unitality, we compute
dk,k(id)(λk + j) = 2λk + k − id(λk + k − j) = λk + j.
For the compatibility with compositions, we consider f : Λk → Λn, λk + j 7→ fj and
g : Λn → Λm, λn + j 7→ gj . Then the composition of f and g is given by
(3.27) g ◦ f : Λk → Λn, λk + j f7−→ fj = λn + (fj − λn) g7−→ g(fj−λn).
On the other hand we have by definition
D(f) : λk + j 7→ 2λn + n− fk−j and D(g) : λn + j 7→ 2λm +m− gn−j .
In particular, we can compute the composition
D(g) ◦ D(f) : λk + j D(f)7−−−→2λn + n− fk−j = λn + (λn + n− fk−j)
D(g)7−−−→2λm +m+ g(n−(λn+n−fk−j)) = 2λm +m+ g(fk−j−λn),
and invoke (3.27) to identify the last term with D(g ◦ f)(λk + j). 
In the following, we show that for different choices of coordinates the resulting
induced simplicial embeddings and duality 2-functors are related via 2-natural iso-
morphisms. Hence we can fix one choice of coordinates, and work without loss of
generality with the structures i and D induced by this fixed choice. In particular,
we will use the choice of coordinates 0• = {0 ∈ Λn, n ≥ 0}. Since the element
0 in the Z-set Z is not characterized by a ”special property”, the choice of the
coordinates 0• is not ”more natural” than any other possible choice. It just leads
in many occasions to a simpler notation.
Proposition 3.28. Let λ• be a choice of coordinates.
(i) There is a 2-functor Fλ• : Λ → Λ which is the identity on objects and such
that for n, k ≥ 0
Fλ•n,k = s
λn
1 ◦ s−λk2 : Λn,k → Λn,k.
(ii) There is a 2-natural isomorphism φλ• : id→ Fλ• such that for n ≥ 0
φλ•n = t
λn : Λn → Λn.
Proof. We invoke Proposition A.4 and define Fλ• = id[S] and φλ• = α[S] for
SΛn = t
λn . Moreover, Fλ• is a 2-functor and φλ• is a 2-natural isomorphism since
id : Λ→ Λ is a 2-functor and t : Λn → Λn is an isomorphism for all n ≥ 0. 
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Corollary 3.29. Let λ• be a choice of coordinates.
(i) There is a 2-natural isomorphism i0• → iλ• .
(ii) There is a 2-natural isomorphism D0• → Dλ• .
Proof. For (i) we observe by plugging in the definitions, that iλ• = F
λ• ◦ i0• .
Similarly, for (ii) we have Dλ• = F
λ• ◦ D0• ◦ (Fλ•)−1. Hence, by Proposition 3.28,
the desired 2-natural isomorphisms are induced by φλ• . 
In the following we discuss some applications of the structures i and D with
respect to the choice of coordinates 0•. We start by describing the symmetry
operations with respect to this choice of coordinates. For this we define for n, k ≥ 0
the following automorphisms of the poset Zk+1.
(i) sZ1 : (λ0, · · · , λk) 7→ (λ0 + 1, · · · , λk + 1),
(ii) sZ2 : (λ0, · · · , λk) 7→ (λ1, · · · , λk, λ0 + n+ 1).
Proposition 3.30. Let n, k ≥ 0 and f ∈ Λn,k. Then
(i) sZ1 (f0•) = (s1(f))0• ,
(ii) sZ2 (f0•) = (s2(f))0• .
Proof. Let f ∈ Λn,k, then f0• = (f(0), · · · , f(k)). Then we conclude by observing
(i) (s1(f))0• = (t ◦ f)0• = (f(0) + 1, · · · , f(k) + 1),
(ii) (s2(f))0• = (f ◦ t)0• = (f(1), · · · , f(k), f(0) + n+ 1),
where we have used equivariance to identify the last coordinate in (ii). 
From now on we will omit the Z-superscript on sZ1 and sZ2 .
Proposition 3.31. Let n, k ≥ 0 and f ∈ Λn,k Then there exists a unique l ∈ Z
and g : ∆k → ∆n such that
f = sl2 ◦ i(g).
Proof. We first show the existence of l. Let f = (f0, · · · , fk) ∈ Λn,k not in the image
of i. We assume 0 ≤ f0 and observe directly that then fk ≥ n+1. The case f0 ≤ −1
is completely dual to this one. Then there exist r ∈ {0, · · · , n}, q ≥ 0 such that
f0 = q(n+1)+r. Then we consider f
′ = (f ′0, · · · , f ′k) := s−q(k+1)2 (f) = s−q(n+1)1 (f).
From the latter description of f ′ (which follows from Lemma 3.7) we deduce that
0 ≤ f ′0 ≤ n and hence f ′k ≤ f ′0 + n+ 1 ≤ 2n+ 1. If f ′k ≤ n, then f ′ is in the image
of i. Otherwise consider j minimal with n+ 1 ≤ f ′j . Then we have by construction
that s−k−j+12 (f
′) is in the image of i.
For the converse direction, we note that the image of i has a minimal element 0 :=
(0, · · · , 0) and a maximal element n := (n, · · · , n). Comparing the last coordinates
yields
s2(0)  n.
Since s2 is order preserving we conclude by using the minimality of 0 and the
maximality of n that s2(i(g))  i(g′) for all g, g′ : ∆k → ∆n. In particular, the
images of i and s2 ◦ i are disjoint. This yields inductively the injectivity of
∆(∆k,∆n)
Z → Λn,k, (gi)i∈Z 7→ (si2 ◦ i(g))i∈Z
and hence the uniqueness of l. 
Definition 3.32. Let n ≥ 0.
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(i) Let 0 ≥ i ≥ n + 1. We call i(di) : Λn → Λn+1 the ith parasimplicial face
map and denote it also by di.
(ii) Let 0 ≥ i ≥ n. We call i(si) : Λn+1 → Λn the ith parasimplicial degener-
acy map and denote it also by si.
Remark 3.33. In the 2-category of simplices there is the following chain of adjunc-
tions
dn+1 a sn a dn a · · · a d1 a s0 a d0
of 1-morphisms relating ∆n and ∆n+1. The 2-functoriality of i yields a chain of
adjunctions relating the parasimplicial face and degeneracy maps. Moreover, by
Corollary 3.17 this can be reformulated as
(3.34) di = t
i ◦ d0 ◦ t−i and si = ti ◦ s0 ◦ t−i.
Furthermore, (3.34) can be taken as a definition in cases where the left hand sides
are not defined.
Corollary 3.35. Let n, k ≥ 0 and f ∈ Λn,k. Then f is a composition of morphisms
of the form t, t−1, d0 and s0.
Proof. By Proposition 3.31 there is l ∈ Z and g : ∆k → ∆n such that there is
a decomposition f = i(g) ◦ tl. Since ∆ is generated by the simplicial face and
degeneracy maps, we can decompose in terms of those. The 2-functoriality of i yields
a decomposition of i(g) into parasimplicial face and degeneracy maps. Finally, we
obtain the desired decomposition by applying (3.34) to each of these. 
Remark 3.36. Since the duality D : Λ→ Λco is a 2-functor, it preserves adjunctions,
but reverses the order. In other words, the diagrams
Λ
L //
D

Λcoop
D

Λco
R
// Λop
and Λ
R //
D

Λcoop
D

Λco
L
// Λop
commute. We emphasize that this construction generalizes to arbitrary adjunction
complete 2-categories, and indicates that for such a 2-category C, there is a duality
between equivalences C → Cop and equivalences C → Cco. We consider, the right
square and n, k ≥ 0. In particular, we obtain isomorphisms
adn,k := dk,n ◦ rn,k = ln,k ◦ dn,k : Λn,k ∼−→ Λk,n.
The following result describes the compatibility of adn,k with choices of coordinates.
Proposition 3.37. Let n, k ≥ 0. Then adn,k(0, · · · , 0) = (0, · · · , 0).
Proof. By definition dk,n(0, · · · , 0) = (n, · · · , n) and (3.11) yields lk,n(n, · · · , n) =
(0, · · · , 0). 
Another interesting feature of the 2-category of parasimplices is the behavior of
injective 1-morphisms. More precisely, we will see that for given n, k ≥ 0 the poset
Λn,k exactly describes the injective morphisms for a certain shift in the codomain.
Definition 3.38. Let n, k ≥ 0. The poset Λinjn,k is the subposet of Λn,k consisting
of those 1-morphisms f : Λk → Λn whose underlying maps f : Z→ Z are injective.
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Proposition 3.39. Let n, k ≥ 0. The functor inj = injn,k : Λn,k → Λinjn+k+1,k which
is defined on coordinate representations by the assignment
(f0, f1, · · · , fk) 7→ (f0, f1 + 1, · · · , fk + k)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Note that a morphism g : Λk → Λn+k+1 with coordinate representation
(g0, · · · , gk) is injective if and only if the relations
(3.40) g0 < · · · < gk < g0 + n+ k + 2
hold true. Since the relations
f0 ≤ · · · ≤ fk ≤ f0 + n+ 1
imply the inequalities (for the last inequality we use fk ≤ f0 + n + 1 ⇒ fk + k ≤
f0 + n+ 1 + k < f0 + n+ k + 2)
f0 < f1 + 1 < · · · < fk + k < f0 + n+ k + 2,
we conclude that inj is well defined. Moreover, inj is a restriction of the translation
map +(0, · · · , k) : Z → Z. Hence inj is order preserving and injective. It remains
to prove the surjectivity of inj. For this we consider g ∈ Λinjn+k+1,k with coordinate
representation (g0, · · · , gk). Then (3.40) yields the inequalities
g0 ≤ g1 − 1 ≤ · · · ≤ gk − k ≤ g0 + n+ 1,
which exhibit (g0, g1 − 1, · · · , gk − k) as a preimage of g. 
Proposition 3.41. Let n, k ≥ 0. Then the symmetries s1, s2 : Λn+k+1,k → Λn+k+1,k
restrict to automorphisms of Λinjn+k+1,k and furthermore there are equalities of iso-
morphisms Λn,k → Λinjn+k+1,k
(i) inj ◦ s1 = s1 ◦ inj,
(ii) inj ◦ s2 = s2 ◦ s−11 ◦ inj.
Proof. We invoke Proposition 3.30 to describe all compositions explicitly in terms
of coordinate representations. In the case of (i), we observe immediately that both
sides are given by the assignment
(f0, f1, · · · , fk) 7→ (f0 + 1, f1 + 2, · · · , fk + k + 1).
For (ii) we compute both sides separately and conclude by comparing the results.
(f0, f1, · · · , fk) s27−→(f1, f2, · · · , fk, f0 + n+ 1)
inj7−→(f1, f2 + 1, · · · , fk + k − 1, f0 + n+ k + 1)
and
(f0, f1, · · · , fk) inj7−→(f0, f1 + 1, · · · , fk + k)
s−117−−→(f0 − 1, f1, · · · , fk + k − 1)
s27−→(f1, f2 + 1, · · · , fk + k − 1, f0 − 1 + n+ k + 2).

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4. The stable homotopy theory of cubes
In this short section we recollect some important facts about the stable homotopy
theory of cubes. Building on these, we will construct stable derivators associated
to the categories Λn,k in §5. More precisely, the proof of Theorem 5.12 will rely on
Corollary 4.8 and Proposition 4.19 and the proof of Proposition 5.16 will rely on
Corollary 4.17.
Definition 4.1. Let n ≥ 0. The n-cube n ∈ Cat is the category [1]n.
Remark 4.2. Let n ≥ 0.
(i) The category n is a poset.
(ii) Let n = {0, · · · , n− 1}. Then the power set P(n) inherits the structure of a
poset via the inclusion of subsets. Then the assignment
χ(−) : P(n)→ [1]n,
defined by the characteristic functions of subsets, is an isomorphism of posets.
In the following, we will sometimes use elements of P(n) to specify objects
of n, without mentioning the implicit use of the isomorphism χ(−).
(iii) In particular, there is a functor #: n → [n] defined by the cardinality of
subsets of n.
(iv) In [BG18a] the set {1, · · · , n} was used to parametrize the coordinates of n.
The reason for the different convention in this thesis is the fact that objects
in Λn,k can be described as functions on k + 1 via choices of coordinates
(Corollary 3.24).
Definition 4.3. Let 0 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ n and i ∈ n.
(i) We denote by
di0,d
i
1 : n−1 → n and si0 : n → n−1
the face maps and the projection with respect to the ith coordinate.
(ii) We denote by
ιk,l : nk,l → n
the inclusion of #−1({k, k + 1, · · · , l}).
Remark 4.4. Let M ⊂ n be a subset. Then we use the more general notation
(i) dM0 =
∏
m∈M d
m
0 : n−#(M) → n,
(ii) dM1 =
∏
m∈M d
m
1 : n−#(M) → n,
(iii) sM0 =
∏
m∈M s
m
0 : n → n−#(M).
Construction 4.5. We recall the construction of cofiber and fiber sequences for a
stable derivator D and some of their properties. We refer to [Gro13] and in the
cubical case to [BG18a] for a more detailed treatment of these constructions. Let
j1 : [1] → 20,1 be the inclusion induced by d01 and j2 : [2] → 2, i 7→ i. Then we
define for a stable derivator D
• the cofiber sequence morphism Cof = j∗2 ◦ (ι0,1)! ◦ (j1)∗ : D [1] → D [2],
• the cofiber morphism cof = d∗0 ◦ Cof : D [1] → D [1],
• the cone morphism C =∞∗ ◦ cof : D [1] → D ,
• the suspension morphism Σ = C ◦ (d1)∗ : D → D .
Let now n ≥ 1. Then we define
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• the iterated cofiber sequence morphism Cof1 : Dn → D [2]n by applying
the cofiber sequence morphism in every variable separately.
• the iterated cofiber morphism cof1 = (d0×· · ·×d0)∗ ◦Cof1 : Dn → Dn .
• the total cofiber morphism tcof =∞∗ ◦ cof1 : Dn → D .
Dually, let j′1 : [1]→ 21,2 be the inclusion induced by d10. Then we define
• the fiber sequence morphism Fib = j∗2 ◦ (ι1,2)∗ ◦ (j′1)! : D [1] → D [2],
• the fiber morphism fib = d∗2 ◦ Fib : D [1] → D [1],
• the cocone morphism F = ∅∗ ◦ cof : D [1] → D .
• the loop morphism Ω = F ◦ (d0)! : D → D .
Let now n ≥ 1. Then we define
• the iterated fiber sequence morphism Fib1 : Dn → D [2]n by applying the
fiber sequence morphism in every variable separately.
• the iterated fiber morphism fib1 = (d2 × · · · × d2)∗ ◦ Fib1 : Dn → Dn .
• the total fiber morphism tcof = ∅∗ ◦ cof1 : Dn → D .
Then the following properties are satisfied
• (Σ,Ω) is a pair of mutually inverse equivalences.
• (cof1, fib1) is a pair of mutually inverse equivalences.
Remark 4.6. We summarize some of the well-known isomorphisms between the
fiber and cofiber constructions for a stable derivator D , which are elementary con-
sequences of the definitions.
(i) cof3 ∼= Σ: D [1] → D [1],
(ii) fib3 ∼= Ω: D [1] → D [1],
(iii) Ω ◦ 2∗ ◦ Cof ∼= Ω ◦ d∗0 ◦ cof ∼= F ∼= d∗1 ◦ fib ∼= 0∗ ◦ Fib : D [1] → D ,
(iv) 0∗ ◦ Cof ∼= F ◦ cof ∼= d∗1 ∼= d∗0 ◦ fib ∼= 1∗ ◦ Fib : D [1] → D ,
(v) 1∗ ◦ Cof ∼= d∗1 ◦ cof ∼= d∗0 ∼= C ◦ fib ∼= 2∗ ◦ Fib : D [1] → D ,
(vi) 2∗ ◦ Cof ∼= d∗0 ◦ cof ∼= C ∼= Σ ◦ d∗1 ◦ fib ∼= Σ ◦ 0∗ ◦ Fib : D [1] → D ,
(vii) Cof ◦ (d0)! ∼= (d0)! ◦ s∗0 ∼= (d2)! ◦ (d0)! ∼= Fib ◦ s∗0 : D → D [2],
(viii) Cof ◦ s∗0 ∼= (d0)∗ ◦ (d1)∗ ∼= (d2)∗ ◦ s∗0 ∼= Fib ◦ (d1)∗ : D → D [2],
(ix) Cof ◦ (d1)∗ ∼= Σ ◦ Fib ◦ (d0)! : D → D [2]
(x) d∗0 ◦ Cof ◦ (d1)∗ ∼= Σ ◦ (d0)! : D → D [1],
(xi) d∗2 ◦ Fib ◦ (d0)! ∼= Ω ◦ (d1)! : D → D [1].
Let now n ≥ 0 and M0 ∪M1 ∪M2 = n be a partition. Let m : n → 3 be the
map with m−1(j) = Mj for j ∈ 3. Then (i)-(vi) above generalize to the following
isomorphisms (c.f. section 8 of [BG18a]). In each case we use that morphisms of
stable derivators commute with compositions of inverse images and homotopically
finite Kan extensions.
(i) (cof1)3 ∼= Σn : Dn → Dn ,
(ii) (fib1)3 ∼= Ωn : Dn → Dn ,
(iii) m∗ ◦ Cof1 ∼= tcof ◦ (dM01 × dM10 × idM2)∗ ∼= tfib ◦ (idM0 × dM11 × dM20 )∗ ◦ cof1 :
D
n → D ,
(iv) m∗ ◦ Fib1 ∼= tcof ◦ (dM01 × dM10 × idM2)∗ ◦ fib1 ∼= tfib ◦ (idM0 × dM11 × dM20 )∗ :
D
n → D .
Proposition 4.7. Let n ≥ 0 and D a stable derivator. Then for X ∈ Dn the
following properties are equivalent.
(i) X ∈ essim((ι0,n−1)! : Dn0,n−1 → Dn)
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(ii) tcof(X) = 0 ∈ D
Proof. This is [BG18a, Prop. 9.2]. 
Corollary 4.8. Let n ≥ 0 and D a stable derivator. Then
essim((ι0,n−1)! : D
n
0,n−1 → Dn) = essim((ι1,n)∗ : Dn1,n → Dn).
Proof. This is [BG18a, Cor. 9.3]. The first equivalence below follows from Propo-
sition 4.7, the third equivalence from the dual version of this statement and for the
second equivalence we invoke [BG18a, Rem. 8.27] for the relation tcof ∼= Σn ◦ tfib.
X ∈ essim((ι0,n−1)!) ⇐⇒ tcof(X) = 0 ⇐⇒ tfib(X) = 0 ⇐⇒ X ∈ essim((ι1,n)∗).

Remark 4.9. Let n ≥ 0 and D a derivator. Then objects in essim((ι0,n−1)!) are
called cocartesian n-cubes while objects in essim((ι1,n)∗) are called cartesian
n-cubes in D . Hence in the case n = 2 Corollary 4.8 just states the coincidence of
cocartesian and cartesian squares for stable derivators, which is in fact the defining
property of stability.
Definition 4.10. Let n ≥ 0 and D a stable derivator.
(i) The stable derivator D
n,ex := essim((ι0,n−1)!) = essim((ι1,n)∗) is called the
derivator of bicartesian n-cubes in D .
(ii) Objects in D
n,ex are called bicartesian n-cubes in D .
Remark 4.11. Let n ≥ 0 and D a stable derivator.
(i) To see that D
n,ex is in fact a stable derivator we observe that ι0,n−1 and
ι1,n are fully faithful and invoke [Gro13, Prop. 1.20] to obtain equivalences
of prederivators
D
n
0,n−1 ∼−→ Dn,ex and Dn1,n ∼−→ Dn,ex,
respectively.
(ii) In [BG18a] the derivator of bicartesian n-cubes in D is denoted by D
n,n−1
and called the derivator of (n− 1)-determined n-cubes.
Example 4.12. Let n ≥ 0, D a stable derivator and X ∈ Dn such that ι∗1,n−1(X) =
0. Then
X ∈ Dn,ex ⇒∞∗(X) ∼= Σn ◦ ∅∗(X).
This is [BG18a, Ex. 6.7].
Proposition 4.13. Let n ≥ 0 and D a stable derivator. Let X ∈ Dn−1×[2]. Then
there is a natural cofiber sequence
(4.14) tcof ◦ d∗2(X)→ tcof ◦ d∗1(X)→ tcof ◦ d∗0(X)
of total cofibers of n-cubes in D .
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Proof. There is a functor f : 3 → [2] defined by the diagram
0 //

2

0 //

@@
1

??
1 // 2
1 //
@@
1,
??
where the coordinates associated to 0, 1, 2 ∈ 3 are displayed in the horizontal,
vertical and diagonal direction, respectively. We observe that
(4.15) f ◦ d01 = d2 ◦ s20 and f ◦ d00 = d0 ◦ s10.
We now consider a stable derivator D0, and define D1 = D
[1]
0 . From (4.15) and
[GSˇ14b, Thm. 8.11] we deduce that the essential image of f∗ : D [2]0 → D
3
0 is
contained in D
2,ex
1 , where here the coordinates of 2 correspond to the coordi-
nates 1 and 2 of 3. Furthermore, since the cone functor C : D1 → D0 is ex-
act, it commutes with homotopically finite left Kan extensions and hence induces
C : D
2,ex
1 → D
2,ex
0 . Moreover, for X0 ∈ D [2]0 the object Y0 = C◦f∗(X0) ∈ D
2,ex
0
has by construction the underlying diagram
(4.16) C ◦ d∗2(X0) //

C ◦ d∗1(X0)

0 // C ◦ d∗0(X0).
Finally, we set D0 = D
n−1
and X0 = X and apply tcof : D
n−1 → D to Y0. Using
(4.16) we conclude, that the bicartesian square tcof(Y0) exhibits (4.14) as a cofiber
sequence. 
Corollary 4.17. Let n ≥ 0 and D a stable derivator. Let X ∈ Dn−1×[2]. Then,
if two of the three n-cubes d∗2(X),d
∗
1(X) and d
∗
0(X) are bicartesian, also the third
one is bicartesian.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 4.7, Proposition 4.13 and the 2-out-of-3
property for zero-objects in cofiber sequences. 
Remark 4.18. An alternative strategy to prove Corollary 4.17 relies on the corre-
sponding unstable statements [BG18a, Prop. 7.20] and Corollary 4.8.
Proposition 4.19. Let n ≥ 0, D be a derivator and f : A → B and g : n → B
functors between small categories such that there is a full subcategory B′ ⊆ B with
(i) f(A) ⊆ B′
(ii) g(n0,n−1) ⊆ B′ and g(∞) /∈ B′,
(iii) the functor n0,n−1 → B′/g(∞) is a right adjoint
Then the essential image of f! : DA → DB consists objects X ∈ DB such that g∗(X)
is cocartesian.
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Proof. This is a special case of [BG18a, Lem. 7.6]. 
We conclude this section with a new characterization of the total cofiber mor-
phism.
Proposition 4.20. Let n ≥ 0 and D a stable derivator. Consider the factorization
of the inclusion d01 : n → n+1
n α−→ n+10,n
β−→ n+1.
Then there is an natural isomorphism tcof ∼=∞∗ ◦ β! ◦ α∗ : Dn → D .
Proof. The essential image of β! ◦ α∗ is contained in the full subderivator of bi-
cartesian n+ 1-cubes. As a consequence, [BG18a, Cor. 9.9] yields an isomorphism
tcof ◦(d01)∗◦β!◦α∗ ∼−→ tcof ◦(d00)∗◦β!◦α∗. Since α and β are fully faithful we invoke
[Gro13, Prop. 1.20] for isomorphisms (d01)
∗ ◦ β! ◦ α∗ ∼= idn . On the other hand α∗
is an extension-by-zero morphism [Gro13, Prop. 1.23]. We conclude that essential
image of (d00)
∗ ◦ β! ◦α∗ coincides with the essential image of ∞′! : D → D
n
(where
∞′ denotes the final object of n) and using the previously mentioned results of
[Gro13] again we obtain the first isomorphism in
tcof ◦ (d00)∗ ◦ β! ◦ α∗ ∼= tcof ◦∞′! ◦∞′∗ ◦ (d00)∗ ◦ β! ◦ α∗ ∼=∞∗ ◦ β! ◦ α∗.
The second isomorphism is [BG18a, Lem. 8.19]. 
5. The derivators Dn,k
In this chapter we introduce for a given stable derivator D a family of stable
derivators Dn,k parametrized by pairs of natural numbers. These will be the ob-
jects of main interest in this work, and their properties will be analyzed in the
forthcoming chapters.
Definition 5.1. Let P ⊂ Zk+1 be a subposet, x = (x0, · · · , xk) ∈ P and D a stable
derivator.
(i) If x := {(x0 + δ0, · · · , xk + δk)|δi ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ {0, · · · , k}} ⊂ P we call
this the elementary subcube of P starting in x.
(ii) If x 6⊂ P we say that P does not contain the subcube starting in x.
(iii) Let x ∈ P such that x ⊂ P and X ∈ DP , then we call
x(X) := X|x ∈ D
k+1
the elementary subcube of X starting in x.
Example 5.2. The subposet Λn,k ⊂ Zk+1 contains f if and only if f is injective.
Definition 5.3. Let P ⊂ Zk+1 be a subposet. We say an object X ∈ DP satisfies
property (P1), resp. property (P2) at a point x ∈ P if the following condition
holds:
(P1) x ⊂ P and x(X) is bicartesian.
(P2) X|x = 0.
Recall from Corollary 3.24 that the choice of coordinates 0• induces embeddings
of posets Λn,k ⊂ Zk+1.
Definition 5.4. Let n ≥ −k+1, k ≥ 2. The derivator Dn,k is the full subderivator
of DΛn+k−1,k−1 spanned by those objects X ∈ DΛn+k−1,k−1 satisfying
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(i) property (P1) for all f ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1 that are injective,
(ii) property (P2) for all f ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1 that are not injective.
We note, that Lemma 2.4 implies that Dn,k is stable, as D
Λn+k−1,k−1 is stable.
Remark 5.5. The index shift appearing in Definition 5.4 is motivated by the fol-
lowing observations.
(i) The index n of Dn,k refers to the dimension of a maximal subsimplex. More
precisely, for all l ∈ k the natural number n is exactly the maximal number
such that there exists an injective (x0, · · · , xk) ∈ Λk−1,n+k with (x0, · · · , xl−1, xl+
m,xl+1, · · · , xk) ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1 injective for all m ∈ n. In particular, by
[GSˇ14a, Thm. 4.5.] we have equivalences
Dn,2 ∼= D [n].
(ii) The index k of Dn,k refers to the dimension of the subcubes which are forced
to be bicartesian.
Remark 5.6. The property (P2) for non-injective objects implies immediately, that
there are equivalences Dn,k ∼= 0 for n ≤ −1 (since this assumption implies that all
objects in Λn+k−1,k−1 are not injective).
Remark 5.7. From the discussion in Examples 2.5 it is clear that the inclusions
Dn,k ⊆ DΛn+k−1,k−1 are indeed inclusions of full subderivators in the sense of Defi-
nition 2.2. Nevertheless, we carry out the details for the case of property (P1) for
an injective object x ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1 and the left Kan extension morphism along a
functor u : A→ B between small categories A,B ∈ Cat. The diagram
D(Λn+k−1,k−1 ×A)
(x×id)∗
//
(id×u)!

D(k ×A)
(id×u)!

D(k0,k−1 ×A)
(id×u)!

(ι0,k−1×id)!
oo
D(Λn+k−1,k−1 ×B) (x×id)∗
// D(k ×B) D(k0,k−1 ×B)(ι0,k−1×id)!
oo
commutes up to natural isomorphisms, since u! is a morphism of derivators. We
assume that X ∈ D(Λn+k−1,k−1 × A) satisfies property (P1) in x. This means
exactly that there exists Y ∈ D(k0,k−1 ×A) such that
(x × id)∗(X) ∼= (ι0,k−1 × id)!(Y ).
Then the above diagram yields
(x × id)∗ ◦ (id× u)!(X) ∼=(id× u)! ◦ (x × id)∗(X)
∼=(id× u)! ◦ (ι0,k−1 × id)!(Y )
∼=(ι0,k−1 × id)! ◦ (id× u)!(Y ).
This is property (P1) for (id× u)!(X) at x.
In the following, we will discuss the most important automorphisms of the deriva-
tors Dn,k.
Corollary 5.8. Let n ≥ −k + 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. The inverse
images of the symmetry automorphisms
s1, s2 : Λn+k−1,k−1 → Λn+k−1,k−1
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restrict to automorphisms
s∗1, s
∗
2 : Dn,k → Dn,k.
Proof. Proposition 3.41 implies that all of the four operations s1, s2, s
−1
1 and s
−1
2
preserve injective objects. Hence all of the maps also preserve non-injective objects.
This yields the compatibility of s∗1 and s
∗
2 with the property (P2) on non-injective
objects. Let ej ∈ Zk, j ∈ {0, · · · , k − 1} denote the jth basis vector. Then we
invoke Proposition 3.30 for s1(f + ej) = s1(f) + ej , s2(f + ej) = s2(f) + ej−1 if
j ≥ 1 and s2(f + e0) = s2(f) + ek−1. This shows that postcomposition with s1 and
s2 maps elementary subcubes to cyclic permutations of elementary subcubes. Since
bicartesian cubes are stable under permutation of coordinates [BG18a, Cor. 4.10],
we conclude that s∗1 and s
∗
2 are compatible with the property (P1) on injective
objects. 
Remark 5.9. Proposition 3.39 implies that Λinjn+k−1,k−1 ∼= Λn−1,k−1. It will become
clear later, that the derivator Dn,k has many properties one would expect from an
object associated to Λn−1,k−1. Moreover, by Proposition 3.41 the automorphism
s−11 ◦ s2 : Λn+k−1,k−1 → Λn+k−1,k−1 restricts to s2 on the subposet of injective
morphisms. This motivates us to use the notation
s3 := s
−1
1 ◦ s2 : Λn+k−1,k−1 → Λn+k−1,k−1.
Definition 5.10. Let n ≥ −k + 1, k ≥ 2 and ξ = (0, 1, · · · , k − 1) ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1.
Consider the following full subcategories of Λn+k−1,k−1.
(i) The fundamental domain Don,k := (Λn+k−1,k−1)ξ/sk3 (ξ) with inclusion
don,k : Don,k −→ Λn+k−1,k−1.
(ii) The fundamental slice Sln,k := (Λn+k−1,k−1)ξ/sk−13 (ξ) with inclusion
sln,k : Sln,k −→ Λn+k−1,k−1.
Definition 5.11. Let n ≥ −k + 1, k ≥ 2.
(i) The derivator of fundamental domains doDn,k is the full subderivator of
DDon,k spanned by those objects X ∈ DDon,k that satisfy
(a) property (P1) for all x ∈ Don,k such that x ⊂ Don,k,
(b) property (P2) for all x ∈ Don,k such that don,k(x) is not injective.
(ii) The derivator of fundamental slices slDn,k is the full subderivator of
DSln,k spanned by those objects X ∈ DDon,k that satisfy property (P2) for
all x ∈ Sln,k such that sln,k(x) is not injective.
Theorem 5.12. Let n ≥ −k + 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. The inverse
images of don,k and sln,k restrict to equivalences
do∗n,k : Dn,k → doDn,k and sl∗n,k : Dn,k → slDn,k.
Proof. We show the statement for sl∗n,k. The statement for do
∗
n,k is very similar.
We consider the following subposets of Λn+k−1,k−1
• A1 = Sln,k ∪ {x ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1 non-injective|∃y ∈ sln,k : y ≤ x},
• A2 = A1 ∪ {x ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1|∃y ∈ sln,k : y ≤ x},
• A3 = A2 ∪ {x ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1 non-injective|∃y ∈ sln,k : x ≤ y}
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with inclusions
Sln,k
u1−→ A1 u2−→ A2 u3−→ A3 u4−→ Λn+k−1,k−1.
We claim that u := (u4)∗◦(u3)!◦(u2)!◦(u1)∗ is inverse to sl∗n,k. We observe that the
inclusions ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 are fully faithful. Then [Gro13, Prop. 1.20] yields that Kan
extensions along ui are also fully faithful and that the units of (ui)! a u∗i and counits
of u∗i a (ui)∗ are invertible. Hence it is sufficient to show the essential image of u is
contained in Dn,k. Since u1 is a sieve, the corresponding right Kan extension is an
extension-by-zero morphism [Gro13, Prop. 1.23]. Using that the units of (ui)! a u∗i
and counits of u∗i a (ui)∗ for i ≥ 2 are invertible, we conclude that objects in
the essential image of u satisfy property (P2) for non-injective objects in A1. We
claim that objects in the essential image of (u2)! : DA1 → DA2 satisfy property
(P1) for all injective objects in A2. Let x be an injective objects in A2. We define
Bx = A1 ∪ {y ∈ A2|y ≤ s1(x)} and consider the inclusions A1 vx−→ Bx wx−−→ A2. We
observe that u2 = wx ◦ vx. Hence (u2)! = (wx)! ◦ (vx)! by the pseudofunctoriality of
right Kan extensions. In particular we have ∗x ◦ u! = ∗x ◦ (vx)! ◦ (u1)∗. We show
that we are now in a situation where Proposition 4.19 applies. For this we consider
B′x = Bx \ {s1(x)}. We observe that (B′x)/s1(x) = {y ∈ B′x|y ≤ s1(x)}. To show
that the restriction x|k0,k−1 : k0,k−1 → (B′x)/s1(x) is a right adjoint, we use the
fact that an embedding of posets q : P → S is a right adjoint if for every element s
not in the image of q the set {p ∈ P |q(p) ≥ s} admits a unique minimal element.
To establish this in our situation we use that for b ∈ (B′x)/s1(x) the implication
b ≤ x(M) ∧ b ≤ x(N)⇒ b ≤ x(M ∩N)
holds by construction of x for M,N ∈ k. Therefore, Proposition 4.19 yields
the cocartesianess of objects in the image of ∗x ◦ (vx)!. Moreover, Corollary 4.8
yields the bicartesianess of these cubes. By using again that the units of (ui)! a u∗i
and counits of u∗i a (ui)∗ are invertible and the dual arguments for u3 and u4, we
conclude that the essential image of u is indeed contained in Dn,k.

Remark 5.13. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator.
(i) Let i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Theorem 5.12 allows us to define the symmetry operations
on derivators of slices and domains via
• s∗i = sl∗n,k ◦ s∗i ◦ (sl∗n,k)−1 : slDn,k → slDn,k,
• s∗i = do∗n,k ◦ s∗i ◦ (do∗n,k)−1 : doDn,k → doDn,k.
We emphasize that, although the notation might suggest that these mor-
phisms are restrictions of inverse images, this is in general not the case.
(ii) Let sdn,k : Sln,k → Don,k be the inclusion. Since sln,k = don,k ◦ sdn,k it fol-
lows from Theorem 5.12 that sd∗n,k : doDn,k → slDn,k is invertible. Moreover,
by construction (recall that the units of (ui)! a u∗i and counits of u∗i a (ui)∗
are invertible) the inverse can be constructed as (u′2)! ◦ (u′1)∗, where
Sln,k
u′1−→ Don,k \ {f = (f0, · · · , fk) ∈ Don,k|f injective, f0 ≥ 1} u
′
2−→ Don,k
are the inclusions.
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(iii) Consider the map s˜dn,k : Sln,k → Don,k, f 7→ s3(f). Then the diagram
Dn,k
sl∗n,k
vv
do∗n,k

s∗3◦sl∗n,k
((
slDn,k doDn,k
sdn,k∗
oo
s˜d
∗
n,k
// slDn,k
commutes. This yield an isomorphism
s˜d
∗
n,k ◦ (sd∗n,k)−1 ∼= s∗3 ◦ sl∗n,k ◦ (sl∗n,k)−1 ∼= s∗3.
Thus we regard slDn,k as a minimal model of Dn,k, and doDn,k as minimal
among those models where s∗3 is computable as an inverse image.
Examples 5.14. Let D be a stable derivator.
(i) Let n ≥ 0. We consider the case k = 2. Then
ξ = (0, 1) and s3(ξ) = (0, n+ 1).
Hence the assignment cn : [n]→ Sln,2, i 7→ (0, i+1) defines an isomorphism of
categories. As a consequence, Theorem 5.12 provides us with an equivalence
of derivators
Dn,2
sl∗n,2−−−→ slDn,2 c
∗
n−→ D [n].
We emphasize that this special case is exactly the content of [GSˇ14a, Thm. 4.5.].
(ii) Let n = 0 and k ≥ 2. In this case we have s3 = idΛ(Λk−1,Λk−1). In particular,
there are isomorphisms 1 ∼= Sl0,k ∼= Do0,k. As a consequence, Theorem 5.12
implies that
ξ∗ : D0,k ∼−→ slD0,k ∼= D
is an equivalence of derivators.
(iii) Let now n = 2 and k = 3. Then
ξ = (0, 1, 2), s3(ξ) = (0, 1, 4) and s
2
3(ξ) = (0, 3, 4).
We define the category X = [2]× [2] \ (2, 0). Then the assignment
X → Sl2,3, (i, j) 7→ (0, i+ 1, j + 2)
defines an isomorphism of categories. Moreover, by Theorem 5.12 the deriva-
tor D2,3 is equivalent to the full subderivator of DX spanned by those objects
x with (1, 0)∗x = 0 and (2, 1)∗x = 0, i.e. objects such that the underlying
diagram is of the form
x0,0 //

x0,1 //

x0,2

0 // x1,1 //

x1,2

0 // x2,2.
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Remark 5.15. Let k be a field. It is immediate from Iyama’s inductive construction
([Iya11, Thm. 1.18], c.f. also [OT12, Thm. 3.4]) of the k-Auslander algebra T
(k)
n (k)
of the ~An-quiver, that T
(k)
n (k) can be described by the quiver generated by the
injective objects in Sln+1,k−1 and two types of relations. The first type corresponds
exactly to the commutativity of all existing elementary subcubes and the second
type type of relations deals with the vanishing of compositions, which factor through
a non-injective object in Sln−1,k+1. In particular, there are exact equivalences of
triangulated categories
(Dk)n−1,k+1(1) ∼= sl(Dk)n−1,k+1(1) ∼= D(T (k)n (k)).
Furthermore, the automorphism s−11 : (Dk)n−1,k+1 → (Dk)n−1,k+1 corresponds un-
der these equivalences to the k-Auslander-Reiten-translate ([Iya11, §1]). This fol-
lows from the relation s−11 = s3 ◦ s−12 by identifying s2 ∼= Σk (Corollary 5.19) and
relating s3 to the Serre-functor (Remark 5.22).
Proposition 5.16. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. There is a natural
isomorphism
Σk−1 ∼= sl∗n,k ◦ s∗2 ◦ (sl∗n,k)−1 : slDn,k → slDn,k.
Proof. Consider the map J : Sln,k × k → Λn+k−1,k−1 defined by the assignment
((f0, · · · , fk−1), (δ0, · · · , δk−1)) 7→
(f0 + δ0(f1 − f0), · · · , fk−2 + δk−2(fk−1 − fk−2), fk−1 + δk−1(f0 + n+ k − fk−1).
It is easy to see that J is a well defined morphism of posets (and hence a functor).
Let f = (f0, · · · fk−1) ∈ Sln,k and δ = (δ0, · · · , δk−1) ∈ k \ {∅,∞}. We claim,
that in this case J(f, δ) ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1 is not injective. If δ0 = 1, there exists by
assumption i ≤ k − 1 minimal with δi = 0. Hence J(f, δ)i−1 = J(f, δ)i. If δ0 = 0,
there exists by assumption i ≤ k − 1 maximal with δi = 1. If i ≤ k − 2, we have
J(f, δ)i = J(f, δ)i+1. In the remaining case i = k − 1 we observe J(f, δ)k−1 =
J(f, δ)0 + n+ k to conclude the claim.
Moreover, we observe
(5.17) J ◦ (id× ∅) = sln,k
and
(5.18) J ◦ (id×∞) = s2 ◦ sln,k.
As a consequence, the inverse image of J restricts to a morphism
J∗ : Dn,k → (slDn,k)k .
We claim furthermore, that for all f ∈ Sln,k and X ∈ Dn,k the k-cube (f × id)∗(X)
is bicartesian. In fact, if f is not injective, the cube in question is constantly zero
(in particular bicartesian). Otherwise it is a concatination of the bicartesian cubes
g(X) for g = f + (κ0, · · · , κk−1) with 0 ≤ κi ≤ fi+1 − fi − 1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 2
and 0 ≤ κk−1 ≤ f0 + n + k − fk−1 − 1, and hence by Corollary 4.17 bicartesian.
Therefore the essential image of J∗ is contained in (slDn,k)
k,ex. As a consequence
of this, the first claim and (5.17), we obtain by [BG18a, Ex. 6.7] the identification
(id×∞)∗ ◦ J∗ ∼= Σk−1 ◦ sl∗n,k.
Finally, (5.18) yields sl∗n,k ◦ s∗2 ∼= Σk−1 ◦ sl∗n,k and we conclude by precomposing
with (sl∗n,k)
−1. 
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Corollary 5.19. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. There is a natural
isomorphism
Σk−1 ∼= s∗2 : Dn,k → Dn,k.
Proof. Proposition 5.16 implies the second isomorphism in
Σk−1 ∼= (sl∗n,k)−1 ◦ Σk−1 ◦ sl∗n,k ∼= s∗2 : Dn,k → Dn,k,
and the first isomorhism is induced by the exactness of sl∗n,k. 
Remark 5.20. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Theorem 5.12 implies
immediately, that an object X ∈ Dn,k is completely determined by do∗n,k(X). Using
Corollary 5.19 we can relate the objects f∗(X) for f ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1 arbitrary directly
to do∗n,k(X). For this we note that Don,k contains i(g) for every injective map
g : ∆k−1 → ∆n+k−1. Hence, for an arbitrary injective f ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1, we obtain
f∗(X) ∼= (Σk−1)l ◦ i(g)∗ ◦ do∗n,k(X)
for the unique l ∈ Z induced by Proposition 3.31.
Corollary 5.21. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. There are natural
isomorphisms
(s∗3)
n+k ∼= (s∗2)n ∼= Σn(k−1) : Dn,k → Dn,k.
Proof. The second isomorphism is Corollary 5.19. For the first isomorphism we
invoke Lemma 3.7 for the relation sn+k1 = s
k
2 of automorphisms of Λn+k−1,k−1.
Hence
(s∗3)
n+k = (s∗2 ◦ (s∗1)−1)n+k = (s∗2)n+k ◦ (s∗2)−k = (s∗2)n.

Remark 5.22. For a field k and D = Dk the autoequivalences s3 induce Serre equiva-
lences on underlying categories. Moreover, for D general it was shown in the special
case of k = 2 that the autoequivalences s∗3 can be considered as Serre equivalences
in a derivator theoretic sense [GSˇ14a, Thm. 11.12]. Hence Corollary 5.21 suggests
that the derivators Dn,k have a fractionally Calabi–Yau dimension of
n(k−1)
n+k . We
refer to [Lad13] for some related examples of fractionally Calabi–Yau categories.
We also observe that the enumerator and denominator of this fraction both are
invariant under the assignment
(n, k) 7→ (k − 1, n+ 1).
We will strengthen this observation with Theorem 11.6 by constructing equivalences
Φn,k : Dn,k → Dk−1,n+1,
which commute with s∗3 and Σ. In fact, the first step towards this result, the special
case k = 2 (or equivalently n = 1) will be the main content of §6.
Furthermore, it is worth to mention that infinite chains of adjunctions very often
turn out to be 2-periodic with respect to Serre equivalence. This observation will
be investigated more closely in [BG18b]. We will encounter examples of such in-
finite chains of adjunctions in Corollary 8.24 and Corollary 9.15. In these cases
the fractionally Calabi–Yau property will be very useful for the understanding of
iterated adjoints.
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For technical reasons it will become useful in the proof of Theorem 11.6 to extend
objects of Dn,k to all of Zk by 0. The next proposition shows, that this is always
possible.
Proposition 5.23. Let n ≥ −k + 1, k ≥ 2. Let Dˆn,k be the full subderivator of
DZ
k
spanned by those objects X ∈ DZ that satisfy
(i) property (P1) for all x ∈ Zk representing an injective object in Λn+k−1,k−1,
(ii) property (P2) for all other x ∈ Zk.
Then the Kan extensions j!, j∗ : DΛn+k−1,k−1 → DZk restrict to morphisms
j!, j∗ : Dn,k → Dˆn,k.
Moreover, the restrictions coincide and are equivalences.
Proof. We show that the restriction of j∗ is well defined and an equivalence. Since
j : Λn+k−1,k−1 → Zk is fully faithful, the same is true for j∗ [Gro13, Prop. 1.26].
Hence it is sufficient to identify the essential image of j∗ with Dˆn,k. For this it is
enough ([Gro13, Lem. 1.21]) to show that for x = (x0, · · · , xk−1) ∈ Zk \Λn+k−1,k−1
and X ∈ Dn,k we have x∗j∗(X) ∼= 0. Since Λn+k−1,k−1 and Zk are posets, we can
identify Λn+k−1,k−1,x/ with the full subposet of Λn+k−1,k−1 on those objects which
are pointwise greater or equal then x. Let ix denote the inclusion of these posets.
Axiom (Der4) implies
(5.24) x∗ ◦ j∗ ∼= (piΛn+k−1,k−1,x/)∗ ◦ i∗x.
We claim that Λn+k−1,k−1,x/ admits a minimal object. To see this we note, that
if x ≤ x1 and x ≤ x2 for x1 = (x10, · · · , x1k−1), x2 = (x20, · · · , x2k−1) ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1,
then also min(x1, x2) = (min(x10, x
2
0), · · · ,min(x1k−1, x2k−1)) ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1 and by
construction x ≤ min(x1, x2). Next, we claim that the minimal object x0 =
(x00, · · · , x0k−1) ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1,x/ is not injective in Λk−1,n+k−1. For this we as-
sume that x0 is injective. Since x /∈ Λn+k−1,k−1 there is either i ∈ {1, · · · , k − 1}
such that xi < xi−1 or x0 + n + k < xk−1. Then we define x−1 ∈ Zk in the first
case by (x00, · · · , x0i − 1, · · · , x0k−1) and in the second case by (x00− 1, x01, · · · , x0k−1).
Then we have by construction
x ≤ x−1 < x0 and x−1 ∈ Λn+k−1,k−1.
This contradicts the minimality of x0 and proves the second claim. Hence property
(P2) holds for x0 which leads to the last isomorphism in
x∗ ◦ j∗(X) ∼= (piΛn+k−1,k−1,x/)∗ ◦ i∗x(X) ∼= (x0)∗ ◦ i∗x(X) ∼= 0.
The first isomorphism above follows from (5.24), and the second from the first
claim. The proof of the statement for j! is completely dual to the above. Finally,
the isomorphism j! ∼= j∗ : Dn,k → Dˆn,k follows from the observation, that both
functors are inverse to the restriction of the inverse image morphism j∗. 
Remark 5.25. We define the cubical slice Sln,k = Zkξ/sk−13 ξ
and the derivator slDˆn,k
to be the full subderivator of DSl

n,k spanned by those objects X ∈ DSln,k that
satisfy property (P2) for all x ∈ Sln,k, which are not the image of an injective object
in Sln,k. We can show with the same strategy as in the proof of Proposition 5.23,
that
(j|Sln,k)! : slDn,k ∼−→ slDˆn,k
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is an equivalence. Let sln,k : Sl

n,k → Zk be the inclusion. The square
Dn,k
sl∗n,k
//
j!

slDn,k
(j|Sln,k )!

Dˆn,k
(sln,k)
∗
// slDˆn,k
commutes up to natural isomorphism (since the inverses of the vertical morphisms
are given by restrictions of inverse image morphisms). We note that the top mor-
phism is an equivalence by Theorem 5.12. Hence the entire square consists of
equivalences.
6. The contravariant S•-construction
In this section we establish a comparison result between the derivators Dn,2 and
D1,n+1 for n ≥ 1. This can be regarded as a generalization of the following classical
result from representation theory. Let k be a field and Rn be the quotient of the
path algebra k ~An by the ideal generated by paths of length two.
Proposition 6.1. Let n ≥ 1 and k be a field. Then there is an exact equivalence
of triangulated categories
Db(k ~An)
∼−→ Db(Rn).
Proof. This is [HS10, Prop. 2.1]. 
Let us consider the special case n = 4. In this case an Rn-module is is given
by a functor F : [2] × [1] → k −Mod such that F (0, 1) ∼= F (2, 0) ∼= 0. Using the
universal property of the zero-object we can extend F to a functor 3 → k−Mod
as indicated by the diagram
(6.2) 0 //

0

F (0, 0)
<<
//

F (1, 0)
99

0 // F (2, 1)
0
<<
// F (1, 1).
99
Hence we obtain an equivalence between the corresponding functor categories with
the respective zero-conditions. We will show in Theorem 6.9 that the description of
the relations based on cubical shapes (6.2) generalizes well to the setting of stable
derivators. This motivates us to introduce the notion of a cube supported on a
maximal path in a stable derivator D . The resulting derivators are of the form
slD1,n (Proposition 6.6).
Definition 6.3. Let n, k ≥ 0. A non-degenerate k-simplex s : [k]→ n is called a
path in n. A path is called maximal if k = n.
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Example 6.4. Let n ≥ 0. The standard maximal path is defined by the functor
→ : [n]→ n, i 7→ {n− i, · · · , n− 1}.
Moreover, all other maximal paths in n are obtained from → and a permutation
σ ∈ Aut(n) by →σ : [n] → n, i 7→ σ(→ (i)). Furthermore, this construction
defines a bijection between Aut(n) and the set of maximal paths in n.
Definition 6.5. Let n ≥ 0, D a stable derivator and →σ a maximal path in n.
The derivator of n-cubes with →σ-support Dn→σ is the full subderivator of
D
n
spanned by those objects X such that for all M ⊆ n with M not in the image
of →σ the property (P2) holds, i.e. M∗X ∼= 0.
Proposition 6.6. Let n ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Then there are equivalences
of derivators
slD1,n
∼−→ Dn−1→ and doD1,n ∼−→ D
n,ex
→ .
Proof. We note that in this case ξ = (0, 1, · · · , n− 1) and by Lemma 3.7
sn3 = s
n
2 ◦ (s1)−n = s1.
Therefore, we conclude that (s∗3)
n(ξ) = (1, 2, · · · , n) and (s∗3)n−1(ξ) = (0, 2, · · · , n)
that hence ξ : n−1 → Sl1,n ⊂ Zn−1 and ξ : n → Do1,n ⊂ Zn are isomorphisms
of categories. Moreover, under these isomorphisms the objects of n−1 and n with
non-decreasing coordinates, i.e. the objects in the image of the maximal path →,
correspond exactly to the injective objects in Sl1,n and Do1,n, respectively. As
a consequence, we obtain that the inverse images ∗ξ restrict to an equivalence
slD1,n
∼−→ Dn−1→ and an embedding doD1,n → D
n
→ , respectively. In the latter
case, the property (P1) for ξ (which is unique in Do1,n with ξ ⊆ Do1,n) allows us
to identify the essential image of this embedding with D
n,ex
→ . 
Definition 6.7. Let n ≥ 1 and D a stable derivator.
(i) An n-cofiber sequence in D is an object in D1,n+1.
(ii) LetX be an n-cofiber sequence inD. The base ofX is the object sl∗1,n+1(X) ∈
slD1,n+1.
(iii) LetX be an n-cofiber sequence inD. The n-cone ofX is the object s1(ξ)
∗(X) ∈
D .
Remark 6.8. Let n ≥ 1, D a stable derivator and X an n-cofiber sequence in
D . Then by Proposition 6.6 and Corollary 5.19 the underling diagram of X is
determined by a sequence
· · · → x0 → x1 → · · · → xn+1 → Σnx0 → Σnx1 → · · ·
in D(1) such that
• all consecutive compositions vanish,
• x0 → x1 → · · · → xn gives rise to the underlying diagram of the base of X,
• xn+1 is the n-cone of X.
Moreover, if D is a strong derivator the underlying diagrams of 1-cofiber sequences
give rise to distinguished triangles. We will come back to this notion in §7 and §12.
Theorem 6.9. Let n ≥ 0 and D a stable derivator. Then there is an equivalence
of derivators
Ψn : D
[n] ∼−→ Dn→ .
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Proof. Let τ ∈ Aut(n), τ(i) = n− 1− i be the flip permutation. We claim that the
desired equivalence of derivators is defined by the composition
(6.10) D [n]
(→τ )!−−−−→ Dn fib
1
−−→ Dn .
Since →τ : [n]→ n is fully faithful the same is true for the associated Kan exten-
sion morphism. And since fib1 : D
n → Dn is an equivalence ([BG18a, Prop. 8.9]),
we deduce that (6.10) is an embedding. As a consequence, to conclude it is suffi-
cient to identify the essential image of (6.10) with D
n
→ . To do this, we proceed in
three steps.
(i) For 0 ≤ i ≤ n we denote by Li ⊆ n the subcategories spanned by the
objects
Li = {M ⊆ n|i ⊆M, i /∈M}.
We observe, that the collections Li are (n − 1 − i)-dimensional subcubes of
n (here we use the convention that (−1)-cubes are singletons) and that the
Li for 0 ≤ i ≤ n together define a partition of the set of objects of n. We
denote by
ιi : Li → n and pii : Li → 1
the inclusion and the canonical projection, respectively. Moreover, we see
that for 0 ≤ i ≤ n
Li = {M ∈ n|i ∈ [n] is maximal with ∃(→τ (i)→M) ∈ n}.
In particular, the right adjoint p : n → [n] of →τ : [n]→ n exists and can
be described by
p(M) = i ⇐⇒ M ∈ Li.
(ii) We can characterize the essential image of (→τ )! : D [n] → Dn as the sub-
derivator consisting of those objects x ∈ Dn such that the counit
(→τ )!(→τ )∗x ∼−→ x
is invertible. Since →τa p we reformulate this by contemplating the pastings
n p //
id

} ε
[n]
→τ //
→τ

} id
n
id

=
n →τp //
id

} ε
n
id

n
id
// n
id
// n n
id
// n.
Using the homotopy exactness of the square on the left, we conclude that
(→τ )!(→τ )∗x→ x is invertible if and only if the canonical mate
ε∗ : p∗(→τ )∗x→ x
is invertible. But this is the case if and only if ι∗i x is constant (i.e. in the
essential image of pi∗i ) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. We denote by D
n,κ ⊆ Dn the
subderivator of all such objects x.
(iii) We claim that cof1 : D
n ∼−→ Dn restricts to an equivalence of derivators
(6.11) D
n
→
∼−→ Dn,κ
and show this via induction on n ≥ 0. For n = 0 the morphism in question
can be identified with id: D → D , and are therefore equivalences. Let now
n0 ≥ 0 fixed. We assume (6.11) for all 0 ≤ n ≤ n0.
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Let x ∈ Dn0+1→ . Then we observe
(6.12) (d01)
∗x ∈ Dn0→ and (d00)∗x ∈ D
n0 ,n00,n0−1 .
We can regard x as an object of (D
n0
)[1] with underlying diagram
(d01)
∗x→ (d00)∗x.
As a consequence, we can compute cof1(x) as the cofiber of an object of
(D
n0
)[1] with underlying diagram
y0 = cof
1(d01)
∗x→ y1 = cof1(d00)∗x.
By induction assumption, [BG18a, Lem. 10.2] and (6.12) we conclude that
y0 ∈ Dn0 ,κ and that y1 is constant, which in turn implies that cof1(x) ∈
D
n0+1,κ.
Conversely, let y ∈ Dn0+1,κ. We observe that (d01)∗y is constant and
(d0y)
∗y ∈ Dn0+1,κ. We can regard y as an object of (Dn0 )[1] with un-
derlying diagram
(d01)
∗y → (d00)∗y.
Similarly as above, we can compute fib1(y) as the fiber of an object of
(D
n0
)[1] with underlying diagram
x0 = fib
1(d01)
∗y → x1 = fib1(d00)∗y.
By induction assumption, the assumption on y and [BG18a, Lem. 10.2] we
obtain x1 ∈ Dn0→ and x0 ∈ D
n0 ,n00,n0−1 . Thus fib1(y) ∈ Dn0+1→ , which
completes the induction step.

Corollary 6.13. Let n ≥ 0 and D a stable derivator. Then there is an equivalence
of derivators
Ψ,exn : D
[n] ∼−→ Dn+1,ex→ .
Proof. We consider the diagram
(6.14) D [n]
(dn+1)∗
// D [n+1],∞ _

(→τ )!
// D
n+1,κ,∞
 _

fib1 // D
n+1,ex
→  _

D [n+1]
(→τ )!
// D
n+1,κ fib
1
// D
n+1
→ .
Since dn+1 is sieve, [Gro13, Prop. 1.23] implies that the associated right Kan ex-
tension is an extension by zero morphism and
essim((dn+1)∗) = D [n+1],∞.
Hence the left morphism in the upper row of (6.14) is an equivalence. Moreover,
it follows from the proof of Theorem 6.9 that both morphisms in the lower row
are equivalences. The left of these equivalences restricts to (→τ )! : D [n+1],∞ ∼−→
D
n+1,κ,∞ because of Ln+1 = {∞} ⊂ n+1 and the right equivalence restricts to
fib1 : D
n+1,κ,∞ ∼−→ Dn+1,ex→ by Proposition 4.7. 
Corollary 6.15. Let n ≥ 1 and D a stable derivator. Then there is an equivalence
of derivators
Ψ˜n : Dn,2
∼−→ D1,n+1.
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Proof. Let Ψ˜n be defined by the following chain of equivalences
(6.16) Dn,2
∼−→ slDn,2 ∼−→ D [n] Ψ
,ex
n−−−−→ Dn+1,ex→ ∼−→ doD1,n+1 ∼−→ D1,n+1,
where the first and fifth equivalence is Theorem 5.12, the second equivalence is
Examples 5.14 (i), the third equivalence is Corollary 6.13, and the fourth equivalence
is Proposition 6.6. 
Theorem 6.17. Let n ≥ 1 and D a stable derivator. Then there are natural
isomorphisms
(i) ξ∗ ◦ (s∗3)n+1 ◦ Ψ˜n ∼= ξ∗ : Dn,2 → D and
(ii) s∗3 ◦ Ψ˜n ∼= Ψ˜n ◦ s∗3 : Dn,2 ∼−→ D1,n+1.
Proof. For the first statement, we observe that ξ∗ : Dn,2 → D corresponds to
0∗ : D [n] → D under the first two equivalences in (6.16), whereas the composi-
tion ξ∗ ◦ (s∗3)n+1 : D1,n+1 → D corresponds to ∞∗ : D
n+1,ex
→ → D under last two
equivalences in (6.16). Hence the commutativity of the diagram
D [n]
0∗
**
∼= // D [n+1],∞
0∗
&&
∼= // D
n+1,κ,∞
∅∗

∼= // D
n+1,ex
→
∞∗
xx
D ,
where the top row is Ψ,exn , completes the proof of (i).
For the second part we show the equivalent statement
(6.18) (s∗3)
−1 ◦ Ψ˜n ∼= Ψ˜n ◦ (s∗3)−1 : D1,n+1 ∼−→ D2,n.
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Let q : [1]×[n]\{(1, n)} → [n] be the functor defined by q(0, i) = 0 and q(1, i) = i+1
and ι : [1]× [n]\{(1, n)} → [1]× [n] the natural inclusion. We consider the diagram
Dn,2
s−13 //
sl∗n,2

Dn,2
sl∗n,2

slDn,2
s−13 //
c∗n

slDn,2
c∗n

D [n]
(dn+1)∗

q∗
// D [1]×[n]\{(1,n)}
ι∗ // D [1]×[n]
F×id
// D [n]
(dn+1)∗

(→τ )!=p∗n
uu
D [n+1],∞
p∗n+1=(→τ )!

D [n+1],∞
p∗n+1=(→τ )!

D
n+1,κ,∞
(id×(→τ ))∗
55
fib1

F×id
// D
n,κ
fib1

(→τ )∗
44
D
n+1,κ,∞
fib1

(dn1 )
∗
oo
D
n+1,ex
→
(∗ξ)−1

(d01)
∗
// D
n
→
(∗ξ)−1

D
n+1,ex
→
(∗ξ)−1

(dn0 )
∗
oo
doD1,n+1
(do∗1,n+1)
−1

sd∗
// slD1,n+1 doD1,n+1
(do∗1,n+1)
−1

s˜d
∗
oo
D1,n+1
s−13
// D1,n+1
We observe that the outer vertical compositions in the diagram above are by def-
inition Ψ˜n. Moreover, the top cell commutes by Remark 5.13 (i), the two squares
involving fib1 in the vertical direction commute by Remark 4.6, the two squares
involving (∗ξ)−1 commute since they are induced by restriction from inverse image
squares associated to commutative squares of functors in Cat, and the bottom cell
commutes by Remark 5.13 (iii). In the next step we show that also the cell directly
below the top one commutes. Let r : 2 × [n] → Λn+1,1 be the functor adjoint to
the functor [n]→ (Λn+1,1)
2
which maps i to the square
(−n+ i, 1) //

(−n+ i, i+ 2)

(0, 1) // (0, i+ 2).
Since the squares above are concatinations of elementary subsquares of Λn+1,1, we
deduce from Corollary 4.17, that the associated inverse image morphism restricts
to r∗ : Dn,2 → (D [n])2,ex and to conclude we note
• (0, 0)∗r∗ = sl∗n,2(s∗3)−1,
• (0, 1)∗r∗ = 0,
• (d00)∗r∗ = ι∗q∗sl∗n,2.
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Furthermore, since s˜d
∗
: doD1,n+1 → slD1,n+1 is an equivalence by Remark 5.13 and
the vertical morphisms in the two squares above are equivalences by Proposition 6.6,
we conclude that also (dn0 )
∗ : D
n+1,ex
→ → D
n
→ and (d
n
1 )
∗ : D
n+1,κ,∞ → Dn,κ
are equivalences. In the following we construct the isomorphism (6.18) as the
composition of isomorphisms
Ψ˜n ◦ s−13
∼=f2 ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dn+1)∗ ◦ (F × id) ◦ ι∗ ◦ q∗ ◦ f1
∼=f2 ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dn+1)∗ ◦ (F × id) ◦ (id× (→τ ))∗ ◦ p∗n+1 ◦ (dn+1)∗ ◦ f1
∼=f2 ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dn+1)∗ ◦ (→τ )∗ ◦ (F × id) ◦ p∗n+1 ◦ (dn+1)∗ ◦ f1
∼=f2 ◦ ((dn1 )∗)−1 ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (→τ )∗ ◦ (F × id) ◦ p∗n+1 ◦ (dn+1)∗ ◦ f1
∼=f2 ◦ ((dn1 )∗)−1 ◦ (F × id) ◦ p∗n+1 ◦ (dn+1)∗ ◦ f1
∼=s−13 ◦ Ψ˜n.
Here we have used the abbreviations f1 and f2 for the composition of the first two
morphisms in the left column and the composition of the last three morphisms in the
right column of the diagram, respectively. Moreover, the first and last isomorphism
above follows from the commutativity of top two and bottom three rows in the
diagram, respectively. For the remaining isomorphisms we consider the following.
• For the second isomorphism we show that the left triangle commutes. We
denote by q′ the composition
[1]× [n] id×(→τ )−−−−−−→ n+1 pn+1−−−→ [n+ 1]
and observe that q′(0, i) = 0 and q′(1, i) = i + 1. It is sufficient to show that
the square
D [n]
q∗
//
(dn+1)∗

D [1]×[n]\{(1,n)}
ι∗

D [n+1]
q′∗
// D [1]×[n]
commutes. The above description of q′ implies (1, n)∗ ◦ q′∗ ◦ (dn+1)∗ = 0.
Hence the essential image of q′∗◦(dn+1)∗ is contained in the essential image of ι∗
([Gro13, Prop. 1.23]). Therefore, it is sufficient to show that ι∗ ◦q′∗ ◦(dn+1)∗ ∼=
q∗ ([Gro13, Prop. 1.20]). But this follows from q′◦ι = dn+1◦q, since the counit
of the adjunction (dn+1)
∗ a (dn+1)∗ is invertible (again [Gro13, Prop. 1.20]).
• For the third isomorphisms we note that morphisms of stable derivators (in
particular the inverse image morphisms (→τ )∗) commute with cocones.
• For the fourth isomorphism we show that the right triangle commutes. For
this we observe that pn+1 ◦dn1 = dn+1 ◦ pn. Again the counit of the adjunction
(dn+1)
∗ a (dn+1)∗ induces the desired isomorphism.
• The fifth isomorphism is induced by the mutually inverse equivalences (→τ )!
and (→τ )∗.

Remark 6.19. In fact the statement of Theorem 6.17 is a special case of Theo-
rem 11.6 which will be proven independently. We decided to give an explicit proof
at this point nevertheless, since Theorem 6.17 is the central motivation for defining
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the duality morphisms Definition 6.21. Moreover, Theorem 6.17 we be the the main
ingredient for the construction of derivator Toda brackets in the following chapter.
Remark 6.20. We also define the equivalence Ψ′n : Dn,2
∼−→ D1,n+1 as the composi-
tion
Dn,2
∼−→ slDn,2 ∼−→ D [n] Ψ

n−−→ Dn→ ∼−→ slD1,n+1 ∼−→ D1,n+1.
Then the proof of Theorem 6.17 yields the relation Ψ′n ∼= s∗3 ◦ Ψ˜n.
Both statements of Theorem 6.17 together imply that the equivalences Ψ˜n re-
spect the values at si3(ξ) up to some shift in i ∈ Z. Because of this, we redefine Ψ˜n
such that the compatibility above holds without any shift.
Definition 6.21. Let n ≥ 1 and D a stable derivator. The duality morphism
for the n-simplex is the equivalence of derivators
Ψn := (s
∗
3)
n+1 ◦ Ψ˜n : Dn,2 ∼−→ D1,n+1.
Corollary 6.22. Let n ≥ 1, i ∈ Z and D a stable derivator. Then there are natural
isomorphisms
(i) s∗3 ◦Ψn ∼= Ψn ◦ s∗3 : Dn,2 ∼−→ D1,n+1 and
(ii) ξ∗ ◦ (s∗3)i ◦ Ψ˜n ∼= ξ∗ ◦ (s∗3)i : Dn,2 → D .
Proof. Both statements follow from straight-forward computations using Theo-
rem 6.17 and Ψn = (s
∗
3)
n+1 ◦ Ψ˜n. 
Examples 6.23. We illustrate the effect of the constructions in the proofs of Corol-
lary 6.13 and Theorem 6.17 in the cases n = 1 and n = 2. Let D be a stable
derivator.
(n=1) We identify D1,2 ∼= D [1] and that under this equivalence s∗3 : D1,2 ∼−→ D1,2
corresponds to cof : D [1] ∼−→ D [1]. Let x ∈ D [1] be an object with underlying
diagram x0
f−→ x1. Then (d2)∗(x) looks like x0 f−→ x1 → 0. Hence we can
compute the underlying diagram of x′ = p∗2 ◦ (d2)∗(x) as
x0
id //
f

x0

x1 // 0.
To determine x′′ = fib1(x′), we extend all morphisms in x′ to the left to fiber
sequences
Ωx1 //

Ff //

x0
id

0 //

x0
id //
f

x0

x1
id // x1 // 0.
Here we find x′′ as the upper left square, and hence Ψ˜1(x) as the upper
left horizontal morphism. Furthermore, the middle vertical sequence exhibits
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the right vertical morphism of x′′ as (s∗3)
−1x, such that the bicartesianess of
x′′ implies the Ψ˜1(x) = (s∗3)
−2(x). Since all the previous constructions are
natural with respect to x ∈ D [1], we obtain the important relation
Ψ1 ∼= id: D1,2 → D1,2.
(n=2) Similar to the previous case we identify D2,2 ∼= D [2] and consider x ∈ D [2]
with underlying diagram x0
f−→ x1 g−→ x2. Hence the underlying diagram of
x′ = p∗3 ◦ (d3)∗(x) looks like
x1 //

x1

x0 //

==
x0

==
x2 // 0
x0 //
>>
x0.
==
To compute x′′ = fib1(x′), we again have to extend all morphisms in x′ to fiber
sequences. As a preparation for this computation we look at the canonical
extension of x to an object of D2,2, whose underlying diagram
0 // Ω2x0 //

Ω2x1 //

Ω2x2 //

0

0 // ΩFf //

ΩFgf //

Ωx0 //

0

0 // ΩFg //

Ωx1 //

Ff //

0

0 // Ωx2 //

Fgf //

Fg //

0

0 // x0 // x1 // x2 // 0
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encodes all required iterated fibers. We obtain x′′, which is also the funda-
mental domain of Ψ˜2(x), as the front upper left cube in
Ωx2 //

Fg //

x1

0
>>
//

0
==
//

0
>>

Ω2x2
==
//

ΩFg
<<
//

Ωx1
==

0 //

x1 //

x1

0
>>
//

x0
>>
//

x0
>>

0
==
//

Ff
<<
//

Ff
==

x2 // x2 // 0
0
>>
// x0
>>
// x0
>>
Ωx2
==
// Fgf
<<
// x0.
==
Moreover, the front square (d01)
∗(x′′) of x′′ is the fundamental slice of Ψ˜2(x),
and the front [2] × [2]-shaped face of the diagram exhibits (d01)∗(x′′) as
fib1 ◦ (F × id2)(x′). On the other hand the right square (d20)∗(x′′) of x′′
is the fundamental slice of s∗3 ◦ Ψ˜2(x). But the middle slice of the [2] × [2]-
shaped diagram exhibits (d20)
∗(x′′) as fib1 ◦ (d21)∗(x′). We remember that the
key step in the proof of Theorem 6.17 consisted in this case of the detailed
understanding of the relation between (F × id2)(x′) and (d21)∗(x′).
Remark 6.24. The following result revisits the situation of Theorem 6.9 and will
be used in §11. More precisely, for a stable derivator D there are constructions
completely dual to Ψn and Ψ
,ex
n defined by the compositions
Ψ∨n : D
[n] (→τ )∗−−−−→ Dn,κ∨ cof
1
−−→ Dn→ .
and
Ψ∨,exn : D
[n] (d0)!−−−→ D [n+1],∅ (→τ )∗−−−−→ Dn+1,κ∨,∅ cof
1
−−→ Dn+1,ex→ .
Here D
n+1,κ∨ denotes the essential image of the right Kan extension morphism
along (→τ ) : D [n] → Dn . Using exactly the dual arguments as before one shows
that the compositions above consist of equivalences. We show that Ψ,exn and
Ψ∨,exn coincide up to shift, which is immediate from the following.
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Proposition 6.25. Let n ≥ 0 and D a stable derivator. Then there is a natural
isomorphism
Σ ◦ (→τ )∗ ◦ (d0)! ∼= cof1 ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dn+1)∗ : D [n] → Dn+1 .
Proof. Since d0 and →τ are fully faithful functors it is sufficient to show
• that the essential image of cof1 ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dn+1)∗ is contained in the essential
image of (→τ )∗ ◦ (d0)! = Dn+1,κ∨,∅,
• that there is an equivalence G := (d0)∗ ◦ (→τ )∗ ◦ cof1 ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dn+1)∗ ∼= Σ.
For the first point we observe that Remark 4.6 implies
cof1 ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dn+1)∗ = Σn+1 ◦ (fib1)2 ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dn+1)∗
and that by Remark 6.24 and Theorem 6.9
D [n]
(dn+1)∗−−−−−→ D [n+1],∞ (→τ )!−−−−→ Dn+1,κ,∞ fib
1
−−→ Dn+1,ex→ fib
1
−−→ Dn+1,κ∨,∅.
For the second point we consider the functor q : [n] × [n] → [n], (i, j) 7→ min{i, j}
and observe that the functors l, r : [n] → [n] × [n] defined by l(i) = (i, n) and
r(i) = (n, i) are sections of q, in particular
(6.26) l∗ ◦ q∗ ∼= idD[n] and r∗ ◦ q∗ ∼= idD[n] .
Since G is a morphism of derivators, it commutes in particular with inverse images,
hence
l∗ ◦ (G× id∗) ◦ q∗ ∼= (id× n)∗ ◦ (G× id∗) ◦ q∗ ∼= G ◦ (id× n)∗ ◦ q∗ ∼= G.
By plugging in the definitions and using the 2-functoriality of inverse images we
obtain
(6.27) G ∼= ((→τ )((−) + 1), n)∗ ◦ (cof1 × id) ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗.
Consider the functors
(i) γ1 : [n]→ n+1 × [n], i 7→ ((→τ )(i+ 1), n),
(ii) γ2 : [n]→ n+1 × [n], i 7→ ((→τ )(i+ 1), i),
(iii) γ3 : [n]→ n+1 × [n], i 7→ ((→τ )(n+ 1), i),
(iv) γ4 : [n]→ n+1 × [n], i 7→ ((→)(1), i),
(v) γ5 : [n]→ n+1 × [n], i 7→ ((→τ )(n), i),
and the unique natural transformations
α1 : γ2 → γ1, α2 : γ2 → γ3 and α3 : γ4 → γ3.
We claim that there are isomorphisms
G ∼=γ∗1 ◦ (cof1 × id) ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗
∼=γ∗2 ◦ (cof1 × id) ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗
∼=γ∗3 ◦ (cof1 × id) ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗
∼=γ∗4 ◦ (cof1 × id) ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗
∼=Σ ◦ γ∗5 ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗
∼=Σ ◦ r∗ ◦ q∗
∼=Σ.
The single isomorphisms above are constructed as follows
• The first isomorphism is a reformulation of (6.27).
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• For the second isomorphism, we claim that
α˜1 := α
∗
1 ◦ (cof1 × id) ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗
is invertible. For this it is sufficient (using the axiom (Der 2)) to show that
i∗ ◦ α˜1 is an isomorphism for all i ∈ [n]. In the following we fix i ∈ [n]. We
consider the unique natural transformation β1 : c1 → c2 : i+1 → n+1 × [n]
between the inclusions of n+1/(→)(n−i) at the coordinates i and n, respectively.
Hence we have
i∗ ◦ α˜1 = tcof ◦ β∗1 ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗.
Let β˜1 := β
∗
1 ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗ and x ∈ n+1/(→)(n−i). We claim
that x∗ ◦ β˜1 is an isomorphism. This would imply that β˜1 is an isomorphism by
(Der 2), and hence also that α˜1 is an isomorphism. If x =∞ then x∗ ◦ β˜1 is the
identity on the zero object (because of the right Kan extension along dn+1).
If x 6=∞ then p(x) ≤ i. Denoting by δ the natural transformation comparing
the inclusions of (p(x), i) and (p(x), n) into [n]× [n]. Using the 2-functoriality
of D , we conclude that x∗ ◦ β˜1 = δ∗ ◦ q∗. But q ◦ δ = idp(x). Invoking the
2-functoriality of D again x∗ ◦ β˜1 is seen to be an isomorphism.
• For the third isomorphism, we claim that
α˜2 := α
∗
2 ◦ (cof1 × id) ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗
is invertible. Again it is sufficient (using the axiom (Der 2)) to show that
i∗ ◦ α˜2 is an isomorphism for all i ∈ [n]. In the following we fix i ∈ [n]. Let
d : n−i → n+1 × [n] be the inclusion of n+1/(→τ )(i+1) × {i}. We claim that
D := d∗ ◦ (cof1 × id) ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗
is constant. This would imply that i∗ ◦ α˜2, which is the diagonal in the under-
lying diagram of D, is an isomorphism. By [BG18a, Cor. 9.8] it is sufficient to
show that for all i + 1 ≤ j ≤ n the cocone F j ◦D in the direction of the jth
coordinate vanishes. For this we consider a subset M ⊆ {i + 1, · · · , n} \ {j}.
We have to show that
M∗ ◦ F j ◦D ∼= 0
for all such M. Let M∨ = n + 1 \ (M ∪ {j}). We use the notation
dNε :=
∏
n∈N
dnε
for N ⊆ n + 1 and ε ∈ {0, 1}. Then by Remark 4.6
M∗ ◦ F j ◦D
∼=(((dM1 )∗ × (dM
∨
0 )
∗ × F j)× i∗) ◦ (cof1 × id) ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗
∼=((dM0 )∗ × CM
∨ × (dj1)∗) ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dn+1)∗ ◦ (id× i)∗ ◦ q∗
is exihibited as a total cofiber of the cube
E := ((dM0 )
∗ × idM∨ × (dj1)∗) ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dn+1)∗ ◦ (id× i)∗ ◦ q∗
parametrized by the coordinates M∨. We observe that i ∈M∨ and claim that
Ci ◦E ∼= 0. This would imply by [BG18a, Cor. 9.8] that tcof ◦E ∼= 0 and hence
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that α˜2 is invertible. We consider M
′ ⊆M∨ \ {i} and compute M ′∗ ◦ Ci ◦ E.
We observe that
M ′∗ ◦ Ci ◦ E ∼= C ◦ t∗1 ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dn+1)∗ ◦ (id× i)∗ ◦ q∗
for some map t1 : [1]→ n+1 satisfying the following properties
(i) t1(0)i = 0,
(ii) t1(1)i = 1,
(iii) t1(0)l = t1(1)l for l ∈ n + 1 \ {i},
(iv) t1(0)j = t1(1)j = 0.
From the fourth property we deduce that t1(1) 6=∞. Therefore, we obtain an
isomorphism
t∗1 ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dn+1)∗ ◦ (id× i)∗ ◦ q∗ ∼= t∗2 ◦ q∗
where t2 : [1]→ [n]× [n] is the map classifying (p(t1(0)), i)→ (p(t1(1)), i). It is
sufficient to show that q ◦ t2 is constant, but this holds by construction. More
precisely, property (iii) above implies that if p(t1(0)) 6= p(t1(1)) then
p(t1(1)) > p(t1(0)) = i.
• For the fourth isomorphism, we claim that
α˜3 := α
∗
3 ◦ (cof1 × id) ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗
is invertible. Again it is sufficient (using the axiom (Der 2)) to show that
i∗ ◦ α˜3 is an isomorphism for all i ∈ [n]. In the following we fix i ∈ [n]. Let
d′ : n → n+1 × [n] be the inclusion of n+1/(→)(1) × {i}. Then
D′ :=d′∗ ◦ (cof1 × id) ◦ ((→τ )! × id) ◦ ((dn+1)∗ × id) ◦ q∗
∼=(dn+10 )∗ ◦ cof1 ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dn+1)∗ ◦ (id× i)∗ ◦ q∗
is constant (using exactly the dual argument as in step (ii) of the proof of
Theorem 6.9), because the essential image of
cof1 ◦ (→τ )!(dn+1)∗ ◦ (id× i)∗ ◦ q∗
is by the first part of this proof contained in D
n+1,κ∨,∅. In particular, i∗ ◦ α˜3,
which is the diagonal in the underlying diagram of D′, is an isomorphism.
• We use the notation D ′ := D [n]. Moreover, let u : [1] → n+1 be the map
classifying (→τ )(n)→∞. We obtain by Remark 4.6 an isomorphism
C ◦ u∗ ∼= ((→)(1))∗ ◦ cof1 : D ′n+1 → D ′.
We invoke again Remark 4.6 to identify the restriction of this isomorphism to
D ′
n+1,∞
Σ ◦ ((→τ )(n))∗ ∼= C ◦ u∗ ∼= ((→)(1))∗ ◦ cof1 : D ′n+1,∞ → D ′.
By using the canonical identification D ′
n+1 ∼= Dn+1×[n], we obtain the fifth
isomorphism by appropriate restriction.
• The sixth isomorphism is induced by (p× id) ◦ γ5 = r.
• The seventh isomorphism is (6.26).

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7. Higher Toda brackets for derivators
In this section we discuss a first application of Corollary 6.13 and Theorem 6.17
concerning higher Toda brackets. Recall that Toda brackets are operations defined
on certain strings of composable morphisms in the homotopy category of a stable
model category. However, in general Toda brackets are not defined for all such
strings, and if they are, there is often a set of different values, i.e. they are only
defined up to some indeterminacy. We will show that for a strong stable derivator
D there is a functorial construction lifting the higher Toda brackets. The following
definitions of filtered objects and Toda brackets are based on [Shi02, Appendix]
and [Sag08, 3.3]. To establish a relation to the theory of triangulated categories,
we recall the notion of a strong stable derivator.
Definition 7.1. A stable derivator D is called strong if for every finite free cate-
gory A the underlying diagram functor
diaA : D(A)→ D(1)A
is an epivalence of categories (i.e. is full and essentially surjective).
Theorem 7.2. Let D be a strong stable derivator and A ∈ Cat. Then there is a
canonical triangulation on D(A) defined by the suspension functor Σ and the class
of distinguished triangles which are isomorphic to underlying diagrams of 1-cofiber
sequences.
Proof. This is due to Maltsiniotis [Mal01], a published proof can be found in [Gro13,
Thm. 4.16], the ideas go back at least to [Fra96]. 
Definition 7.3. Let T be a triangulated category and
xn−1
un−1−−−→ xn−2 un−2−−−→ · · · u1−→ x0
be an (n − 1)-simplex in T . An n-filtered object y ∈ [u1, · · · , un−1] consists of
an n-simplex
y0
v1−→ y1 v2−→ · · · vn−→ yn
in T , such that y0 = 0,yn = y, and choices of distinguished triangles
yj
vj+1−−−→ yj+1 rj+1−−−→ Σjxj qj−→ Σyj
such that Σrj ◦ qj = Σjuj . Moreover, the map x0 = y1 → y is denoted by σy.
Definition 7.4. Let T be a triangulated category and
xn
un−−→ xn−1 un−1−−−→ · · · u1−→ x0
an n-simplex in T . A map Σn−2xn γ−→ x0 lies in the n-fold Toda bracket of
the above sequence, if there is an (n − 1)-filtered object y ∈ [u2, · · · , un−1] and a
decomposition γ : Σn−2xn
γn−→ y γ0−→ x0 such that there is a commutative diagram
x1
σy

u1
%%
Σn−2xn
γn //
Σn−2un &&
y
γ0
//
rn−1

x0
Σn−2xn−1.
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Proposition 7.5. Let n ≥ 1 and D a strong stable derivator. Let X ∈ Dn→ . Then
the underlying diagram of (d0)! ◦ (Ψn )−1(X) is canonically an (n+1)-filtered object
of the underlying diagram of →∗ (X).
Proof. Let X ∈ Dn→ . It follows from the proof of Theorem 5.12 and Proposition 6.6
that the lower square in the diagram
Dn,2
∼ //
Ψ′n

slDn,2
∼ // D [n]
Ψn

D1,n+1
∼
%%
∼ // slD1,n+1
∗ξ
//
(sd∗)−1

D
n
→
β!◦α∗

doD1,n+1 ∗ξ
// D
n+1,ex
→ ,
where the vertical maps on the right are those from Proposition 4.20, commutes.
The upper cell commutes by definition, and for the triangle we invoke Remark 5.13.
Let
• Y ∈ D [n],
• Z ∈ Dn,2,
• V ∈ Dn+1,ex→ ,
• W ∈ D1,n+1
be objects corresponding to X. Furthermore, for a poset A with a ≤ b ∈ A we use
the notation [a, b] : [1] → A for the functor 0 7→ a, 1 7→ b. Then Proposition 4.20
induces the second isomorphism in
[sn3 (ξ), s
n+1
3 (ξ)]
∗(W )
∼=[→ (n),→ (n+ 1)]∗(V )
∼=[∅,∞]∗ ◦ cof1(X)(7.6)
∼=[0, n]∗(Y )
∼=[(0, 1), (0, n+ 1)]∗(Z).
On the other hand, we have for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
[→ (i),→ (i+ 1)]∗(X)
∼=[si3(ξ), si+13 (ξ)]∗(W )
∼=[sn3 (ξ), sn+13 (ξ)]∗((si−n3 )∗(W ))
∼=[(0, 1), (0, n+ 1)]∗((Ψ′n ◦ si−n3 )∗(Z))(7.7)
∼=[(0, 1), (0, n+ 1)]∗((si−n3 )∗(Z))
∼=Ωn−i ◦ [(0, 1), (0, n+ 1)]∗((sn−i1 )∗(Z))
∼=Ωn−i ◦ [(n− i, n− i+ 1), (n− i, 2n− i+ 1)]∗(Z),
where the third isomorphism is (7.6), the fourth isomorphisms is Theorem 6.17 and
the fifth isomorphism follows from Corollary 5.19 and the definition of s3.
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We observe that the underlying diagram of (d0)!(Y ) can be identified the following
restriction of the underlying diagram of Z
(0, 0)∗(Z) v1−→ (0, 1)∗(Z) v2−→ · · · vn+1−−−→ (0, n+ 1)∗(Z).
In the next step, we consider restrictions of the underlying diagram of Z along
inclusions of the form
(0, i) //

(0, i+ 1) //

(0, n+ 2)

(i, i) // (i, i+ 1) //

(i, n+ 2) //

(i, n+ i+ 2)

(i+ 1, i+ 1) // (i+ 1, n+ 2) // (i+ 1, n+ i+ 2)
We invoke the properties (P1) and (P2) for objects in D1,n+1 and Corollary 4.17
to conclude that we obtain distinguished triangles
(0, i)∗(Z)
vi+1
//

(0, i+ 1)∗(Z) //
ri+1

0

0 // Σixi
qi //

Σ(0, i)∗(Z) //
−Σvi+1

0

0 // Σ(0, i+ 1)∗(Z)
−Σri+1
// Σi+1xi,
where we have used (7.7) to identify (i, i + 1)∗(Z) ∼= Σi◦ → (n − i)∗(X) = Σixi.
Finally, we use the restriction of the underlying diagram along
(0, i− 1) //

(0, i) //

(0, i+ 1) //

(0, n+ 2)

(i− 1, i− 1) // (i− 1, i) //

(i− 1, n+ 2)

// (i− 1, n+ i+ 1)

(i, i) // (i, i+ 1) // (i, n+ 2) // (i, n+ i+ 1),
which consequently gives rise to the diagram
(0, i− 1)∗(Z) vi //

(0, i)∗(Z)
vi−1
//
ri

(0, i+ 1)∗(Z) //
ri+1

0

0 // Σi−1xi−1
qi−1
//

Σ(0, i− 1)∗(Z)
−Σvi

// 0

0 // Σi−1xi−1
qi // Σ(0, i)∗(Z)
−Σri // Σixi−1.
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We invoke (7.7) again to identify −Σri ◦ qi = Σiui. For i even, we replace the
distinguished triangles
(0, i)∗(Z)
vi+1−−−→ (0, i+ 1)∗(Z) ri+1−−−→ Σixi qi−→ Σ(0, i)∗(Z)
with the isomorphic, and hence also distinguished triangles
(0, i)∗(Z)
vi+1−−−→ (0, i+ 1)∗(Z) −ri+1−−−−→ Σixi −qi−−→ Σ(0, i)∗(Z),
and conclude that we indeed have constructed a filtration. 
Example 7.8. We explain the procedure, in the case n = 3. Let X ∈ Dn→ with
underlying diagram
0 //

0

x3
>>
u3 //

x2
==
u2

0 // x0
0
??
// x1.
u1
>>
Then (Ψ3 )
−1 is an object in D [3] with underlying diagram
(7.9) y1
v2−→ y2 v3−→ y3 v4−→ y4.
Using Example 8.22, we can extend (Ψ3 )
−1 to an object of D3,2 with underlying
diagram
y1
v2 //

y2
v3 //

y3
v4 //

y4 //

0

0 // Cv2 //

• //

• //

Σy1 //

0

0 // Cv3 //

• //

Σy2 //

ΣCv2 //

0

0 // Cv4 // Σy3 // • // ΣCv3 // 0
We invoke (7.7) to identify the lower three horizontal composition with Σiuu : Σ
ixi →
Σixi−1. Furthermore, we indicate the distinguished triangles, which exhibit (7.9)
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as a filtration.
x0 = y1
v2 //

y2
v3 //
r2

y3
r3

v4 //

y4
r4
		
//

0

0 // Σx1
q1
++
//

• //

• //

Σx0 //
Σv2

0

0 // Σ2x2
q2
))
//

• //

Σy2
Σr2 //
Σv3

Σ2x1 //

0

0 // Σ3x3
q3 // Σy3 //
Σr3
))• // Σ3x2 // 0
Definition 7.10. Let n ≥ 3 and D a stable derivator.
(i) Let →tn : [n]→ n−2 × [2] be the functor defined by
• →tn (0) = (→ (0), 0),
• →tn (i) = (→ (i− 1), 1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
• →tn (n) = (→ (n− 2), 2).
Let DTn be the full subderivator of D
n−2×[2] spanned by those objects X
such that M∗X = 0 for all M ∈ n−2 × [2] such that M is not in the image
of →tn. The derivator DTn is called the derivator of n-fold Toda bracket
data.
(ii) Let dn−21 : n−2 → n−10,n−2 be the inclusion of the 0-face with respect to the
(n − 2)-nd coordinate. Moreover, let e : [1] → n−1 × [2] be the functor
classifying (→ (n− 1), 0)→ (→ (n− 1), 2). Then the n-fold Toda bracket
morphism for D is defined by the composition
Todan := e
∗ ◦ (ι0,n−2 × id[2])! ◦ (dn−21 × id[2])∗ : DTn → D [1].
Theorem 7.11. Let n ≥ 3 and D a strong stable derivator. Let X ∈ DTn(1).
Then the underlying diagram of Todan(X) lies in the n-fold Toda bracket of the
underlying diagram of (→tn)∗(X).
Proof. We define X1 = (idn−2 × 1)∗(X) ∈ Dn−2→ . Let the underlying diagram of
(→tn)∗(X) be of the form
xn
un−−→ xn−1 un−1−−−→ · · · u1−→ x0
Consider the factorization n−1 α−→ (n−2× [2]) \∞ β−→ n−2× [2] of the inclusion
idn−1 × d2. Next, we consider T := β! ◦ α∗ ◦ Todan(X) pass to the inverse image
defined by the following diagram in n−2 × [2]× [2]
(7.12) (→ (n− 3), 1, 1) //

(→ (n− 3), 1, 2)

(→ (n− 2), 1, 0) //

(→ (n− 2), 1, 1) //

(→ (n− 2), 1, 2)
(→ (n− 2), 2, 0) // (→ (n− 2), 2, 1)
Since α and β are fully faithful, we invoke [Gro13, Prop. 1.20] to conclude that the
underlying diagram of Todan(X) is obtained by restricting further to the middle
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row in (7.12). We claim that the inverse image of T along (7.12) is of the following
form
(7.13) x1
u1 //

x0
id

Σn−2xn //
id

yn−1 //

x0
Σn−2xn
Σn−2un
// Σn−2xn−1
To establish this, we use that the subcubes ∗i,j(T ) for
i,j : n−1
(idn−2×di)−−−−−−−−→ n−2 × [2] (idn−2×[2]×j)−−−−−−−−−−→ n−2 × [2]× [2]
are bicartesian for i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2} by Proposition 4.19 and Corollary 4.17. As a
consequence, we conclude the following identifications.
• The bicatesianess of ∗2,0(T ) implies the relation (→ (n − 2), 1, 0)∗(T ) ∼=
Σn−2xn since (using fully faithfulness of Kan extensions again) the restric-
tion of this cube to n−10,n−2 is concentrated at the initial vertex with value
xn.
• Building on this, and using that α! is an extension-by-zero morphism [Gro13,
Prop. 1.29], we invoke [GSˇ14b, Thm. 8.11] applied to the bicartesian cube
∗0,0(T ) to see that the left vertical morphism in (7.13) is the identity.
• The same argument applied to the bicartesian cube ∗2,2(T ) yields the identity
on the right vertical morphism in (7.13).
• The identification of the top row is [Gro13, Prop. 1.20] applied to the four Kan
extensions in the construction of T (which was used implicitly before).
• For the identification of the bottom row, we use additionally the bicartesianess
of the cubes ∗1,0(T ) and ∗1,1(T ), and the observation, that the restrictions of
these cubes to n−10,n−2 are concentrated at the initial vertex.
Finally, we use the bicartesianess of ∗2,1(T ), and invoke Proposition 4.20 to iden-
tify the top map in the central column of (7.13) with the canonical map from
∞∗(X1) → tcof(X1). Finally, Proposition 7.5 yields that this map admits a fil-
tration y = yn−1 = tcofX1 such that yn−1 ∈ [u2, · · · , un − 1] and use the dual of
Proposition 4.20 combined with the bicartesianess of ∗0,1(T ) to identify the remain-
ing map in (7.13) (which is a suspension of the canonical map tfib(X1)→ ∅∗(X1))
with the corresponding cofiber in the filtration. 
Example 7.14. We illustrate the construction of Toda bracket morphisms in the
case n = 4.
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(i) Let X ∈ DT4 with underlying diagram
0 //

0 //

0

x4
??
//

x3
>>
//

0
??

0 // x1 // x0
0
??
// x2
>>
// 0
??
(ii) We extend this diagram via the right Kan extension (d21 × [2])∗ (dashed ar-
rows), which is an extension-by-zero morphism, and the left Kan extension
(ι0,2 × [2])! (dotted arrows), which ’adds bicartesian cubes’. Moreover, we
have omitted all arrows in the direction of the last coordinate (which was
displayed in the horizontal direction in the diagram above), with the excep-
tion of the morphisms which give rise to the Toda bracket. These are the
curved arrows in the diagram below.
0 //

0

0 //

0

0 //

0

x4
??
//

0
==

x3
>>
//

0
??

0
??
//

0
??

0 // Σ2x4
--x1 // y3 11x0 // x0
0
@@
// 0
==
x2
??
// 0
@@
0
@@
// 0
@@
(iii) In the next step, we indicate the construction of the object T from the proof
of Theorem 7.11. Similar to the diagram above, we visualize the effect of
the right Kan extension α∗, which is an extension-by-zero morphism, with
dashed arrows, and the effect of the left Kan extension β!, which ’adds bi-
cartesian cubes, with dotted arrows. Finally, we display those morphisms
in the direction of the last coordinate, which give rise to (7.13), by curved
arrows
0 //

0

0 //

0

0 //

0

x4
??
//

0
==

x3
>>
//

0
==

0
??
//

0
??

0 //

Σ2x4
''

x1 77//

y3 88

x0 //

x0

0
@@
//

0
==

x2
??
//

0
==

0
@@
//

0
@@

0 // Σ2x4
''
0 // Σ2x3 0 // 0
0
??
// 0
==
0
>>
// 0
==
0
??
// 0
??
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We conclude this section by providing an alternative construction of the derivator
Toda bracket. For this let α : [1]×n−2× [2]\{(0,∞, 1), (0,∞, 2)} → n−2× [2] be
the functor induced by s0 × id× id and β : [1]×n−2 × [2] \ {(0,∞, 1), (0,∞, 2)→
[1]×n−2× [2] be the inclusion. Finally, let γ = id×∞×∞ : [1]→ [1]×n−2× [2].
Corollary 7.15. Let n ≥ 3 and D a strong stable derivator. Let X ∈ DTn(1).
Then the underlying diagram of γ∗ ◦ β! ◦ α∗(X) lies in the n-fold Toda bracket of
the underlying diagram of (→tn)∗(X)
Proof. By construction, β! ◦α∗(X) can be considered as an object in (D [1])Tn . We
consider the object
Y = (id× ι0,n−2 × id)! ◦ (id× dn−21 × id)∗ ◦ β! ◦ α∗(X) ∈ D [1]×
n−1×[2](1).
Let δ = id×∞× d1 : [1]× [1]→ [1]×n−1 × [2]. Then,
• (d0 × id)∗ ◦ δ∗(Y ) ∼= Todan(X),
• (id× d0)∗ ◦ δ∗(Y ) ∼= γ∗ ◦ β! ◦ α∗(X).
Hence, it is sufficient to show that (d1 × id)∗ ◦ δ∗(Y ) and (id × d1)∗ ◦ δ∗(Y ) are
constant.
(i) It follows from Proposition 4.19 and Corollary 4.17 that the (n − 1)-cubes
(d0 × id × di)∗ ◦ β! ◦ α∗(X) are bicartesian for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2. In particular,
Z = (d0×id×d1)∗◦β!◦α∗(X) is bicartesian and by construction ι∗1,n−2(Z) = 0.
Furthermore, ∅∗(Z) = ∅∗(X). We conclude, that
C ◦ (d1 × id)∗ ◦ δ∗(Y ) = tcof(Z) = 0.
Hence (d1 × id)∗ ◦ δ∗(Y ) is constant.
(ii) On the other hand we compute
(id× d1)∗ ◦ δ∗(Y )
∼=(id×∞× 0)∗ ◦ (id× ι0,n−2 × id)! ◦ (id× dn−21 × id)∗ ◦ β! ◦ α∗(X)
∼=(id×∞)∗ ◦ (id× ι0,n−2)! ◦ (id× dn−21 )∗ ◦ (id× id× 0)∗ ◦ β! ◦ α∗(X)
∼=(id×∞)∗ ◦ (id× ι0,n−2)! ◦ (id× dn−21 )∗ ◦ (s0 × id)∗ ◦ (id× 0)∗(X)
∼=s∗0 ◦∞∗ ◦ (ι0,n−2)! ◦ (dn−21 )∗ ◦ (id× 0)∗(X),
which yields the constantness of (id× d1)∗ ◦ δ∗(Y ).

Remark 7.16. We illustrate also the construction of Corollary 7.15 in the case of
4-fold Toda brackets. Recall the object ∈ DT4 from Example 7.14. Then α∗(X) is
obtained from (s0 × id)∗(X) by discarding two vertices. In the following diagram
X corresponds to the squares in the back
x4 //

0

x3 //

0

0 //

0

x4
>>
//

0
@@

x3
>>
//

0
??
0
@@
//

0
??
0 // 0 x2 // x1 0 // x0
0
>>
// 0
@@
x2
>>
0
@@
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Moreover, the object β ◦α∗(X) is obtained from the above by completing the front
part of the diagram to a concatination of to bicartesian 3-cubes, as indicated by the
dashed arrows, together with the induced maps to the back part of the diagram, as
indicated by the dotted arrows below
x4 //

0

x3 //

0

0 //

0

x4
>>
//

0
@@

x3
>>
//

0
??

0
@@
//

0
<<

0 // 0 x2 // x1 0 // x0
0
??
// 0
AA
x2 //
??
y
@@
0
AA
// Σ2x4.
Todan(X)
<<
The derivator Toda bracket of X is now obtained as the map in the lower right of
the diagram above. We observe, that the front part of the diagram is a 3-cofiber
sequence. Hence the cone of the n-fold Toda bracket provides a measure how far
away a Toda bracket datum is from being an (n− 1)-cofiber sequence.
8. Vertical functoriality
The main objective of this section is the construction of canonical morphisms
relating the derivators Dn,k for fixed k ≥ 2. For this we will show that for a stable
derivator D the inverse images associated to the postcomposition functors
(si)∗ : Λn+k,k−1  Λn+k−1,k−1 : (di)∗.
restrict to morphisms between Dn,k and Dn+1,k. As a consequence we obtain for
k ≥ 2 fixed a 2-functor
(−)∗ : Λop → Der,Λn 7→ Dn−k+1,k.
We describe these operations also on fundamental slices, which will be useful for
later applications. In particular in the case k = 2 we will obtain an extended version
of and hence recover the standard simplicial structure on the derivators D [n], n ≥ 0.
Construction 8.1. Let m, k ≥ 0 and D a stable derivator. Consider the adjunction
s0 : Λm+1  Λm : d0
(c.f.Remark 3.33) in the 2-category Λ of parasimplices. We now apply the 2-functor
Λ(Λk,−) : Λ→ Cat to this adjunction, and hence obtain the adjunction
Λ(Λk, s0) : Λm+1,k  Λm,k : Λ(Λk,d0)
in Cat. Finally, we apply D : Catop → Der to obtain an adjunction
d : DΛm+1,k  DΛm,k : s.
Proposition 8.2. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2, m = n+k−1 and D a stable derivator. Then
the adjunction d a s restricts to an adjunction
d : Dn+1,k  Dn,k : s.
Proof. Since postcomposition functors automatically preserve non-injective objects,
we deduce that objects in the image of d and s satisfy property (P2) on all non-
injective objects. It remains to verify property (P1) for all injective objects.
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First we take care of the morphism d. For this let f = (f0, · · · , fk−1) be an injective
object in Λn+k−1,k−1. Let M = {i ∈ k|∃j ∈ Z : fi + 1 = j · (n+ k)} ⊆ k and define
˜f : k → Λn+k,k−1, (δ0, · · · , δk−1) 7→ (f0 + µ(0) · δ0, · · · , fk−1 + µ(k − 1) · δk−1),
where µ : k → Z is defined by µ(i) = 1 if i /∈ M and µ(i) = 2 if i ∈ M . Then
the elementary subcube f starting in f satisfies Λ(Λk−1,d0) ◦f = ˜f . For x ∈
Dn+1,k we obtain therefore ∗f (dv(x)) = ˜∗f (x), which is bicartesian by assumption
on x and Corollary 4.17.
Now we consider the morphism s. For this let g = (g0, · · · , gk−1) be an injective
object in Λn+k,k−1. Let N = {i ∈ k|∃j ∈ Z : gi = j · (n+ k + 1)} ⊆ k and define
˜g : k → Λn+k−1,k−1, (δ0, · · · , δk−1) 7→ (g0 + ν(0) · δ0, · · · , gk−1 + ν(k− 1) · δk−1),
where ν : k → Z is defined by ν(i) = 1 if i /∈ N and ν(i) = 0 if i ∈ N . Then the
elementary subcube g starting in g satisfies Λ(Λk−1, s0) ◦g = ˜g. For x ∈ Dn,k
we obtain therefore ∗g(sv(x)) = ˜∗g(x), which is bicartesian by assumption on
x if N = ∅. If N 6= ∅ the cube ˜∗g(x) is in the essential image of the inverse
image associated to the canonical projection k → k\N , and hence bicartesian by
Proposition 4.7. 
Corollary 8.3. Let m,m′ ≥ 0, k ≥ 2, f ∈ Λ(Λm,Λm′), and D a stable derivator.
Then the inverse image Λ(Λk−1, f)∗ : DΛm,k−1 → DΛm′,k−1 restricts to a morphism
of derivators
Dm−k+1,k → Dm′−k+1,k.
Proof. The statement is clear whenever f is of the form d0 or s0 by Proposition 8.2
or of the form t by Corollary 5.8. For the general case we invoke Corollary 3.35 to
factor f as a composition of morphisms of the above form and use the 2-functoriality
of Λ(Λk−1,−) and D . 
Corollary 8.4. Let k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Then there is 2-functor
S
(k−1)
• (D) : Λop → Der,Λm 7→ Dm−k+1,k, f 7→ Λ(Λk−1, f)∗.
Moreover, S
(k−1)
• (−) is 2-functorial with respect to morphisms of derivators.
Proof. The assignment is well defined on 1-morphisms by Corollary 8.3 and on 2-
morphisms since theDm−k+1,k are full subderivators ofDΛm,k−1 . The 2-functoriality
follows from the one of Λ(Λk−1,−) and D . Furthermore, morphisms of prederiv-
ators commute by definition with inverse images. This implies the naturality state-
ment. 
Definition 8.5. Let k ≥ 1. The 2-functor S(k)• (−) : Derst → 2−Fun(Λop, Der) is
called the kth higher parasimplicial S•-construction.
Remark 8.6. By passing to derivators of fundamental domains in the case k = 1
we recover a parasimplicial enhancement of the standard simplicial S•-construction
(c.f. [Wal85, Gar06]). For k ≥ 2 a construction very similar to S(k)• , but in a
slightly different context, was considered recently in [Pog17]. Another variant (in
the context of ∞-categories) thereof was shown in [Dyc17] to appear naturally in
the categorified Dold–Kan correspondence.
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Theorem 8.7. Let k ≥ 1 and D a stable derivator. Then the image of S(k)• (D) is
contained in Derst,∞−ad. Moreover, there is a pseudonatural equivalence
S : LS(k)• (D) ∼−→ RS(k)• (D),
defined by SΛm = s∗3 : Dm−k,k+1 ∼−→ Dm−k,k+1 for m ≥ 0.
Proof. The 2-category Λ is adjunction complete by Proposition 3.10. Since 2-
functors preserve adjunctions, images of adjunction complete 2-categories under
2-functors are again adjunction complete. Hence the image of S
(k)
• is forced to
be contained in the largest adjunction complete sub-2-category of Derst, which
is Derst,∞−ad. For the pseudonatural equivalence, we remember Corollary 3.17,
which states that the parasimplicial translations t define a 2-natural isomorphism
S : R ∼−→ L : Λ→ Λcoop.
We again use the compatibility of 2-functors with adjunctions to deduce that the
whiskering of S with S(k)• (D) defines a pseudonatural equivalence
(8.8) RS
(k)
• (D) ∼−→ LS(k)• (D),
which is locally defined by Λ(Λk, t)
∗ = s∗1. Finally, we use the natural equivalence
s∗3 = Σ
k ◦ (s∗1)−1 in Dm−k+2,k+1 (c.f Corollary 5.19) to exhibit S as the inverse of
the pasting of (8.8) with Ωk : idDerst,∞−ad
∼−→ idDerst,∞−ad . 
Remark 8.9. The proof of Theorem 8.7 suggests that the pseudonatural equiva-
lence (8.8) might be the more important, or at least more natural construction.
But, however, there are various reasons to prefer the equivalence S, which are all
incarnations of the fact that s∗3 admits more useful properties then s
∗
1.
• In the case n = 0, where Dn,k ∼= D holds true, we can identify s∗3 = id.
• In the case k = 2 it is known that s3 : Dn,2 → Dn,2 define Serre equivalences
([GSˇ14a, Thm. 11.12]).
• The relation involving s∗3 and Σ in Corollary 5.21 is invariant under (n, k) 7→
(k − 1, n+ 1).
• The duality morphisms Ψn are compatible with s∗3 (Theorem 6.17).
And we will see even more reasons in the following chapters.
For later computations it will be useful to know how the generalized face and
degeneracy morphisms (i.e. the morphisms appearing in the infinite chain of ad-
junctions generated by d a s) interact with the restrictions to fundamental slices,
which will be the content of the remainder of this chapter. For this we observe the
following.
Proposition 8.10. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Then
Λ(Λk−1,di)(Sln,k) ⊆ Sln+1,k for 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ k.
Proof. Under the assumption 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ k, we have
(8.11) di(j) ∈ {j, j + 1} for 0 ≤ j ≤ n+ k − 1.
Moreover, for f = (0, f1, · · · , fk−1) ∈ Λk−1,n+k−1 the image is of the form
Λ(Λk−1,di)(f) = (di(0),di(f1), · · · ,di(fk−1)).
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In particular, for ξn,k = (0, 1, · · · , k − 1) ∈ Λk−1,n+k−1 it is now a consequence of
(8.11) that
(8.12) ξn+1,k = (0, 1, · · · , k − 1) ≤ Λ(Λk−1,di)(ξn,k) ∈ Λk−1,n+k.
By using additionally that di(0) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ k we conclude
(8.13) Λ(Λk−1,di)(sk−13 ξn,k) ≤ (0, n+ 2, · · · , n+ k) = sk−13 ξn+1,k ∈ Λk−1,n+k.
The inequalities (8.12) and (8.13) together yield the first statement. For the second
statement, we use that
(i) si(j) ∈ {j − 1, j} for 0 ≤ j ≤ n+ k − 1,
(ii) si(0) = 0
holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ k − 1 and conclude with a very similar strategy. 
Unfortunately, the analogue of Proposition 8.10 fails in many cases if one re-
places the face maps di by degeneracy maps si, since for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 2 we have
Λ(Λk−1, si)(ξn+1,k) ≤ ξn,k. Therefore, we have to consider a slightly larger version
of the slice.
Definition 8.14. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator.
(i) The triangular slice Sl4n,k is the full subcategory
(Λn+k−1,k−1)(0,··· ,0)/(0,n+k−1,··· ,n+k−1) ⊆ Λn+k−1,k−1
with inclusion sl4n,k : Sl
4
n,k → Λn+k−1,k−1.
(ii) The derivator of triangular slices sl4Dn,k is the full subderivator of DSl
4
n,k
spanned by those objects X ∈ DSl4n,k that satisfy property (P2) for all x ∈
Sl4n,k such that sl
4
n,k(x) is non-injective.
Construction 8.15. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. The 4n,k : Sln,k →
Sl4n,k inclusion admits a factorization
Sln,k
a−→ (Sl4n,k)ξ/
b−→ Sl4n,k.
We observe a is a sieve and b is a cosieve. Since the complement of 4n,k consists
of non-injective objects, it follows from [Gro13, Prop. 1.23] that b! ◦ a∗ : slDn,k →
sl4Dn,k is an equivalence inverse to (4n,k)∗. Together with Theorem 5.12 this
implies that also (sl4n,k)∗ : Dn,k → sl4Dn,k is an equivalence.
On the other hand, let ∆(∆k−1,∆n+k−1)0 ⊆ ∆(∆k−1,∆n+k−1) be the full subcat-
egory on those objects g : ∆k−1 → ∆n+k−1 with g(0). Then the functor
(8.16) ∆(∆k−1,∆n+k−1)0 → Sl4n,k, g 7→ (g(0), · · · , g(k − 1))
is an isomorphism. This yields for every morphism f : Λn+k−1 → Λn′+k−1 with
• f(0) = 0,
• f(n+ k − 1) ≤ n′ + k − 1
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a commutative diagram
Sl4n,k
sl4n,k
//
(Λ(Λk−1,f))|
Sl
4
n,k

Λk−1,n+k−1
Λ(Λk−1,f)

Sl4n′,k
sl4
n′,k
// Λk−1,n′+k−1,
since the left vertical morphism is (up to composition with (8.16)) ∆(∆k−1, f)0,
which is well-defined by the assumptions on f .
Corollary 8.17. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Then
(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ k there is a strictly commutative diagram
Dn+1,k
sl∗n+1,k
//
Λ(Λk−1,di)∗

slDn+1,k
(Λ(Λk−1,di)|Sln,k )∗

Dn,k
sl∗n,k
// slDn,k
(ii) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ k − 1 there is a strictly commutative diagram
Dn,k
(sl4n+1,k)
∗
//
Λ(Λk−1,si)∗

sl4Dn,k
(Λ(Λk−1,si)|
Sl
4
n+1,k
)∗

Dn+1,k
(sl4n,k)
∗
// sl4Dn+1,k
Proof. Proposition 8.10 and Construction 8.15 yield that
(i) Λ(Λk−1,di)|Sln,k : Sln,k → Sln+1,k and
(ii) Λ(Λk−1, si)|Sl4n+1,k : Sl
4
n+1,k → Sl4n,k
are well defined under the respective assumptions on i. As a consequence, the
2-functoriality of D implies the statements immediately. 
From Corollary 8.17 and the compatibility of 2-functors with adjunctions we
deduce that there is chain of adjunctions
(Λ(Λk−1,d1))∗ a (Λ(Λk−1, s1))∗ a · · ·
· · · a (Λ(Λk−1, sn+k−1))∗ a (Λ(Λk−1,dn+k))∗
relating Dn,k and Dn+1,k. Moreover, Theorem 8.7 implies that that his chain ex-
tends to an infinite chain of adjunctions. In the following we show that the left
adjoint of (Λ(Λk−1,d1))∗ and the right adjoint of (Λ(Λk−1,dn+k))∗ also admit a
simple description. For simplicity we use in the following the notation
dv := Λ(Λk−1,d1)|Sln,k : Sln,k → Sln+1,k, (0, f1, ·, fk−1) 7→ (0, f1 + 1, · · · , fk−1 + 1),
dv∨ := Λ(Λk−1,dn+k)|Sln,k : Sln,k → Sln+1,k(0, f1, ·, fk−1) 7→ (0, f1, · · · , fk−1).
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Proposition 8.18. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Then the adjunc-
tions
dv! : D
Sln,k  DSln+1,k : (dv)∗ and (dv∨)∗ : DSln+1,k  DSln,k : dv∨∗
restrict to an adjunctions
dv! : slDn,k  slDn+1,k : (dv)∗ and (dv∨)∗ : slDn+1,k  slDn,k : dv∨∗ .
Proof. The statements are completely dual to each other. We show the state-
ment for dv∨. We have to show that the image of (dv∨∗ )|slDn,k is contained in
slDn+1,k. Since d is fully faithful, the counit (dv∨)∗dv∨∗
∼−→ id is invertible by
[Gro13, Prop. 1.20]. This shows property (P2) for non-injective objects of Sln+1,k,
which are in the image of dv∨. Moreover, we observe that
dv∨ : (0, f1, · · · , fk−1) 7→ (0, f1, · · · , fk−1)
is a sieve. Hence the corresponding right Kan extension morphism is an extension-
by-zero morphism [Gro13, Prop. 1.23], which shows the property (P2) for non-
injective objects of Sln+1,k which are not in the image of d
v∨. 
In §10 it will be important to have a systematic notation for all generalized face
and degeneracy morphisms.
Notation 8.19. Let F : X → Y be a morphism in a 2-category, such that all
iterated adjoints of F exist. Then we denote the nth iterated right adjoint by F [n]
and the nth iterated left adjoint by F [−n]. Occasionally we use the convention
F [0] = F .
Definition 8.20. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Then
dv := dvn,k := Λ(Λk−1,dk)
∗ : Dn+1,k → Dn,k
is called the standard vertical face morphism.
Example 8.21. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. With this notation we
have
(i) Λ(Λk−1,di) ∼= dv[2(i− k)] for 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ k,
(ii) Λ(Λk−1, si) ∼= dv[2(i− k) + 1] for 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ k − 1.
Even more explicitely, we have the following.
Example 8.22. We consider the case k = 2.
(i) Recall from Examples 5.14 that [n]→ Sln,2, i 7→ (0, i+ 1) is an isomorphism
of categories. Since all objects in Sln,2 are injective, these isomorphisms lead
to equivalences of derivators D [n] ∼= slDn,2. By plugging in the definition we
obtain therefore the commutativity of the diagram
(8.23) D [n+1]
∼ //
d∗i

DΛ(Λ1,Λn+2)
= //
Λ(Λ1,di+1)
∗

slDn+1,2
dv[2i−2]

D[n] ∼ // D
Λ(Λ1,Λn+1)
=
// slDn,2.
In particular we observe that, due to the index shift between the left and
middle vertical morphism, we have one face and degeneracy morphism (those
defined by Λ(Λ1,d0)
∗ and Λ(Λ1, s0)∗) more then a priori expected. These
extra morphisms also satisfy the simplicial relations.
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(ii) If we specialize even further to the case n = 0, the commutativity of (8.23)
yields the coincidence of the following sequences of adjoint morphisms, which
correspond to the vertical morphisms in (8.23)
C a (d0)! a d∗0 a s∗0 a d∗1 a (d1)∗ a F,
Λ(Λ1,d0)
∗ a Λ(Λ1, s0)∗ a Λ(Λ1,d1)∗ a Λ(Λ1, s1)∗ a Λ(Λ1,d2)∗ a Λ(Λ1, s2)∗ a Λ(Λ1,d3)∗,
dv[−4] a dv[−3] a dv[−2] a dv[−1] a dv a dv[1] a dv[2].
We note, that in the second chain of adjunctions the parasimplicial maps
s2 : Λ2  Λ1 : d3 are not in the image of the embedding i of the 2-category of
simplices ∆.
Corollary 8.24. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Then the standard ver-
tical face morphism dv : Dn+1,k → Dn,k generates an infinite chain of adjunctions
such that for p ∈ Z
(i) dv[2p] = (s∗3)
p ◦ dv ◦ (s∗3)−p,
(ii) dv[2p+ 1] = (s∗3)
p ◦ dv[1] ◦ (s∗3)−p = (s∗3)p+1 ◦ dv[−1] ◦ (s∗3)−p−1.
Proof. The isomorphisms
dv[−1] = (s∗3)−1 ◦ dv[1] ◦ s∗3 and dv[1] = s∗3 ◦ dv[−1] ◦ (s∗3)−1,
are immediate consequences of Theorem 8.7. The general statement follows via
induction. 
9. Horizontal functoriality
In this section we construct canonical morphisms relating the derivators Dn,k for
fixed n ≥ 1. For this we define, in a first step, morphisms of derivators slDn,k →
slDn,k′ and invoke Theorem 5.12 to transfer them to the desired morphisms Dn,k →
Dn,k′ . This has the advantage, that we do not have to worry about cartesianess
conditions for subcubes. More precisely, we first define a morphism dh : Dn,k+1 →
Dn,k, which will be exhibited as the horizontal analogue of the standard vertical
face morphisms in §11. In the next step we will construct the left and the right
adjoint of dh. We show that the resulting adjoint triples are periodic with respect
to the autoequivalences s∗3, and therefore extend to infinite chains of adjunctions.
Definition 9.1. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator.
(i) The standard horizontal face map is the inclusion of poets
dh : Sln,k → Sln,k+1, (0, f1, · · · , fk−1) 7→ (0, 1, f1 + 1, · · · , fk−1 + 1).
(ii) The standard horizontal face morphism dh := dhn,k is the restriction of
the inverse image of dh
dh = dhn,k : slDn,k+1 → slDn,k.
Remark 9.2. The inclusion dh obviously preserves non-injective objects. This im-
plies directly that the restriction of the inverse image of dh above is well defined.
Proposition 9.3. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Then the adjunction
(dh)∗ a dh∗ : DSln,k+1  DSln,k restricts to an adjunction
dh a dh[1] : slDn,k+1  slDn,k.
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Proof. We have to show that the image of (dh∗)|slDn,k is contained in slDn,k+1. Since
dh is a sieve, the corresponding right Kan extension morphism is an extension by
zero, which shows the property (P2) for non-injective objects of Sln,k+1 which are
not in the image of dh. On the other hand, for non-injective objects in the image of
dv the property (P2) follows from the invertibility of the counit (dh)∗dh∗
∼−→ id. 
Unfortunately, it turns out that the left Kan extension dh! : D
Sln,k → DSln,k+1
does not restrict to a morphism of the form slDn,k+1 → slDn,k. Because of this,
the description of dh[−1] will be slightly more involved. More precisely, we consider
the subposet
Bn,k = Sln,k+1 \ {(0, g1, · · · , gk) ∈ Sln,k+1|(0, g1, · · · , gk) injective with g1 ≥ 1}
of Sln,k+1. Since the image of d
h is contained in Bn,k, we obtain the following
factorization of dh
Sln,k
i−→ Bn,k j−→ Sln,k+1.
But now we are in a situation where standard techniques from the theory of pointed
derivators apply. More explicitly, we use the following result.
Lemma 9.4. Let D be a pointed derivator and u : A → B be a functor such that
there is a factorization u = w ◦ v
A
v−→ C w−→ B
with v a sieve and w fully faithful. Then the restriction of the inverse image
u∗ : DB,w(C\v(A)) → DA
is a right adjoint and the left adjoint is given by w! ◦ v∗ : DA → DB,w(C\v(A)).
Proof. Since v is a sieve, [Gro13, Prop. 1.23] implies that the adjunction v∗ a v∗
restricts to an equivalence of derivators
(9.5) v∗ : DA  DC,C\v(A) : v∗.
Moreover, since w is fully faithful, by [Gro13, Prop. 1.20] the same is true for w! and
the unit of the adjunction w! a w∗ is an isomorphism. As a consequence w! a w∗
restricts to an adjunction
(9.6) w! : D
C,C\v(A)  DB,w(C\v(A)) : w∗.
We conclude by composing (9.5) and (9.6). 
Proposition 9.7. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Then the composition
j!◦i∗ : DSln,k → DSln,k+1 restricts to a morphism dh[−1] : slDn,k → slDn,k+1, which
is left adjoint to dh : slDn,k+1 → slDn,k.
Proof. The inclusion i and j are both fully faithful. Hence by [Gro13, Prop. 1.20]
the Kan extensions i∗ and j! are also fully faithful and the counit of i∗ a i∗ and
the unit of j! a j∗ are isomorphisms. Hence, for X ∈ slDn,k, the condition (P2) for
non-injective objects implies the condition (P2) for j! ◦ i∗(X) on all non-injective
objects in dh(Sln,k). For the condition (P2) for remaining non-injective objects we
note that i is a sieve and invoke Lemma 9.4 which also yields the statement about
the adjunction. 
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Corollary 9.8. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. The adjoint triple
dh[−1] a dh a dh[1] : slDn,k+1 oooo // slDn,k
induces adjoint triples
dh[−1] a dh a dh[1] : doDn,k+1 oooo // doDn,k
and
dh[−1] a dh a dh[1] : Dn,k+1 oooo // Dn,k .
Moreover, in all three cases the units of the adjunctions dh[−1] a dh and the counits
of the adjunctions dh a dh[1] are isomorphisms.
Proof. The existence of the adjoint triples follows directly from Theorem 5.12. The
statement on the units and counits follows from the fully faithfulness of dh and
[Gro13, Prop. 1.26.]. 
Remark 9.9. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. There are mutually inverse
isomorphisms of categories
φn,k : Don,k  Sln,k+1 : ψn,k
defined by φn,k(f0, · · · , fk−1) = (0, f0 + 1, · · · , fk−1 + 1) and ψn,k(0, g1, · · · , gk) =
(g1− 1, · · · , gk − 1). Moreover, the inverse image of ψn,k restricts to an embedding
doDn,k → slDn,k+1. We denote by slD'n,k+1
in,k−−→ slDn,k+1 the inclusion of the
essential image. In particular, the inverse images associated to ψn,k and φn,k restrict
to mutualls inverse morphisms
(ψ∗n,k)
' : doDn,k  slD'n,k+1 : (φ∗n,k)',
where we use use the superscripts ' to distinguish the above functors from the
unrestricted inverse images.
Proposition 9.10. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2, D a stable derivator and x ∈ Dn,k. Then
there is an isomorphism dh[−1] ∼= ψ∗n,k ◦ (sd∗)−1. In particular, the essential image
of dh[−1] : slDn,k → slDn,k+1 is contained in slD'n,k+1.
Proof. We consider the diagram
DSln,k
(u1)!
// DA1
(u2)∗
//
i∗1

DA2
(u3)∗
//
i∗2

DA3
(u4)!
//
i∗3

DΛn+k−1,k−1
do∗n,k

DSln,k
i′! // DDon,k∩A1
j′∗ //
(ψn,k|Don,k∩A1 )∗

DDon,k
ψ∗n,k

DDon,k DDon,k
DSln,k
i∗ // DBn,k
j∗
// DSln,k+1 ,
where i1, i2, i3, i
′ and j′ are the respective obvious inclusions. We claim that the
diagram above is commutative.
• The first square in the top row commutes because u1 = i1 ◦ i′, the fully faith-
fulness of i1 and [Gro13, Prop. 1.20].
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• The second square in the top row commutes because
Don,k ∩A1 j
′
//
i1

Don,k
i2

A1 u2
// A2
is a strict pull-back, i2 is a sieve and [Gro13, Prop. 1.24].
• The third square in the top row commutes because i3 = u3 ◦ i2, the fully
faithfullness of u3 and [Gro13, Prop. 1.20].
• The third square in the top row commutes because don,k = u4 ◦ i3, the fully
faithfullness of u4 and [Gro13, Prop. 1.20].
• The squares in the bottom row commute because they are mates of inverse
image squares where the vertical maps are isomorphisms.
Hence dh[−1] ∼= ψ∗n,k ◦ do∗n,k ◦ (sl∗n,k)−1. 
Remark 9.11. As a consequence, we note, that an object in slDn,k+1 is contained
in slD'n,k+1 if it satisfies property (P1) for all g = (0, g1, · · · , gk) ∈ Sln,k+1 with
gk ≤ n+ k − 2.
Theorem 9.12. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Then there is a natural
isomorphism
s∗3 ◦ dh[−1] ∼= dh[1] ◦ s∗3.
Proof. We show the equivalent statement, that there is an isomorphism
(9.13) (s∗3)
−1 ◦ dh[1] ∼= dh[−1] ◦ (s∗3)−1.
Proposition 9.10 implies that the essential image of dh[−1] ◦ (s∗3)−1 is contained
in slD'n,k+1. In the following we show that also the essential image of (s
∗
3)
−1 ◦
dh[1] is contained in slD'n,k+1. Let sdn,k : Sln,k → Don,k be the inclusion and
s˜dn,k : Sln,k → Don,k be defined by f 7→ s3(f). Recall, that Theorem 5.12 implies
that sd∗n,k : doDn,k → slDn,k is invertible. Let x ∈ slDn,k and consider
y = (s˜d
∗
n,k+1)
−1 ◦ dh[1](x) ∈ doDn,k+1.
Then for g = (g0, · · · , gk) ∈ Don,k+1 we have by Proposition 9.3 that g∗y = 0 if
gk = n+ k and g0 ≥ 1. Let now h = (h0, · · · , hk) ∈ Don,k+1 injective with h0 ≥ 1
and hk ≤ n+ k − 1. Then we define ˜h : k+1 → Don,k+1 by
(δ0, · · · , δk) 7→
{
(h0 + δ0(h1 − h0), · · · , hk−1 + δk−1(hk − hk−1), hk) for δk = 0
(h0 + δ0(h1 − h0), · · · , hk−1 + δk−1(hk − hk−1), n+ k) for δk = 1.
By construction, ˜h is well-defined and a concatination of elementary subcubes.
Therefore we can conclude by Corollary 4.17 that ˜∗h(y) is bicartesian. We observe
that ι∗1,k+1 ◦ ˜∗h(y) ∼= 0, where we use non-injectivity for δk = 0 and our assumption
on y for δk = 1. Hence, we obtain
(9.14) h∗(y) = ∅∗ ◦ ˜∗h(y) ∼= 0.
In the next step we consider sd∗n,k+1(y) ∈ slDn,k+1. Let now e = (0, e1, · · · , ek) ∈
Sln,k+1 injective with ek ≤ n + k − 1. Then we consider the elementary subcube
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˜e : k+1 → Don,k+1 by
(δ0, · · · , δk) 7→ (δ0, e1 + δ1, · · · , ek + δk).
Hence ˜e(y) is bicartesian. Now (9.14) implies (d00)∗ ◦ ˜∗e(y) ∼= 0. On the other
hand
(d00)
∗ ◦ ˜∗e(y) = ∗e ◦ sd∗n,k+1y,
where e is the elementary subcube of Sln,k+1 starting in e. We invoke [GSˇ14b,
Thm. 8.11] to see that ∗e ◦ sd∗n,k+1(y) is bicartesian, and therefore sd∗n,k+1(y) is
in fact an object in slD'n,k+1, and Remark 5.13 to identify sd
∗
n,k+1(y)
∼= (s∗3)−1 ◦
dh[1](x).
We conclude by showing that both sides of (9.13) are, when considered as morphisms
slDn,k → slD'n,k+1, inverse to the equivalence s˜d
∗
n,k ◦ (φ∗n,k)' : slD'n,k+1 → slDn,k.
For the left hand side we consider the composition of isomorphisms
s˜d
∗
n,k ◦ (φ∗n,k)' ◦ (s∗3)−1 ◦ dh[1]
∼−→s˜d∗n,k ◦ (φ∗n,k)' ◦ sd∗n,k+1 ◦ (s˜d
∗
n,k+1)
−1 ◦ dh[1]
=sd∗n,k ◦ (φ∗n,k)' ◦ s˜d
∗
n,k+1 ◦ (s˜d
∗
n,k+1)
−1 ◦ dh[1]
∼−→sd∗n,k ◦ (φ∗n,k)' ◦ dh[1]
=dh ◦ dh[1]
∼−→idslDn,k ,
where
(i) the first step is induced by Remark 5.13,
(ii) the second step follows from sdn,k+1 ◦ φn,k ◦ s˜dn,k = s˜dn,k+1 ◦ φn,k ◦ sdn,k,
(iii) the third step is induced by the equivalence s˜dn,k+1 Remark 5.13,
(iv) the fourth step follows from φn,k ◦ sdn,k = dh,
(v) the fifth step is the invertibility of the counit of the adjunction dh a dh[1].
Finally, for the right hand side the composition of isomorphisms
s˜d
∗
n,k ◦ (φ∗n,k)' ◦ dh[−1] ◦ (s∗3)−1
∼−→s˜d∗n,k ◦ (sd∗n,k)−1 ◦ sd∗n,k ◦ (φ∗n,k)' ◦ dh[−1] ◦ (s∗3)−1
=s˜d
∗
n,k ◦ (sd∗n,k)−1 ◦ dh ◦ dh[−1] ◦ (s∗3)−1
∼−→s˜d∗n,k ◦ (sd∗n,k)−1 ◦ (s∗3)−1
∼−→s∗3 ◦ (s∗3)−1
∼−→idslDn,k ,
where the single step are
(i) first, induced by the equivalence sd∗n,k Remark 5.13,
(ii) second, the equality φn,k ◦ sdn,k = dh,
(iii) third, the invertibility of the unit of the adjunction dh[−1] a dh Corollary 9.8,
(iv) fourth, induced by Remark 5.13,
(v) fifth, induced by the equivalence s∗3,
completes the proof. 
As an application, we obtain the horizontal analogue of Corollary 8.24.
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Corollary 9.15. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Then the standard
horizontal face morphism dh : Dn,k+1 → Dn,k generates an infinite chain of adjunc-
tions such that for p ∈ Z
(i) dh[2p] = (s∗3)
p ◦ dh ◦ (s∗3)−p,
(ii) dh[2p+ 1] = (s∗3)
p ◦ dh[1] ◦ (s∗3)−p = (s∗3)p+1 ◦ dh[−1] ◦ (s∗3)−p−1.
Proof. This follows inductively from the relations
dh[−1] = (s∗3)−1 ◦ dh[1] ◦ s∗3 and dh[1] = s∗3 ◦ dh[−1] ◦ (s∗3)−1,
which are consequences of Theorem 9.12. 
Proposition 9.16. Let n ≥ 0, a ∈ Z and D a stable derivator. Then there are
isomorphisms
(i) Ψn ◦ dvn,2[a] ∼= dh1,n+1[a] ◦Ψn+1 for a even.
(ii) dh1,n+1[a] ◦Ψn ∼= Ψn+1 ◦ dvn,2[a] for a odd.
Proof. Consider the diagram
slDn,2 ∼
c∗n //
dv[2n+1] ∼

D [n]
(→τ )∗
∼ // D
n,κ D
n
→∼
cof1oo slD1,n+1∼
∗ξ
oo
(s∗3)
−1
∼ // slD1,n+1
dh[−1]

slD0n+1,2
∼
c∗n+1
// D [n+1],∞
(dn+1)
∗ ∼
OO
∼
(→τ )∗
// D
n+1,κ,∞
∼dn1
OO
D
n+1,ex
→
∼
cof1
oo
∼dn0
OO
doD1,n+1
∼
∗ξ
oo
∼s˜d∗
OO
∼
sd∗
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ψ1,n+1
// slD1,n+2.
Here slD0n+1,2 denotes the essential image of d
v[2n+ 1]. We conclude the commu-
tativity of the diagram by the following.
• For the first square we use Examples 5.14 and Example 8.21.
• The second and fourth squares consist of inverse images of a commutative
squares of functors.
• The third square commutes because of [BG18a, Lem. 8.19].
• The commutativity of the upper triangle is Remark 5.13.
• The lower triangle commutes by Proposition 9.10.
Moreover, the first four morphisms in the top row compose to Ψ′n and the lower
row is a restriction of Ψ′n+1 (Remark 6.20). Therefore, by identifying the outer
compositions, we obtain a natural isomorphism
Ψ′n+1 ◦ dv[2n+ 1] ∼= dh[−1] ◦Ψ′n ◦ (s∗3)−1.
By whiskering with (s∗3)
n+1 we obtain the third isomorphism in
Ψn+1 ◦ dv[−1] ∼=Ψ′n+1 ◦ (s∗3)n+1 ◦ dv[−1]
∼=Ψ′n+1 ◦ dv[2n+ 1] ◦ (s∗3)n+1(9.17)
∼=dh[−1] ◦Ψ′n(s∗3)−1 ◦ (s∗3)n+1
∼=dh[−1] ◦Ψn.
The first and fourth isomorphism is Remark 6.20 and the definition of Ψn and the
second isomorphism is Theorem 8.7. This yield the statement for a = −1. The
remaining cases follow from (9.17) by inductively passing to adjoint isomorphisms
and using that Ψn and Ψn+1 are equivalences. 
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10. The structure of a local square
In §8 and §9 the main result was the existence of a good supply of morphisms
relating derivators of the form Dn,k in the situation where k, respectively n, is fixed.
In this section the main goal is to understand how the structure morphisms in the
vertical and horizontal direction interact. For this we will consider those cases,
where the relevant maps can be described as inverse images on (triangular) slices.
More precisely, we will first show that the horizontal face maps dh assemble into a
map of certain simplicial derivators associated to higher S•-constructions. We will
build on this result in §11. Second, by additionally analyzing some boundary cases,
we will obtain a full understanding of commutative (up to natural isomorphism)
squares of the form
Dn+1,k //

Dn+1,k+1

Dn,k // Dn,k+1,
in the 2-category of derivators, where all displayed morphisms are generalized face
and degeneracy morphisms.
First we observe that standard horizontal face morphism can also on triangular
slices be defined as an inverse image morphism. More precisely, the functor
dh : Sl4n,k → Sl4n,k+1, (0, f1, ·, fk−1) 7→ (0, 1, f1 + 1, · · · , fk−1 + 1)
satisfies 4n,k+1 ◦ dh = dh ◦4n,k : Sln,k → Sl4n,k+1 and therefore Theorem 5.12 and
Construction 8.15 yield
Dn,k+1
dh //
sl4n,k+1

Dn,k
sl4n,k

sl4Dn,k+1
(dh)∗
// sl4Dn,k.
Proposition 10.1. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2. The following squares commute for 1 ≤ i ≤
n+ k.
(i)
Sl4n+1,k
dh //
Λ(Λk−1,si−1)

Sl4n+1,k+1
Λ(Λk,si)

Sl4n,k
dh
// Sl4n,k+1.
(ii)
Sln+1,k
dh // Sln+1,k+1
Sln,k
dh
//
Λ(Λk−1,di)
OO
Sln,k+1.
Λ(Λk,di+1)
OO
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Proof. For the first statement we consider f = (0, f1, · · · , fk−1) ∈ Sl4n+1,k such that
j is maximal in k with fj ≤ i− 1. Then we compute the composition through the
upper right vertex as
(0, f1, · · · , fj , fj+1, · · · , fk−1)
7→(0, 1, f1 + 1, · · · , fj + 1, fj+1 + 1, · · · , fk−1 + 1)
7→(0, 1, f1 + 1, · · · , fj + 1, fj+1, · · · , fk−1)
and the composition through the lower left vertex as
(0, f1, · · · , fj , fj+1, · · · , fk−1)
7→(0, f1, · · · , fj , fj+1 − 1, · · · , fk−1 − 1)
7→(0, 1, f1 + 1, · · · , fj + 1, fj+1, · · · , fk−1).
For the second statement we consider f = (0, f1, · · · , fk−1) ∈ Sln,k such that j is
maximal in k with fj < i. Then we compute the composition through the lower
right vertex as
(0, f1, · · · , fj , fj+1, · · · , fk−1)
7→(0, 1, f1 + 1, · · · , fj + 1, fj+1 + 1, · · · , fk−1 + 1)
7→(0, 1, f1 + 1, · · · , fj + 1, fj+1 + 2, · · · , fk−1 + 2)
and the composition through the lower left vertex as
(0, f1, · · · , fj , fj+1, · · · , fk−1)
7→(0, f1, · · · , fj , fj+1 + 1, · · · , fk−1 + 1)
7→(0, 1, f1 + 1, · · · , fj + 1, fj+1 + 2, · · · , fk−1 + 2).

Let k ≥ 0. In the following we denote by
k+ : ∆→ ∆,∆n 7→ ∆n+k,di 7→ di+k, si 7→ si+k
and observe the obvious transitivity property l+ ◦ k+ = (k + l)+.
Corollary 10.2. Let k ≥ 1 and D be a stable derivator.
(i) The standard horizontal face morphisms dh : Dn,k+2 → Dn,k+1 assemble into
a pseudonatural transformation
S
(k+1)
• (D) ◦ i ◦ 2+ → S(k)• (D) ◦ i ◦ 1+ : ∆op → Der.
(ii) Let 0 ≤ a ≤ 2k. If a is even, then the morphisms dh[a] : Dn,k+2 → Dn,k+1
assemble into a pseudonatural transformation
S
(k+1)
• (D) ◦ i ◦ (k + 2)+ → S(k)• (D) ◦ i ◦ (k + 1)+ : ∆op → Der.
If a is odd, then the morphisms dh[a] : Dn,k+1 → Dn,k+2 assemble into a
pseudonatural transformation
S
(k)
• (D) ◦ i ◦ (k + 1)+ → S(k+1)• (D) ◦ i ◦ (k + 2)+ : ∆op → Der.
Proof. We invoke Proposition A.4 applied to the equivalences of Theorem 5.12 and
Construction 8.15 for a pseudonatural equivalence
S
(k)
• (D) ◦ i ◦ 1+ → S(k),4• (D),
where S
(k),4
• (D) : ∆→ Der is the 2-functor defined by
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• ∆n 7→ sl4Dn−k+1,k+1,
• (f : ∆n → ∆n′) 7→ (f0 : ∆n+1 → ∆n′+1, 0 7→ 0, i+1 7→ f(i)+1) 7→ ∆(∆k, f0)∗0.
To show the first statement we claim that the morphism dh : Dn,k+2 → Dn,k+1
assemble into a 2-natural transformation S
(k+1),4
• (D) ◦ 1+ → S(k),4• (D). For this
it is sufficient to check the naturality condition on the generators of ∆, which is
exactly the 2-functoriality of D applied to Proposition 10.1.
For the second statement we additionally use the pseudofunctoriality of right ad-
joints, since in this case the pseudonaturality squares are obtained by passing to the
ath right adjoints of the inverse image squares associated to Proposition 10.1. 
Proposition 10.3. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2, 1 ≤ i ≤ n + k + 1 and D a stable derivator.
Then there are natural isomorphisms
(i) dhn+1,k ◦ dvn,k+1[−2k − 1] ∼= 0: Dn,k+1 → Dn+1,k,
(ii) dhn+1,k ◦ dvn,k+1[2(i− k)− 1] ∼= dvn,k[2(i− k)− 1] ◦ dhn,k : Dn,k+1 → Dn+1,k.
Proof. We use the notation from Proposition 8.18
dv = Λ(Λk,d1)|Sln,k+1 : (0, f1, · · · , fk) 7→ (0, f1 + 1, · · · , fk + 1).
Since the image of dh is contained in the complement of the image of dv and the
left Kan extension dv! is an extension-by-zero morphism, the composition
(10.4) DSln,k+1
dv!−→ DSln+1,k+1 (d
h)∗−−−→ DSln+1,k
vanishes. We apply Proposition 8.18 and Example 8.22 to the left arrow and Defi-
nition 9.1 to the right arrow, to conclude that (10.4) restricts to
(10.5) slDn,k+1
dvn,k+1[−2k−1]−−−−−−−−−→ slDn+1,k+1
dhn+1,k−−−−→ slDn+1,k.
Hence also the composition (10.5) has to vanish. Now Theorem 5.12 yields the first
statement.
For the second statement, we consider for 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ k the following square of
slices (and observe that the vertical morphisms are well defined by Proposition 8.10)
(10.6) Sl4n+1,k
dh //
Λ(Λk−1,si−1)

Sl4n+1,k+1
Λ(Λk,si)

Sl4n,k
dh
// Sl4n,k+1.
This square is commutative by Proposition 10.1. We apply the derivator D to the
square (10.6) and obtain by Corollary 8.17 and Remark 9.2 a restricted square
sl4Dn+1,k sl4Dn+1,k+1
dhoo
sl4Dn,k
dv[2(i−k)−1]
OO
sl4Dn,k+1.
dh
oo
dv[2(i−k)−1]
OO
Theorem 5.12 yields the second statement for 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ k.
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It remains to show the case i = n+ k + 1. For this we consider the square (which
is again well defined by Proposition 8.10)
Sln+1,k
dh // Sln+1,k+1
Sln,k
dh
//
dv∨=Λ(Λk−1,dn+k)
OO
Sln,k+1.
Λ(Λk,dn+k+1)=d
v∨
OO
We claim that also this square commutes. However, this is clear as the effect of the
vertical morphisms on coordinate representations is trivial. Moreover, this square
is a pullback of sieve and hence homotopy exact by [Gro13, Prop. 1.24]. This yields
the commutativity of mate (obtained by passing to the right adjoints in the vertical
direction) of the associated inverse image square. However, this in turn restricts by
Proposition 8.18 and Remark 9.2 to
slDn+1,k slDn+1,k+1
dhoo
slDn,k
dv[2n+1]
OO
slDn,k+1.
dh
oo
dv[2n+1]
OO
A final application of Theorem 5.12 completes the proof. 
Theorem 10.7. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2, a ∈ Z even, b ∈ Z odd, and D a stable derivator.
(i) Let p ∈ Z and i ∈ {−2k − 1,−2k + 1, · · · , 2n+ 1} the unique elements, such
that b− a = 2p(n+ k + 2) + i. Then there are natural equivalences
dhn+1,k[a] ◦ dvn,k+1[b] ∼=
{
0 for i = −2k − 1,
dvn,k[b− 2p] ◦ dhn,k[a+ 2p] for i ≥ −2k + 1,
(ii) Let q ∈ Z and j ∈ {−2n− 1,−2n+ 1, · · · , 2k + 1} the unique elements, such
that b− a = 2q(n+ k + 2) + j. Then there are natural equivalences
dvn,k+1[a] ◦ dhn+1,k[b] ∼=
{
0 for j = 2k + 1,
dhn,k[b− 2q] ◦ dhn,k[a+ 2q] for j ≤ 2k − 1.
(iii) There are natural equivalences
dhn+1,k[a+ 2(n+ k + 1)] ◦ dvn,k+1[b+ 2(n+ k + 1)] ∼= Σk−n−1 ◦ dhn+1,k[a] ◦ dvn,k+1[b]
and
dvn,k+1[a+ 2(n+ k + 1)] ◦ dhn+1,k[b+ 2(n+ k + 1)] ∼= Ωk−n−1 ◦ dvn,k+1[a] ◦ dhn+1,k[b].
Proof. We use the notation l = n + k + 2 and show the first statement in the
case a = 0. To achieve this, we consider the following composition of natural
isomorphisms
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dhn+1,k ◦ dvn,k+1[b]
=dhn+1,k ◦ dvn,k+1[i+ 2pl]
∼=dhn+1,k ◦ (s∗3)pl ◦ dvn,k+1[i] ◦ (s∗3)−pl
∼=dhn+1,k ◦ (Σ(n+1)k)p ◦ dvn,k+1[i] ◦ (s∗3)−p ◦ (Σnk)−p
∼=dhn+1,k ◦ dvn,k+1[i] ◦ (s∗3)−p ◦ (Σ(n+1)k)p ◦ (Σnk)−p
∼=dvn,k[i] ◦ dhn,k ◦ (s∗3)−p ◦ (Σ(n+1)k)p ◦ (Σnk)−p
∼=dvn,k[i] ◦ (s∗3)−p ◦ dhn,k[2p] ◦ (Σ(n+1)k)p ◦ (Σnk)−p
∼=(s∗3)−p(l−1) ◦ dvn,k[i+ 2p(l − 1)] ◦ (s∗3)p(l−1) ◦ (s∗3)−p ◦ dhn,k[2p] ◦ (Σ(n+1)k)p ◦ (Σnk)−p
∼=(Σ(n+1)(k−1))−p ◦ dvn,k[i+ 2p(l − 1)] ◦ (Σn(k−1))p ◦ dhn,k[2p] ◦ (Σ(n+1)k)p ◦ (Σnk)−p
∼=dvn,k[i+ 2p(l − 1)] ◦ dhn,k[2p]
=dvn,k[b− 2p] ◦ dhn,k[2p],
where the single steps are induced by
(i) first and tenth (last), the assumption on b− a,
(ii) second and seventh, Theorem 8.7,
(iii) third and eighth, Corollary 5.21,
(iv) fourth and ninth, the exactness of morphisms of derivators, and in the latter
case also the equality (n+1)k+n(k−1)−(n+1)(k−1)−nk = 0 for n, k ∈ Z.
(v) fifth, Proposition 10.3,
(vi) sixth, Corollary 9.15,
respectively. In the case i = −2k − 1, we consider only the first four steps, and
apply Proposition 10.3 to obtain the desired vanishing.
For the general case, we consider the natural isomorphism (for i ≥ −2k + 1)
(10.8) dhn+1,k ◦ dvn,k+1[b− a] ∼= dvn,k[b− a− 2p] ◦ dhn,k[2p],
which exists by the special case above. The uniqueness of adjoints, and their
compatibility with composition yields inductively natural equivalences between the
ath right adjoints in (10.8), and hence the statement for a > 0. For a < 0 we
consider left adjoints of (10.8) instead. The arguments for the case i = −2k− 1 are
very similar (and even simpler).
For the second statement we consider a′ ∈ Z even, b′ ∈ Z odd with b′− a′ = 2pl+ i
as in the first statement. Hence we have a nautral isomorphism
(10.9) dhn+1,k[a
′] ◦ dvn,k+1[b′] ∼= dvn,k[b′ − 2p] ◦ dhn,k[a′ + 2p].
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We again invoke the uniqueness of adjoints, and their compatibility with composi-
tion to obtain a natural isomorphism relating the left adjoints of (10.9)
(10.10) dvn,k+1[b
′ − 1] ◦ dhn+1,k[a′ − 1] ∼= dhn,k[a′ − 1 + 2p] ◦ dvn,k[b′ − 1− 2p].
By substituting a = b′ − 1 and b = a′ − 1, we have b − a = −(b′ − a′) = 2ql + j
with q = −p and i = −j. Plugging this into (10.10) leads exactly to the second
statement in the case j ≤ 2k−1. The case j = 2k+1 is again very similar (and even
simpler). For the first part of statement (iii) we consider the following composition
of equivalences
dhn+1,k[a+ 2(n+ k + 1)] ◦ dvn,k+1[b+ 2(n+ k + 1)]
∼=(s∗3)n+k+1 ◦ dhn+1,k[a] ◦ dvn,k+1[b] ◦ (s∗3)−(n+k+1)
∼=Σ(n+1)(k−1) ◦ dhn+1,k[a] ◦ dvn,k+1[b] ◦ Ωnk
∼=Σk−n−1 ◦ dhn+1,k[a] ◦ dvn,k+1[b],
where the first equivalence is Corollary 8.24 and Corollary 9.15, the second equiva-
lence in Corollary 5.21, and the third equivalence is the exactness of morphisms of
derivators. 
Proposition 10.11. Let n ≥ 0, k ≥ 2, a, b ∈ Z such that b − a is even, and D
a stable derivator. If there are p ∈ Z and −k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that b − a =
2p(n+ k + 1) + 2i, then there are natural isomorphisms
(i)
dhn+1,k[a] ◦ dvn,k[b] ∼= Σp(n−k+1) ◦ dvn,k+1[b− 2p(n+ k + 1)] ◦ dhn,k[a+ 2p(n+ k + 1)]
if a, b are even,
(ii)
dhn,k[a] ◦ dvn,k+1[b] ∼= Σp(n−k+1) ◦ dvn,k[b+ 2p(n+ k + 1)] ◦ dhn+1,k[a− 2p(n+ k + 1)]
if a, b are odd.
Proof. We reformulate Proposition 10.1 using the notation introduced in Exam-
ple 8.21 and Definition 9.1 to obtain isomorphisms
dhn+1,k ◦ dvn,k[2i] ∼= dvn,k+1[2i] ◦ dhn,k
for −k+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By passing to adjoint isomorphisms, we conclude statement (i)
in the case p = 0. For p ∈ Z general, we use the notation l = n+ k + 1 and invoke
the following composition of isomorphisms
dhn+1,k[a] ◦ dvn,k[b]
∼=dhn+1,k[a] ◦ spl3 ◦ dvn,k[b− 2pl] ◦ s−pl3
∼=dhn+1,k[a] ◦ Σpnk ◦ dvn,k[b− 2pl] ◦ s−pl3
∼=Σpnk ◦ dhn+1,k[a] ◦ dvn,k[b− 2pl] ◦ s−pl3
∼=Σpnk ◦ dvn,k+1[b− 2pl] ◦ dhn,k[a] ◦ s−pl3
∼=Σp(n−k+1) ◦ dvn,k+1[b− 2pl] ◦ Σp(n+1)(k−1) ◦ dhn,k[a] ◦ s−pl3
∼=Σp(n−k+1) ◦ dvn,k+1[b− 2pl] ◦ spl3 ◦ dhn,k[a] ◦ s−pl3
∼=Σp(n−k+1) ◦ dvn,k+1[b− 2pl] ◦ dhn,k[a+ 2pl],
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where the first isomorphisms is Corollary 8.24, the second and sixth one is Corol-
lary 5.21, the third and fifth one is the exactness of morphisms of derivators, the
fourth one is statement (i) in the case p = 0, and the seventh one is Corollary 9.15.
For statement (ii) we use statement (i) with a′ = a + 1 − 2pl and b′ = b + 1 + 2pl
and pass to the left adjoint isomorphism. 
11. The main theorem
Lemma 11.1. Let D a stable derivator and u : A→ B be a sieve with complemen-
tary cosieve v : A′ → B. Let DB×[1]A,A′ be the full subderivator on those objects x, such
that (id× d1)∗(x) ∈ DB,A′ and (id× d0)∗(x) ∈ DB,A. Then there is an equivalence
of derivators
DB ∼−→ DB×[1]A,A′ .
Proof. Let C = (B × [1]) \ (A′ × {1}), i : B → C the inclusion of B × {0} and
p : C → B the projection. Then i a p and the essential image of i! = p∗ consists
precisely of those objects on which the counit of i! a i∗ is invertible. This latter
condition holds exactly when (a × id)∗ is constant for all a ∈ A and we denote by
DC0 ⊆ DC the subderivator of all those objects. Next, we consider the inclusion
j : C → B× [1], which is clearly a sieve. We define C ′ = (B× [1])\C invoke [Gro13,
Prop. 1.23] for the equivalence j∗ : DC ∼−→ DB×[1],C′ . We denote by DB×[1]0 the
essential image of DC0 under this equivalence (which consists by [Gro13, Prop. 1.23]
precisely of those objects such that the restriction to is in DC0 and the restriction
to C ′ vanishes). We claim the equivalence id × cof : DB×[1] ∼−→ DB×[1] restricts
to an equivalence D
B×[1]
0
∼−→ DB×[1]A,A′ . To see this, we invoke [BG18a, Lem. 8.19]
which shows that the vanishing on C ′ exactly corresponds to (id×d1)∗(x) ∈ DB,A′
and [BG18a, Cor. 8.6] which shows that the constantness condition for objects in
A exactly corresponds to (id × d0)∗(x) ∈ DB,A. Summing up, there is a chain of
equivalences
DB
i!−→ DC0 j∗−→ DB×[1]0 id×cof−−−−→ DB×[1]A,A′ .

Construction 11.2. Recall the cubical slice Sln,k = Zkξ/sk−13 (ξ)
(c.f. Remark 5.25).
We consider the isomorphism of categories
cn,k : [n]
k−1 → Sln,k, (f0, · · · , fk−2) 7→ (0, f0 + 1, · · · , fk−2 + k + 1).
Let D
[n]k−1
0 denote the essential image of c
∗
n,k : slDˆn,k → D [n]
k−1
. Furthermore, we
recall the functors
• dv : Sln,k → Sln+1,k, (0, f1, · · · , fk−1) 7→ (0, f0 + 1, · · · , fk−1 + 1),
• dh : Sln,k → Sln,k+1, (0, f1, · · · , fk−1) 7→ (0, 1, f0 + 1, · · · , fk−1 + 1).
These assignment extend formally to functors dv : Sln,k → Sln+1,k and dh : Sln,k →
Sln,k+1 such that there are (strictly) commutative diagrams
Sln,k
j
//
dv

Sln,k
cn,k
//
dv

[n]k−1
dk−10

Sln,k
j
//
dh

Sln,k
cn,k
//
dh

[n]k−1
∅×id
[n]k−1

Sln+1,k
j
// Sln+1,k
cn+1,k
// [n+ 1]k−1 Sln,k+1
j
// Sln,k+1
cn,k+1
// [n]k.
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By passing to inverse images and suitable restrictions we obtain strictly commuta-
tive squares of derivators
(11.3) slDn,k D
[n]k−1
0
oo slDn,k D
[n]k−1
0
oo
slDn+1,k
(dv)∗
OO
D
[n+1]k−1
0
(dk−10 )
∗
OO
oo slDn,k+1
(dh)∗
OO
D
[n]k
0
(∅×id
[n]k−1 )
∗
OO
oo
Using the same argument as in Proposition 8.18 and Proposition 9.3 we see that
the adjunctions
(dk−10 )! : D
[n]k−1  D [n+1]k−1 : (dk−10 )∗ and (∅ × id[n]k−1)∗ : D [n]
k  D [n]k−1 : (∅ × id[n]k−1)∗
restrict to adjunctions
(dk−10 )! : D
[n]k−1
0  D
[n+1]k−1
0 : (d
k−1
0 )
∗ and (∅ × id[n]k−1)∗ : D [n]
k
0  D
[n]k−1
0 : (∅ × id[n]k−1)∗.
The analogue of this is not true for (dk−10 )∗ and (∅ × id[n]k−1)!. Instead we invoke
Lemma 9.4 and its dual to see the following.
• The right adjoint of (dk−10 )∗ : D [n+1]
k−1
0 → D [n]
k−1
0 is given by
(d0)∗ × (dk−20 )! : D [n]
k−1
0 → D [n+1]
k−1
0 .
• The essential image of the left adjoint of (∅ × id[n]k−1)∗ : D [n]
k
0 → D [n]
k−1
0 is
given by those objects in D
[n]k
0 satisfying property (P1) at those objects in [n]
k
which are increasing sequences in [n− 1]k ⊂ [n]k (c.f. Proposition 9.10).
Next, we apply Lemma 11.1 to the situation of Construction 11.2.
Corollary 11.4. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Let (slDˆn+1,k+1)[1]A,A′
be the full subderivator of D (Sl

n+1,k+1×[1]) on those objects x, such that (id×d1)∗(x)
is contained in the essential image of dh∗ : slDˆn+1,k → slDˆn+1,k+1 and (id×d0)∗(x)
is contained in the essential image of dv! : slDˆn,k+1 → slDˆn+1,k+1. Then there is
an equivalence of derivators
slDˆn+1,k+1 ∼= (slDˆn+1,k+1)[1]A,A′
Proof. We apply Lemma 11.1 to the case B = Sln+1,k+1 and the sieve u = d
h : A =
Sln+1,k with complementary cosieve v : A
′ → B and conclude by identifying the
essential image of the composition
slDˆn+1,k+1 → DSln+1,k+1 ∼−→ D (Sl

n+1,k+1×[1])
A,A′ ,
where the equivalence is induced by Lemma 11.1, with (slDˆn+1,k+1)
[1]
A,A′ . 
We note that there is also a dual picture. For the sieve
dv∨ = Λ(Λk,dn+k+1)|Sln,k+1 : Sln,k+1 → Sln+1,k+1, (0, f1, · · · , fk) 7→ (0, f1, · · · , fk)
we can consider the almost complementary cosieve
dh∨ : Sln+1,k → Sln+1,k+1, (0, f1, · · · , fk−1) 7→ (0, f1, · · · , fk−1, n+ k + 1).
Example 8.21 yields the identification (d′∨)∗ ∼= dv[2n]. In the following we establish
a similar identification for (dh∨)∗.
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Proposition 11.5. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and D a stable derivator. Then there is a
natural isomorphism
(dh∨)∗ ∼= Σn ◦ dh[2(n− k)] : slDn,k+1 → slDn,k.
Proof. We note that dh∨ = s3 ◦ dh : Sln,k → Λ(Λk,Λn+k), which gives rise to first
isomorphism below
(dh∨)∗ ∼=dh ◦ s∗3
∼=(s∗3)−n−k ◦ dh[2(n+ k)] ◦ (s∗3)n+k ◦ s∗3
∼=Σ−n(k−1) ◦ dh[2(n+ k)] ◦ Σnk
∼=Σn ◦ dh[2(n+ k)].
The second isomorphism is Corollary 5.21, and the third is Corollary 9.15. 
We observe, the pair of morphisms (dv∨, dh∨) behaves completely dually to
(dh, dv). In particular, the commutativity of the squares
slDn,k D
[n]k−1
0
oo slDn,k D
[n]k−1
0
oo
slDn+1,k
(dv∨)∗
OO
D
[n+1]k−1
0
(dk−1n )
∗
OO
oo slDn,k+1
(dh∨)∗
OO
D
[n]k
0
(id
[n]k−1×∞)∗
OO
oo
are dual to (11.3).
Theorem 11.6. Let n ≥ 1, k ≥ 2, a ∈ Z and D a stable derivator. Then the are
equivalences of derivators
Φn,k : Dn,k
∼−→ Dk−1,n+1,
such that the following properties are satisfied
(i) Φn,k ◦ Φk−1,n+1 ∼= id,
(ii) s∗3 ◦ Φn,k ∼= Φn,k ◦ s∗3,
(iii) dvk−1,n+1[a] ◦ Φn,k+1 ∼= Φn,k ◦ dhn,k[a] for a ∈ Z even,
dvk−1,n+1[a] ◦ Φn,k ∼= Φn+1,k ◦ dhn,k[a] for a ∈ Z odd,
(iv) dhk−1,n+1[a] ◦ Φn+1,k ∼= Φn,k ◦ dvn,k[a] for a ∈ Z even,
dhk−1,n+1[a] ◦ Φn,k ∼= Φn+1,k ◦ dvn,k[a] for a ∈ Z odd,
(v) ξ∗Φn,k ∼= ξ∗,
(vi) Φn,2 = Ψn.
Proof. By Theorem 5.12, Proposition 5.23 and Remark 5.25 it is sufficient to show
the corresponding statements for the derivators slDˆn,k.
We define the map adn,k : [k − 1]n → (n)k−1 by the assignment
(i0 · · · , in−1) 7→ ({j ∈ n|1 ≤ ij}, {j ∈ n|2 ≤ ij}, · · · , {j ∈ n|k − 1 ≤ ij}).
We define the morphism of derivators Ψn,k : slDˆn,k → slDˆk−1,n+1 as the composi-
tion
slDˆn,k
c∗n,k−−→ D [n]k−10
(Ψn )
k−1
−−−−−−→ D (n)k−1 ad
∗
n,k−−−→ D [k−1]n0
(c−1k−1,n+1)
∗
−−−−−−−→ slDˆk−1,n+1.
First we show that Ψn,k is well defined. Consider a non-injective object f =
(0, f1, · · · , fn) ∈ Slk−1,n+1 and let g = (g0, · · · , gn−1) := c−1k−1,n+1(f) ∈ [k − 1]n.
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The non-injectivity of f implies that there is 0 ≤ i ≤ n−2 such that j = gi > gi+1.
As a consequence, the jth coordinate of adn,k(g) is not in the image of the standard
maximal path → : [n]→ n. Therefore,
f∗ ◦Ψn,k = (adn,k(g))∗ ◦ (Ψn )k−1 ◦ c∗n,k = 0
holds by construction of Ψn . This establishes property (P2) for f on objects in the
essential image of Ψn,k.
We proceed in the following steps.
(i) In this part we establish an alternative description of Ψn,k := ad
∗
n,k ◦(Ψn )k−1
and construct adjoint morphisms. For this we consider the shuﬄe permuta-
tion shn,k : (n)k → (k)n defined by the assignment
((l00, · · · , l0n−1), · · · , (lk−10 , · · · , lk−1n−1)) 7→ ((l00, · · · , lk−10 ), · · · , (l0n−1, · · · , lk−1n−1))
and note that (shn,k)
−1 = shk,n. We claim that shn,k−1 ◦ adn,k = (→τ )n.
To establish the claim we consider i = (i0, · · · , in−1) ∈ [k − 1]n and let
shn,k−1 ◦ adn,k(i) be of the following form
((l00, · · · , l0k−2), · · · , (ln−10 , · · · , ln−1k−1 )) ∈ (k−1)n.
Consider j ∈ n. Then by the definition of adn,k we have ljα = 1 if and only
if α − 1 ≤ ij . Hence (shn,k−1 ◦ adn,k(i))j = (lj0, · · · , ljk−2) = (→τ )(ij) as
claimed.
As a consequence, we obtain the first isomorphism in
Ψn,k =ad
∗
n,k ◦ (Ψn )k−1
∼=((→τ )n)∗ ◦ sh∗k−1,n ◦ (Ψn )k−1
∼=((→τ )n)∗ ◦ sh∗k−1,n ◦ fib1 ◦ ((→τ )k−1)!.
For the second isomorphism above we use that (→τ )! is a morphism of deriva-
tors, and therefore commutes with fibers in unrelated coordinates. In partic-
ular, we see that Ψn,k is left adjoint to
Ψ∨n,k := ((→τ )k−1)∗ ◦ cof1 ◦ sh∗n,k−1 ◦ ((→τ )n)∗.
(ii) We observe that shn,1 : n → n and (→τ ) : [1] → [1] are both identities.
Hence we obtain in the special cases k = 2 and n = 1 the identifications
Ψn,2 ∼= Ψn and Ψ∨1,k ∼= Ψ∨k−1,
respectively. These are equivalences of derivators by Theorem 6.9 and Re-
mark 6.24.
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(iii) In this step we show that Ψn,k is an equivalence of derivators under the
assumption that the diagrams
(11.7) slDˆn+1,k
(dh)∗
//
Ψn+1,k

slDˆn+1,k+1
Ψn+1,k+1

slDˆn,k+1
(dv)!
oo
Ψn,k+1◦Ωk

slDˆk−1,n+2
(dv)∗
//
Ψ∨n+1,k

slDˆk,n+2
Ψ∨n+1,k+1

slDˆk,n+1
(dh)∗
oo
Σk◦Ψ∨n,k+1

slDˆn+1,k
(dh)∗
// slDˆn+1,k+1 slDˆn,k+1
(dv)!
oo
and
(11.8) slDˆk,n+1
(dh)∗
//
Σk◦Ψ∨n,k+1

slDˆk,n+2
Ψ∨n+1,k+1

slDˆk−1,n+2
(dv)!
oo
Ψ∨n+1,k

slDˆn,k+1
(dv)!
//
Ψn,k+1◦Ωk

slDˆn+1,k+1
Ψn+1,k+1

slDˆn+1,k
(dh)!
oo
Ψn+1,k

slDˆk,n+1
(dh)∗
// slDˆk,n+2 slDˆk−1,n+2
(dv)!
oo
commute up to natural isomorphism. Our notation is slightly abusive, since
the morphisms (dv)∗ and (dh)! are not the restrictions of the respective Kan
extensions (c.f. Construction 11.2). The commutativity of (11.7) and (11.8)
will be established in steps (iv)-(ix). We obtain by Corollary 11.4 equivalences
of derivators
T1 : slDˆn+1,k+1 ∼= (slDˆn+1,k+1)[1]A,A′
and
T2 : slDˆk,n+2 ∼= (slDˆk,n+2)[1]A,A′ .
Since Ψn+1,k+1 and Ψ
∨
n+1,k+1 are morphisms of derivators, we obtain (since
the equivalences T1 and T2 are compositions of Kan extensions) commutative
diagrams
(11.9) slDˆn+1,k+1
∼ //
Ψ∨n+1,k+1◦Ψn+1,k+1

(slDˆn+1,k+1)
[1]
A,A′
(Ψ∨n+1,k+1◦Ψn+1,k+1)[1]

slDˆn+1,k+1
∼ // (slDˆn+1,k+1)
[1]
A,A′
and
(11.10) slDˆk,n+2
∼ //
Ψn+1,k+1◦Ψ∨n+1,k+1

(slDˆk,n+2)
[1]
A,A′
(Ψn+1,k+1◦Ψ∨n+1,k+1)[1]

slDˆk,n+2
∼ // (slDˆk,n+2)
[1]
A,A′ .
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We can assume by induction that the morphisms Ψn′,k′ are equivalences
whenever n′ + k′ ≤ n + k + 1. We consider the unit ηn+1,k+1 of the ad-
junction Ψn+1,k+1 a Ψ∨n+1,k+1. The commutativity of (11.9) implies that
ηn+1,k+1 is invertible if and only if η
′ = T1 ◦ ηn+1,k+1 ◦T−11 is invertible. The
commutativity of the left half of (11.7) implies that
(11.11) (dh × d1)∗ ◦ η′ ∼= ηn+1,k and (dv × d1)∗ ◦ η′ ∼= id0
and the commutativity of the right half of (11.7) implies that
(11.12) (dv × d0)∗ ◦ η′ ∼= Σ ◦ ηn,k+1 and (dh × d0)∗ ◦ η′ ∼= id0.
Furthermore, the property (P2) for non-injective objects implies that
(11.13) (x× id[1])∗ ◦ η′ ∼= id0
for all x ∈ Sln+1,k+1\(dh(Sln+1,k)∪dv(Sln,k+1)). The axiom (Der2) together
with (11.11), (11.12) and (11.13) and the induction assumption implies that
η′, and hence also ηn+1,k+1 is invertible. We use exactly the same argument
applied to (11.10) and (11.8) to show that also the counit of Ψn+1,k+1 a
Ψ∨n+1,k+1 is invertible. Consequently, the morphisms Ψn′,k′ are equivalences
for n′ + k′ ≤ n+ k + 2 and n′ ≥ 2, k′ ≥ 3. We note that step (ii) takes care
of the remaining cases n′ = 1 and k′ = 2 and therefore finishes the induction
step.
(iv) We claim that the diagrams
(n)k−1
shn,k−1
//
(dn+10 )
k−1

(k−1)n
(idk−1 )
n×∞

(n)k−1
shn,k−1
//
(d01)
k−1

(k−1)n
∅×(idk−1 )n

(n+1)k−1
shn+1,k−1
// (k−1)n+1, (n+1)k−1
shn+1,k−1
// (k−1)n+1
commute. Consider l = ((l00, · · · , l0n−1), · · · , (lk−20 , · · · , lk−2n−1)) ∈ (n)k−1 then
the maps of the left square above operate on l as follows
((l00, · · · , l0n−1), · · · , (lk−20 , · · · , lk−2n−1))  //_

((l00, · · · , lk−20 ), · · · , (l0n−1, · · · , lk−2n−1))_

((l00, · · · , l0n−1, 1), · · · , (lk−20 , · · · , lk−2n−1, 1))  // ((l00, · · · , lk−20 ), · · · , (l0n−1, · · · , lk−2n−1), (1, · · · , 1)).
Dually, for the right square we have
((l00, · · · , l0n−1), · · · , (lk−20 , · · · , lk−2n−1))  //_

((l00, · · · , lk−20 ), · · · , (l0n−1, · · · , lk−2n−1))_

((0, l00, · · · , l0n−1), · · · , (0, lk−20 , · · · , lk−2n−1))  // ((0, · · · , 0), (l00, · · · , lk−20 ), · · · , (l0n−1, · · · , lk−2n−1)).
(v) The commutativity of the right square in step (iv) implies the commutativity
of the third square of the left and the fourth square on the right in the
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diagrams below
slDˆn,k+1
(dh)∗
//
c∗n,k+1

slDˆn,k
c∗n,k

slDˆk,n+1
(dv)∗
//
c∗k,n+1

slDˆk−1,n+1
c∗k−1,n+1

D
[n]k
0
(∅×(id[n])k−1)∗
//
((→τ )k)!

D
[n]k−1
0
((→τ )k−1)!

D
[k]n
0 ((d0)
n)∗
//
((→τ )n)∗

D
[k−1]n
0
((→τ )n)∗

D (
n)k
(∅×(idn )k)∗
//
sh∗k,n

D (
n)k−1
sh∗k−1,n

D (
k)n
((d00)
n)∗
//
cof1

D (
k−1)n
cof1

D (
k)n
((d01)
n)∗
//
fib1

D (
k−1)n
fib1

D (
k)n
((d01)
n)∗
//
sh∗n,k

D (
k−1)n
sh∗n,k−1

D (
k)n
((d00)
n)∗
//
((→τ )n)∗

D (
k−1)n
((→τ )n)∗

D (
n)k
(∅×(idn )k)∗
//
((→τ )k)∗

D (
n)k−1
((→τ )k−1)∗

D
[k]n
0 ((d0)
n)∗
//
(c−1k,n+1)
∗

D
[k−1]n
0
(c−1k−1,n+2)
∗

D
[n]k
0
(∅×(id[n])k−1)∗
//
(c−1n,k+1)
∗

D
[n]k−1
0
(c−1n,k)
∗

slDˆk,n+1
(dv)∗
// slDˆk−1,n+1, slDˆn,k+1
(dh)∗
// slDˆn,k.
The first and sixth squares follow in both cases from Construction 11.2. For
the fourth square on the left and the third square on the right we invoke
Remark 4.6. The second and fifth squares are induced by inverse images
from commutative squares in Cat. In the case of the second squares we
additionally use that (→τ ) has a left and a right adjoint. Moreover, we use
step (i) and the fact that fib1 preserves permutations of coordinates to identify
the columns with Ψn,k+1,Ψn,k and Ψ
∨
n,k+1,Ψ
∨
n,k, respectively. Hence we have
isomorphisms
(11.14) Ψn,k ◦ (dh)∗ ∼= (dv)∗ ◦Ψn,k+1 and Ψ∨n,k ◦ (dv)∗ ∼= (dh)∗ ◦Ψ∨n,k+1
By passing to the right (resp. left) adjoints in (11.14) we obtain
(dh)∗ ◦Ψ∨n,k ∼= Ψ∨n,k+1 ◦ (dv)∗ and (dv)! ◦Ψn,k ∼= Ψn,k+1 ◦ (dh)!,
which exactly yields the commutativity of the lower left (resp. lower right)
square of (11.7) (resp. (11.8)).
(vi) Consider the upper left square of (11.7)
(11.15) slDˆn,k
(dh)∗
//
Ψn,k

slDˆn,k+1
Ψn,k+1

slDˆk−1,n+1
(dv)∗
// slDˆk,n+1.
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The isomorphism (11.14) implies that
(dv)∗ ◦Ψn,k+1 ◦ (dh)∗ ∼= Ψn,k ◦ (dh)∗ ◦ (dh)∗ ∼= Ψn,k.
Hence, for the commutativity of (11.15) it is sufficient to show that the es-
sential image of Ψn,k+1 ◦ (dh)∗ is contained in the essential image of (dv)∗.
We restrict to the situation of Ψn,k by composing with the equivalences cn,k.
In particular, (11.15) becomes
D
[n]k−1
0
(∅×idk−1
[n]
)∗
//
Ψn,k

D
[n]k
0
Ψn,k+1

D
[k−1]n
0
(d0)∗×(dn−10 )! // D [k]
n
0 .
by Construction 11.2. Under these identification, we observe that the condi-
tion ’contained in the essential image of (dv)∗’ is equivalent to the constant-
ness of the restrictions along the 1-simplices classifying the maps
(0, i1, · · · , in−1)→ (1, i1, · · · , in−1)
for all (i1, · · · , in−1) ∈ [k]n−1. By precomposing with ((→τ )n)∗, the above
constantness conditions follow form the constantness of the restrictions along
the 1-simplices classifying the maps
((0, · · · , 0), (→τ )(i1), · · · , (→τ )(in−1))→ ((1, 0, · · · , 0), (→τ )(i1), · · · , (→τ )(in−1)).
Let (i1, · · · , in−1) ∈ [k]n−1, and s : [1]→ kn the map described above. Then
we compute the cofiber
C ◦ s∗ ◦ fib1 ◦ sh∗k,n ◦ ((→τ )k)! ◦ (∅ × idk−1[n] )∗
∼=tfib ◦ ι∗1 ◦ sh∗k,n ◦ ((→τ )k)! ◦ (∅ × idk−1[n] )∗
∼=tfib ◦ ι∗2 ◦ ((→τ )k)! ◦ (∅ × idk−1[n] )∗
by Remark 4.6 (first isomorphism) and the functoriality of inverse images
(second isomorphism), and where
ι1 : ((k)n)s(1)/ → (k)n and ι2 : ((n)k)shk,n◦s(1)/ → (n)k
denote the natural inclusions of undercategories. We claim that the latter
total cofiber is compute over a constant cube with value zero. For this we
consider j = (j0, · · · , jk−1) ∈ ((n)k)shk,n◦s(1)/. Since the functor (→τ )
admits a right adjoint p (c.f. proof of Theorem 6.9) we have ((→τ )k)! ∼= (pk)∗.
Using that the first index of j0 is 1, we see that p(j) is contained in the
complement of the image of ∅ × id[n]. Hence,
p∗ ◦ ((→τ )k)! ◦ (∅ × idk−1[n] )∗ ∼= p∗ ◦ (pk)∗ ◦ (∅ × idk−1[n] )∗ ∼= 0.
(vii) Next, we show the commutativity of the upper right square
slDˆn+1,k
Ψn+1,k

slDˆn,k
(dv)!
oo
Ψn,k◦Ωk−1

slDˆk−1,n+2 slDˆk−1,n+1
(dh)∗
oo
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of (11.7) (which coincides with the lower left square of (11.8)). We invoke
(11.14) for
(dv)∗ ◦Ψn+1,k ◦ (dv)! ∼= Ψn+1,k−1 ◦ (dh)∗ ◦ (dv)! ∼= 0.
Hence the essential image of Ψn+1,k ◦ (dv)! is contained in the essential image
of (dh)∗ ◦Ψn,k ◦ Ωk−1. Therefore it is sufficient to show that
(11.16) (dh)∗ ◦Ψn+1,k ◦ (dv)! ∼= Ψn,k ◦ Ωk−1.
By composition with inverse images of the form c∗n,k this in turn can be
reformulated as the commutativity of
D
[n+1]k−1
0
Ψn+1,k

D
[n]k−1
0
Ψn,k◦Ωk−1

(d0)
k−1
!oo
D
[k−1]n+1
0 (∅×idn[k−1])∗
// D
[k−1]n
0 .
We compute the composition through the left hand side
(∅ × idn[k−1])∗ ◦Ψn+1,k ◦ (d0)k−1!
=(∅ × idn[k−1])∗ ◦ ((→τ )n+1)∗ ◦ (shk−1,n+1)∗ ◦ fib1 ◦ (→τ )k−1! ◦ (d0)k−1!
∼=((→τ )n)∗ ◦ (shk−1,n)∗ ◦ ((d01)k−1)∗ ◦ fib1 ◦ (→τ )k−1! ◦ (d0)k−1!
∼=((→τ )n)∗ ◦ (shk−1,n)∗ ◦ ((d01)k−1)∗ ◦ fib1 ◦ (d00)k−1! ◦ (→τ )k−1!
∼=((→τ )n)∗ ◦ (shk−1,n)∗ ◦ fib1 ◦ (→τ )k−1! ◦ Ωk−1
=Ψn,k ◦ Ωk−1.
The equalities are the definition of Ψn,k, the first two isomorphisms fol-
low from the 2-functoriality of inverse images and the pseudofunctoriality
of left Kan extensions, respectively. The third isomorphism is the (n)k−1-
parametrized version of
d∗1 ◦ fib ◦ (d0)! ∼= Ω.
(viii) For the commutativity of the lower right square
slDˆk−1,n+2
Ψ∨n+1,k

slDˆk−1,n+1
(dh)∗
oo
Σk−1◦Ψ∨n,k

slDˆn+1,k slDˆn,k
(dv)!
oo
of (11.7) (which coincides with the upper left square of (11.8)) we invoke
(11.14) for
(dh)∗ ◦Ψ∨n+1,k ◦ (dh)∗ ∼= Ψ∨n+1,k−1 ◦ (dv)∗ ◦ (dh)∗ ∼= 0.
Hence the essential image of Ψ∨n+1,k ◦(dh)∗ is contained in the essential image
of (dv)! ◦Ψ∨n,k ◦ Σk−1. Therefore it is sufficient to show that
(dv)∗ ◦Ψ∨n+1,k ◦ (dh)∗ ∼= Ψ∨n,k ◦ Σk−1.
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But this is obtained as the right adjoint isomorphism of (11.16), which was
shown in the previous step.
(ix) For the verification of the assumptions of step (iii), it remains to show the
commutativity of the upper right square
(11.17) slDˆk,n+1
Ψ∨n,k+1

slDˆk−1,n+1
(dv)!
oo
Ψ∨n,k

slDˆn,k+1 slDˆn,k
(dh)!
oo
of (11.8). The strategy for this step is similar to step (vi). We apply (11.14)
for
(dh)∗ ◦Ψ∨n,k+1 ◦ (dv)! ∼= Ψ∨n,k ◦ (dv)∗ ◦ (dv)! ∼= Ψ∨n,k.
Hence for the commutativity of (11.17) it is sufficient to show that the essen-
tial image of Ψ∨n,k+1 ◦ (dv)! is contained in the essential image of (dh)!. By
Construction 11.2, it suffices to show that for every injective i˜ ∈ Sln−1,k+1
the elementary subcube
(11.18) ∗
i˜
◦Ψ∨n,k+1 ◦ (dv)!
is bicartesian. We use that the injective elements in Sln−1,k+1 correspond
under cn,k+1 to increasing sequences in [n − 1]k. We denote cn,k+1(˜i) = i =
(i0, · · · , ik−1). By composition with the equivalence, the bicartesianess of
(11.18) is seen to be equivalent to the biartesianess of
Fi := ∗i ◦Ψ∨n,k+1 ◦ (d0)n! .
Using the functoriality of inverse images for the composition (→τ )k ◦i and
Remark 4.6, we obtain
Fi ∼=
k−1∏
j=0
(d00 × · · · × dij−10 × id× dij+11 × · · · × dn−11 )∗ ◦ cof1 ◦ sh∗n,k ◦ (→τ )n∗ ◦ (d0)n! .
It is sufficient to show that tfib ◦ Fi ∼= 0. To establish this, we observe
tfib ◦ Fi
∼=
k−1∏
j=0
(d00 × · · · × dij−10 × F × dij+11 × · · · × dn−11 )∗ ◦ cof1 ◦ sh∗n,k ◦ (→τ )n∗ ◦ (d0)n!
∼=
k−1∏
j=0
(C × · · · × C × dij1 × dij+10 × · · · × dn−10 )∗ ◦ sh∗n,k ◦ (→τ )n∗ ◦ (d0)n!
∼=tcof ◦
k−1∏
j=0
(id× · · · × id× dij1 × dij+10 × · · · × dn−10 )∗ ◦ sh∗n,k ◦ (→τ )n∗ ◦ (d0)n! .
We claim that the latter cofiber is computed over a constant cube with value
0. The value at the initial vertex of this cube vanishes, because of the pre-
composition with the extension-by-zero morphism (d0)
n
! . For every other
vertex
δ = ((δ0,0, · · · , δ0,i0−1, 0, 1, · · · , 1), · · · , (δk−1,0, · · · , δ0,ik−1−1, 0, 1, · · · , 1))
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with δj,i ∈ {0, 1} there exists (j, i) such that δj,i = 1. We consider jm ∈ k
maximal among those j such that δj,i = 1 for some i ∈ {0, · · · , ij − 1},
and im ∈ {0, · · · , ijm − 1} maximal among those i such that δjm,i = 1.
Consequently, δ∗ ◦ sh∗n,k ◦ (→τ )n∗ is by construction of (→τ )∗ exhibited as l∗
for some l = (l0 · · · , ln−1) ∈ [k]n with lim = jm and lim+1 < jm. This yields
the desired vanishing.
(x) Using Remark 9.2 and Example 8.21 we can reformulate (11.14) as
Ψn,k ◦ dh ∼= dv[−2n] ◦Ψn,k+1.
Since Ψn,k is an equivalence with inverse Ψ
∨
n,k (step (iii)), we can pass to
iterated adjoints on both sides of the above isomorphism, to obtain for a ∈ Z
(11.19) Ψn,k ◦ dh[a] ∼= dv[−2n+ a] ◦Ψn,k+1
and
(11.20) dh[a] ◦Ψ∨n,k ∼= Ψ∨n,k+1 ◦ dv[−2n+ a]
for a even, respectively odd. In the odd case, precomposing with Ψn,k and
postcomposing with Ψn,k+1 leads to
(11.21) Ψn,k+1 ◦ dh[a] ∼= dv[−2n+ a] ◦Ψn,k.
In particular, we have the following composition of isomorphisms
Ψn,k ◦ s∗3 ∼=Ψn,k ◦ dh ◦ dh[−1] ◦ s∗3
∼=Ψn,k ◦ dh ◦ (s∗3)n+k+1 ◦ dh[−2(n+ k)− 3] ◦ (s∗3)−(n+k+1) ◦ s∗3
∼=Ψn,k ◦ dh ◦ Σnk ◦ dh[−2(n+ k)− 3] ◦ Ωn(k−1)
∼=dv[−2n] ◦Ψn,k+1 ◦ dh[−2(n+ k)− 3] ◦ Σn
∼=dv[−2n] ◦ dv[−4n− 2k − 3] ◦Ψn,k ◦ Σn(11.22)
∼=dv[−2n] ◦ (s∗3)−(n+k+1) ◦ dv[−2n− 1] ◦ (s∗3)n+k+1 ◦Ψn,k ◦ Σn
∼=dv[−2n] ◦ Ωkn ◦ dv[−2n− 1] ◦ Σ(k−1)n ◦ s∗3 ◦Ψn,k ◦ Σn
∼=dv[−2n] ◦ dv[−2n− 1] ◦ s∗3 ◦Ψn,k
∼=s∗3 ◦Ψn,k,
where the single isomorphisms are induced by, first, the unit of the adjunction
dh[−1] a dh (Corollary 9.8), second, Corollary 9.15, third, Corollary 5.21,
fourth, (11.19), fifth, (11.21), sixth, Corollary 8.24, seventh, Corollary 5.21
and ninth, the inverse of the unit of the adjunction dv[−2n − 1] a dv[−2n].
We have also used that all morphisms of derivators commute with Σ and Ω.
(xi) We define Φn,k = (s3
∗)n◦Ψn,k : Dn,k ∼−→ Dk−1,n+1 and use (11.22) to conclude
Φn,k ◦ s∗3 = (s3∗)n ◦Ψn,k ◦ s∗3 ∼= s∗3 ◦ (s3∗)n ◦Ψn,k ∼= s∗3 ◦ Φn,k.
and hence part (ii) of the theorem.For part (vi) of the theorem we use step
to for
Φn,2 = (s3
∗)n ◦Ψn,2 ∼= (s3∗)n ◦Ψ′n = Ψn.
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(xii) For part (iii) of the theorem, we consider
Φn,k ◦ dh =(s∗3)n ◦Ψn,k ◦ dh
∼=(s∗3)n ◦ dv[−2n] ◦Ψn,k+1
∼=dv ◦ (s∗3)n ◦Ψn,k+1
=dv ◦ Φn,k+1,
where the first isomorphism is (11.19) and second isomorphism is Corol-
lary 8.24. We obtain part (iii) of the theorem in the case a ∈ Z even,
by passing to iterated adjoint isomorphisms (which exist by Corollary 8.24,
Corollary 9.15 and step (iii)). For a ∈ Z odd apply the analogous argument
building on (11.20).
(xiii) In this step we first show that there are isomorphisms
(11.23) fib1◦(→τ )n∗ ◦c∗k,n+1◦dv! ∼= Ωn◦(→τ )n! ◦c∗k,n+1◦dv∨∗ : slDˆk−1,n+1 → D (
k)n
as follows
fib1 ◦ (→τ )n∗ ◦ c∗k,n+1 ◦ dv!
∼=fib1 ◦ (→τ )n∗ ◦ ((d0)n)! ◦ c∗k−1,n+1
∼=(fib1 ◦ (→τ )∗ ◦ (d0)!)n ◦ c∗k−1,n+1
∼=(Ω ◦ (→τ )! ◦ (dk+1)∗)n ◦ c∗k−1,n+1
∼=Ωn ◦ (→τ )n! ◦ ((dk+1)∗)n ◦ c∗k−1,n+1
∼=Ωn ◦ (→τ )n! ◦ c∗k,n+1 ◦ dv∨∗ .
Here, the first and fifth isomorphisms are Construction 11.2, the second and
fourth isomorphisms follow from the compatibility with products, and the
third isomorphism is Proposition 6.25. The isomorphism (11.23) is the key
ingredient for part (i) of the theorem, i.e. that Φk−1,n+1 ∼= Φ−1n,k. This is
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established by the following chain of isomorphisms
Φ−1n,k
=Ψ∨n,k ◦ (s∗3)−n
∼=(s∗3)−n ◦Ψ∨n,k
∼=(s∗3)−n ◦ (dh)∗ ◦ dh! ◦Ψ∨n,k
∼=(s∗3)−n ◦ (dh)∗ ◦Ψ∨n,k+1 ◦ dv!
=(s∗3)
−n ◦ (dh)∗ ◦ (c−1n,k+1)∗ ◦ ((→τ )k)∗ ◦ cof1 ◦ sh∗n,k ◦ ((→τ )n)∗ ◦ c∗k,n+1 ◦ dv!
∼=(s∗3)−n ◦ (dh)∗ ◦ (c−1n,k+1)∗ ◦ ((→τ )k)∗ ◦ (cof1)2 ◦ sh∗n,k ◦ ((→τ )n)! ◦ c∗k,n+1 ◦ dv∨∗ ◦ Ωn
∼=(s∗3)−n ◦ (dh)∗ ◦ (c−1n,k+1)∗ ◦ ((→τ )k)∗ ◦ fib1 ◦ sh∗n,k ◦ ((→τ )n)! ◦ c∗k,n+1 ◦ dv∨∗ ◦ Σ(k−1)n
=(s∗3)
−n ◦ (dh)∗ ◦Ψk,n+1 ◦ dv∨∗ ◦ Σ(k−1)n
∼=Σ(k−1)n ◦ (s∗3)−n ◦ (dh)∗ ◦Ψk,n+1 ◦ dv∨∗
∼=(s∗3)k ◦ (dh)∗ ◦Ψk,n+1 ◦ dv∨∗
∼=(s∗3)k−1 ◦ (dh∨)∗ ◦Ψk,n+1 ◦ dv∨∗
∼=(s∗3)k−1 ◦Ψk−1,n+1 ◦ (dv∨)∗ ◦ dv∨∗
∼=(s∗3)k−1 ◦Ψk−1,n+1
=Φk−1,n+1.
The first isomorphism is (11.22), the second one is the unit of the adjunction
dh! a (dh)∗ (Corollary 9.8), the third one is (11.17), the fourth one is (11.23),
the fifth one is Remark 4.6, the sixth one is induced by exactness of mor-
phisms of stable derivators, the seventh one is Corollary 5.21, the eighth one
is Proposition 11.5, the ninth one is induced by exactly the dual construction
of step (v), and the tenth is the counit of the adjunction (dv∨)∗ a dv∨∗ .
(xiv) We obtain part (iv) of the theorem by passing to adjoint isomorphisms of
part (iii) and using part (i).
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(xv) Finally, for part (v) we consider the diagram
D
[n]k−1
0
((→τ )k−1)!
//
∅∗
**
D (
n)k−1 fib
1
//
∅∗
%%
D (
n)k−1
sh∗k−1,n
//
∞∗

D (
k−1)n ((→τ )
n)∗
//
∞∗
yy
D
[k−1]n
0
(c−1k−1,n+1)
∗
∞
∗
ttslDˆn,k
c∗n,k
OO
ξ∗
// D slDˆk−1,n+1,
ξ∗◦(s∗3)n
oo
where the composition through the top is Ψn,k. All triangles, except the
third one, commute by the 2-functoriality of D (for the second triangle we
additionally use ((→τ )k−1)! = (pk)∗). For the commutativity of the third
triangle we invoke Remark 4.6. Hence we obtain
ξ∗ ∼= ξ∗ ◦ (s∗3)n ◦Ψn,k = ξ∗ ◦ Φn,k.

Remark 11.24. (i) We have rarely used the first definition of Ψn,k, however using
this definition we can describe the underlying diagram of Ψn,k. For this we
note that it follows from the proof of Proposition 7.5 that
(a) → (n)∗ ◦Ψn ∼= 0∗,
(b) → (i)∗ ◦Ψn ∼= Ωn−i−1 ◦ F ◦ [n− i− 1, n− i]∗ for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
We have already seen in the first part proof of Theorem 11.6 that j∗◦Ψn,k = 0
whenever j = (j0, · · · , jn−1) is not a non-decreasing sequence in [k − 1]n.
Therefore it is sufficient to determine j∗ ◦Ψn,k for non-decreasing sequences
j. In this case we can regard j as a functor [n− 1]→ [k − 1] and
(11.25) adn,k(j) = (→ (n−min{i|1 ≤ j(i)}), · · · ,→ (n−min{i|k − 1 ≤ j(i)})).
In particular, we obtain a factorization
adn,k|[k−1][n−1] : [k − 1][n−1]
mn,k−−−→ [n][k−2] (→)
[k−2]
−−−−−−→ (n)[k−2],
where [k − 1][n−1] mn,k−−−→ [n][k−2], l 7→ min{i|l + 1 ≤ j(i)}. We conclude that
j∗ ◦Ψn,k ∼= Ωj
′ ◦ tfib ◦mn,k(j),
where the total fiber is computed of the subcube of maximal dimension ending
in mn,k(j) and j
′ =
∑
l|mn,k(j)l≥1mn,k − 1. We will make this more explicit
in a specific example (Example 11.26). Furthermore, we observe that (11.25)
relates adn,k to adn,k (c.f. Remark 3.36) and hence justifies the notation.
(ii) The statements of Lemma 11.1 and Corollary 11.4 mimic the first steps of a
general result concerning recollements in the context of∞-categories [BG16].
We emphasize that the proofs of the main results of loc. cit. do not generalize
to the context of stable derivators. In particular, we highly expect that the
analogue of step (iii) of the proof of Theorem 11.6 will be significantly simpler
in the context of stable ∞-categories.
(iii) It is possible to extend the statement of Theorem 11.6 by considering some
additional boundary cases. More precisely, we define for a stable derivator
D , n, k ∈ Z, k ≤ 1, n+ k ≥ 1
• Dn,k = 0 for k ≤ 0 and Dn,k = D for k = 1,
• dv = id,
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• dh : Dn,2 → Dn,1 the morphism induced by the inverse image of ∅ : 1→
Sln,2,
• Φn,k = id. Then it is straight forward to check that Theorem 11.6 holds
for n+ k ≥ 1.
(iv) Let #(Sln,k) denote the cardinality of the set of injective objects in Sln,k.
We invoke Examples 5.14 and Proposition 6.6 to see that #(Sln,2) = n + 1
and #(Sl1,n+1) = n+ 1, respectively. Moreover, the functors d
v and dh show
that
#(Sln+1,k+1) = #(Sln+1,k) + #(Sln,k+1).
Hence, by induction we conclude that #(Sln,k) =
(
n+k−1
k−1
)
=
(
n+k−1
n
)
. There-
fore, the derivators Dn,k can be regarded as a categorification of Pascal’s
triangle, and the equivalences Φn,k as a categorification of the symmetry of
Pascal’s triangle.
Example 11.26. Consider an object X ∈ slD3,4 such that the underlying diagram
of X is of the form
0 0 0 0
x0123 x0124 x0125 x0126
0 0 0
0 x0234 x0235 x0236
0 x0134 x0135 x0136
0 0
0 x0345 x0346
0 x0245 x0246
0 x0145 x0146
0 x0456
0 x0356
0 x0256
0 x0156
Let f = (f0, f1, f2, f3) ∈ Sl3,4 and i = {i0, · · · , ij} ⊂ 4. Consider the cube
i0···ijf : #(i) → Sl3,4, (δ0, · · · , δj) 7→ f +
j∑
l=0
δleil ,
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where ei denotes the ith basis vector. Moreover, we define
F
i0···ij
f = tfib ◦ (i0···ijf )∗(X).
Then the underlying diagram of the object Ψ3,4(X) can be described as
0 0 0 0
Ω6F 1230345 Ω
5F 1230245 Ω
4F 1230235 Ω
3F 1230234
0 0 0
0 Ω4F 230145 Ω
3F 230135 Ω
2F 230134
0 Ω4F 1230145 Ω
3F 1230135 Ω
2F 1230134
0 0
0 Ω2F 30125 ΩF
3
0124
0 Ω2F 230125 ΩF
23
0124
0 Ω2F 1230125 ΩF
123
0124
0 x0123
0 F 30123
0 F 230123
0 F 1230123
Corollary 11.27. Let D be a stable derivator and k ≥ 2. Then there is a pseudo-
functor
S•(k−1)(D) : Λ
op → Der
satisfying the following properties
(i) S•(k−1)(D)(Λm) = Dk−1,m−k+2,
(ii) S•(k−1)(D)(di : Λm → Λm+1) ∼= dh[2(i− k)] : Dk−1,m−k+3 → Dk−1,m−k+2,
(iii) S•(k−1)(D)(si : Λm+1 → Λm) ∼= dh[2(i− k) + 1] : Dk−1,m−k+2 → Dk−1,m−k+3,
(iv) there is a pseudonatural equivalence S
(k−1)
• → S•(k−1).
Proof. We apply Proposition A.4 to the 2-functor S
(k−1)
• and the set of equivalences
SΛm = Φm−k+1,k : Dm−k+1,k → Dk−1,m−k+2 (Theorem 11.6). The equivalences on
the values of 1-morphisms follow from Example 8.21 and Theorem 11.6 (iii) and
(iv). 
In particular, we conclude the the generalized horizontal face and degeneracy
morphisms satisfy the simplicial relations in the same way as the vertical structure
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morphisms. We can apply this to Corollary 10.2. In the following τ : ∆op ×∆op →
∆op ×∆op denotes the interchange of factors.
Corollary 11.28. Let D be a stable derivator. Then there is a pseudofunctor
S•,•(D) : ∆op ×∆op → Der
satisfying the following properties
(i) S•,•(D)(∆n,∆k) = Dn+1,k+2,
(ii) S•,•(D)(di, id) ∼= dv[2i],
(iii) S•,•(D)(si, id) ∼= dv[2i+ 1],
(iv) S•,•(D)(id,di) ∼= dh[2i],
(v) S•,•(D)(id, si) ∼= dh[2i+ 1],
(vi) there is a peudonatural equivalence S•,•(D) ∼= S•,•(D) ◦ τ .
Proof. By Corollary 10.2 we have morphisms in PsFun(∆op, Der) defined by dhn,k+1[a]
and assemble into a pseudofunctor ∆op → PsFun(∆op, Der) by Corollary 11.27.

Remark 11.29. Let D be a stable derivator. Then we call the structure defined by
the derivators Dn,k, the morphisms s3, dv[a], dh[a] and Φn,k, and the 2-morphisms
defined by Theorem 10.7 and Proposition 10.11 the bivariant parasimplicial S•-
construction.
(i) It is clear that the bisimplicial object from Corollary 11.28 only provides
a very coarse approximation of the bivariant parasimplicial S•-construction,
since we have discarded a lot of the structure morphisms.
(ii) In fact, the results of this thesis can be regarded as a first step toward a de-
scription of the bivariant parasimplicial S•-construction as a derivator-valued
presheaf on a 2-category Λ˜, which can be described as sub-2-category of the
2-category of pseudofunctors PsFun(Derst, Derst) with
• objects, the pseudofunctors D 7→ Dn,k for n+ k ≥ 1,
• morphisms, compositions of (elementary) pseudonatural transformations
of the form S
(k)
• (f) and S•(k)(g) for f, g morphisms in Λ,
• 2-morphisms, compositions of modifications between elementary 1-mor-
phisms induced by 2-morphisms in Λ and the isomorphisms of Theo-
rem 10.7 and Proposition 10.11.
(iii) From the above definition the morphism categories of Λ˜ are in general hard
to understand. It should be an interesting problem to describe the 2-category
Λ˜ purely combinatorially, since we expect this 2-category to encode further
structures relevant for stable homotopy theory and representation theory in
a systematic way.
12. Higher triangulations
In this section we analyze the question, in which way the structure of the bivari-
ant S•-construction can be used to construct higher analogues of (strong) triangu-
lations on a stable derivator D . We begin by recalling the construction of strong
triangulations using the covariant S•-construction following Groth–Sˇtˇov´ıcˇek. The
key step in this construction is based on the epivalence of the underlying diagram
functor D([n]) → D(1)[n]. However, this property fails drastically if one replaces
[n] by [n]k for k ≥ 2. Therefore, a satisfying axiomatization of the calculus of
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higher cofiber sequences becomes impossible on the level of underlying homotopy
categories. Instead of this we describe how the result of the previous sections lead
to a generalization of strong triangulations for coherent diagrams. Finally, we in-
dicate some relations to the notion of n-angulated categories [GKO13] and cluster
tilting theory.
Definition 12.1. Let T be an additive category and Σ: T ∼−→ T be an automor-
phism and n ≥ 1. An n-triangle (F, φ) in T consists of
(i) a functor F : Λn+1,1 → T such that F (f) ∼= 0 for f ∈ Λn+1,1 non-injective.
(ii) a natural isomorphism φ : F ◦ s2 ∼−→ Σ ◦ F .
A morphism of n-triangles ψ : (F1, φ1) → (F2, φ2) is a natural transformation
ψ : F1 → F2 such that (Σ ◦ ψ) ◦ φ1 = φ2 ◦ (ψ ◦ s2).
Examples 12.2. Let m,n ≥ 1, T be an additive category and Σ: T ∼−→ T be an
automorphism.
(i) Let (F, φ) be an n-triangle in T and α : Λm+1 → Λn+1 be a morphism of
parasimplices. Then α∗(F, φ) := (F ◦ α∗, φ ◦ α∗) is an m-triangle in T . In
particular, there is an n-triangle s∗1(F, φ) := t
∗(F, φ).
(ii) Let (F, φ) be an n-triangle in T . Then s∗2(F, φ) := (F ◦ s2,−φ ◦ s2) is an
n-triangle in T .
(iii) Let D be a stable derivator and X ∈ Dn,2(1) ⊂ D(Λn+1,1). By Corol-
lary 5.19 we obtain an isomorphism s∗2(X) ∼= Σ(X). We obtain an n-triangle
(FXX,φX) in D(1), where FX = diaΛn+1,1(X) is the underlying diagram of
X and φX is the composition
FX ◦ s2 ∼−→ diaΛn+1,1(s∗2(X)) ∼−→ diaΛn+1,1(Σ(X)) ∼= Σ ◦ FX .
Definition 12.3. Let T be an additive category and Σ: T ∼−→ T be an automor-
phism, n ≥ 1 and (F, φ) an n-triangle in T . The base of (F, φ) is the functor
b(F, φ) := F ◦ sln,2 : [n] ∼= Sln,2 → T .
Definition 12.4. Let T be an additive category and Σ: T ∼−→ T be an automor-
phism. A strong triangulation on (A,Σ) consists classes Tn of n-triangles in T ,
which are closed under isomorphisms of n-triangles, for n ≥ 2 such that
(Ex) (i) every functor [n]→ T is the base of an n-triangle in Tn,
(ii) for every (F, φ) ∈ Tn and every morphism α : [m+ 1]→ [n+ 1] in ∆, the
m-triangle i(α)∗(F, φ) is in Tm,
(wF) for (F1, φ1), (F2, φ2) ∈ Tn and a natural transformation ψ : b(F1, φ1)→ b(F2, φ2)
the is a morphism of n-triangles ψ˜ : (F1, φ1)→ (F2, φ2) such that b(ψ˜) = ψ,
(Rot) for (F, φ) ∈ Tn also the triangles s∗1(F, φ) and s∗2(F, φ) are in Tn.
Theorem 12.5. Let D be a strong, stable derivator, then the suspension Σ: D(1) ∼−→
D(1) and for n ≥ 2 the classes Tn consisting of those triangles, which are isomor-
phic to (FX , φX) for some X ∈ Dn,2 define a strong triangulation on D(1).
Proof. This is [GSˇ14a, Thm. 13.6]. 
Remark 12.6. We have ordered the axiom of a strong triangulation in a slightly
different way then in [GSˇ14a]. The reason for this is the observation that the
axioms fall into a systematic pattern, which can be described as follows.
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(i) The axiom (Ex) is an existence axiom. Consider the the case n = 1. The
datum of a 1-triangle is is exactly the datum of a triangle, i.e. a sequence
(12.7) · · · → x→ y → z → Σx→ Σy → · · · ,
and the first part of the axiom (Ex) ensures the existence of 1-triangles in T1
extending arbitrary morphisms x→ y in T . In this case we call the object z
in (12.7) a cone of x → y. Similarly, in the case n = 2, the first part of the
axiom (Ex) yields for a diagram
x1 → x2 → x3
in T the existence of a 2-triangle in T2 of the form
(12.8)
. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

0 // x1 //

x2 //

x3 //

0

0 // c12 //

c13 //

Σx1 //

0

0 // c23 //

Σx2 //

Σc12 //

0

0 // Σx3 //

Σc13 //

Σc23 //

0

0 // Σ2x1 //

Σ2x2 //

Σ2x3 //

0

. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . ,
where for i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} the object cij is cone of xi → xj . The second part
of the axiom (Ex) ensures that the restrictions along the face morphisms
d0,d1,d2 and d3 are in T1. By unraveling the definitions (c.f. Example 8.22)
we see that the restrictions along the latter three faces correspond to 1-
triangles with bases x2 → x3, x1 → x3 and x1 → x2. The remaining face
morphism d0 however yields a triangle of the form
· · · → c12 → c13 → c23 → Σc12 · · · .
Moreover, we can reformulate (12.8) as follows.
• Discarding all non-injective objects
• Writing all horizontal and vertical compositions as simplices
• Passing to s2-orbits and writing morphisms of the x→ Σy as x +−→ y
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Hence we obtain a diagram
x2
""

x1
==

c12+
oo

x3 //
!!
c23
+
OO+
YY
c13
+
XX
<<
where the upper front and back and lower left and right triangles are the
restrictions to the four faces above, and the remaining triangles commute. In
particular, we conclude that the standard octahedral axiom for triangulated
categories follows from (Ex) for 2-triangles. On the other hand we see that
2-triangles can be regarded as octahedral diagrams. The effect of the axiom
(Ex) for n ≥ 3 can be described in an analogous way.
• Every n-simplex X in T extends to some n-triangle (F, φ),
• the (n− 1)-triangle d∗0(F, φ) relates the cones of all edges of bX,
• (F, φ) can be rewritten as a pasting of n-cells of the form of an n-simplex
or an (n− 1)-triangle, and there are n+ 2 of each of these types of cells.
Hence we can think of the axiom (Ex) for n large as a generalized octahedral
axiom (although the diagrams mentioned in the last point above are not of
the shape of an orthoplex in general, as we will see below). For example the
diagram in the case n = 3 for a 3-simplex x1 → x2 → x3 → x4 is described
in Figure 2
(ii) The axiom (wF) is the weak functoriality axiom. In the case n = 1 this axiom
states that for two 1-triangles X1 and X2 with cones c1 and c2, respectively,
and a morphism f : b(X1)→ b(X2), there is some morphism fc : c1 → c2 such
that f and fc assemble into a morphism of 1-triangles. This generalizes in
the expected way to n ≥ 2. In this case we obtain two n-triangles X1 and X2
and a morphism f : b(X1)→ b(X2) some morphism fc : d∗0(X1)→ d∗0(X2) of
(n− 1)-triangles such that f and fc assemble into a morphism of n-triangles.
(iii) The axiom (Rot) is the rotation axiom. More precisely, for an n-triangle X
in Tn the axiom (Rot) implies that
s∗3(X) := (s
−1
1 )
∗(s∗2(X))
is also in Tn. In the special cases, we have considered before, s
∗
3(X) can be
described explicitly (up to sign).
• For n = 1, it corresponds to the shift to the right in (12.7).
• For n = 2, it corresponds to the rotation around the axis through x2 and
c13 in the direction of the arrows orthogonal to this axis in (12.8)
• For n = 3, it corresponds to the rotation around the center in the direc-
tion of the outer arrows in Figure 2.
In the general the rotation satisfies (s∗3)
n+2 ∼= (s∗2)n.
As a summary, we see that a strong triangulation can be regarded as an axioma-
tization of the calculus of cofiber sequences. We now turn to the question whether
the calculus of k-cofiber sequences for k ≥ 2 can be axiomatized in a similar way.
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x1
x4
c34
c23
c12.
c14
x3
c24
c13
x2
←
←
→
→
→
←
→
←→
→ ←
←
→
→
←
→
→
←
←
→
←
←
→
→ ←
→
→←
←
→
Figure 2. The octahedral diagram for a 3-simplex.
Of course, a satisfying axiomatization should allow a sufficient amount of useful
examples. Hence we ask more precisely, whether Theorem 12.5 can be generalized
to k-cofiber sequences, at least for a sufficiently large class of stable derivators. For
this we note that, in the proof of Theorem 12.5 verification of the axiom (Ex) relies
on the essential surjectivity of the underlying diagram functor dia[n], and similarly
the axiom (wF) relies on the fullness of dia[n]. These two properties follow from the
strongness assumption (since the categories [n] are free). However, this assumption
does not exclude many interesting derivators, since derivators associated to model
categories are known to be strong ([Cis10, Prop. 2.15], [RB06, Thm. 9.8.5]. We
consider the following generalization of Definition 12.1.
Definition 12.9. Let T be an additive category and Σ: T ∼−→ T be an automor-
phism and n, k ≥ 1. An (n, k)-triangle (F, φ) in T consists of
(i) a functor F : Λn+k,k → T such that F (f) ∼= 0 for f ∈ Λn+k,k non-injective.
(ii) a natural isomorphism φ : F ◦ s2 ∼−→ Σk ◦ F .
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A morphism of (n, k)-triangles ψ : (F1, φ1)→ (F2, φ2) is a natural transformation
ψ : F1 → F2 such that (Σk ◦ ψ) ◦ φ1 = φ2 ◦ (ψ ◦ s2).
An (n, 1)-triangle is exactly an n-triangle. Similarly to the case k = 1, we can
use the structure of the derivators Dn,k to produce examples of (n, k)-triangles in
D(1).
Example 12.10. Let n, k ≥ 1, D a stable derivator andX ∈ Dn,k+1(1) ⊂ D(Λn+k,k).
By Corollary 5.19 we obtain an isomorphism s∗2(X) ∼= Σk(X). We obtain an (n, k)-
triangle (FX , φX) in D(1), where FX = diaΛn+k,k(X) is the underlying diagram of
X and φX is the composition
FX ◦ s2 ∼−→ diaΛn+k,k(s∗2(X)) ∼−→ diaΛn+k,k(Σ(X)) ∼= Σ ◦ FX .
The categories [n]k and Sln,k+1 are unfortunately not free for k ≥ 2 and [n] ≥ 1.
Moreover, we refer to [BG18a, Ex: 3.17] for an example showing that the underlying
diagram functor dia2 is not full in the case of the derivator of a field (even if we
restrict to D1,3). Hence it is not reasonable to ask for the analogue of the weak
functorliality axiom for k ≥ 2. On the other hand we can show that the underlying
diagram functor diaSln,k : slDn,k → D(1)Sln,k0 is essentially surjective for a strong
derivator D and k = 3. Here D(1)Sln,k0 ⊂ D(1)Sln,k denotes the full subcategory
spanned by those functors F : Sln,k → D(1), such that F (f) = 0 whenever f is
non-injective.
Lemma 12.11. Let F : C → D be a full and essentially surjective functor between
categories, and A a finite, free category. Then
FA : CA → DA
is essentially surjective.
Proof. Consider an object G : A → D in DA. Since F is essentially surjective, for
all a ∈ A there is an object ca ∈ C and an isomorphism φa : F (ca) → G(a). By
assumption the is a finite set B of morphisms in A such that A is generated freely
by B. Since F is full, for all b : a → a′ in B there is a morphism cb ∈ C such that
F (cb) is the composition
F (ca)
φa−→ G(a) G(b)−−−→ G(a′) φ
−1
a′−−→ F (ca′).
Since the category A is free, the assignment a 7→ ca, b 7→ cb defines a unique functor
G˜ : A→ C and by construction, the collection of isomorphisms {φa|a ∈ A} defines
a natural isomorphism FA(G˜) ∼−→ G. 
Corollary 12.12. Let D be a strong derivator and A,B finite, free categories.
Then the underlying diagram functor
diaA×B : D(A×B)→ D(1)A×B
is essentially surjective.
Proof. The underlying diagram functor diaA×B is isomorphic to the composite
D(A×B) = DA(B) diaB−−−→ DA(1)B = D(A)B dia
B
A−−−→ (D(1)A)B ∼= D(1)A×B .
Since D is strong and A,B are finte, free categories the functors diaA and diaB
are full and essentially surjective. By Lemma 12.11 the functor diaBA is essentially
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surjective. Hence diaA×B is as a composition of essentially surjective functors itself
essentially surjective. 
Corollary 12.13. Let D be a strong derivator. Then the retriction of the under-
lying diagram functor
diaSln,k : slDn,3 → D(1)Sln,30
is essentially surjective.
Proof. Let X ∈ D(1)Sln,30 . By the universal property of the zero-object, we can
extend X to an object Y ∈ D(1)Sln,3 with Y |Sln,3 = X and Y |Sln,3\Sln,3 = 0.
Since Sln,3 ∼= [n] × [n] there is by Corollary 12.12 an object Z ∈ slDˆn,3 with
diaSln,3
(Z) = Y . Since underlying diagram functors are compatible with inverse
images we obtain
diaSln,3((j|Sln,3)∗(Z)) ∼= X.

Remark 12.14. Using Corollary 12.13 it should be straight forward to verify the
analogues of the axioms (Ex) and (Rot) for the classes of (n, 2)-triangles in the
underlying category of a strong, stable derivator D defined by Example 12.10.
However, it is clear that the resulting formalism will be less useful that a strong
triangulation due to the failure of the axiom (wF) in important examples.
In the following we point out that the situation becomes even worse if we pass
to (n, k)-triangles for k ≥ 3. More precisely, we show, that the underlying diagram
functor diaSln,k : slDn,k → D(1)Sln,k0 will in general not be essentially surjective for
k ≥ 4. The obstructions for this arise from non-trivial 3-fold Toda brackets. We
recall the following alternative definition of 4-fold Toda brackets from [CF17].
Construction 12.15. Let T be a triangulated category.
(i) Let x3
u3−→ x2 u2−→ x1 u1−→ x0 be a 3-simplex in T . Then the 3-fold Toda
bracket of the above sequence is the collection of composites β ◦Σα : Σx3 →
x0, where α and β are maps making the following diagram, where the middle
row is a distinguished triangle, commutative
(12.16) x3
α

u3 // x2
id

Fu2 // x2
u2 // x1 //
id

Cu2
β

x1
u1 // x0.
We observe that the 3-fold Toda bracket of x3
u3−→ x2 u2−→ x1 u1−→ x0 is
non-empty iff u2 ◦ u3 = 0 and u1 ◦ u2 = 0.
(ii) Let x4
u4−→ x3 u3−→ x2 u2−→ x1 u1−→ x0 be a 4-simplex in T . Then the 4-fold
Toda bracket of the above sequence is the union of the 3-fold Toda bracket
associated to the sequences Σx4
Σα−−→ Cu3 β−→ x1 u1−→ x0 for all choices of
morphisms α and β making (12.16) associated to x4
u4−→ x3 u3−→ x2 u2−→ x1
commutative. In particular, it follows from (i), that the 4-fold Toda bracket
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of x4
u4−→ x3 u3−→ x2 u2−→ x1 u1−→ x0 is empty if 0 is not contained in the 3-fold
Toda bracket of x4
u4−→ x3 u3−→ x2 u2−→ x1.
Remark 12.17. We refer to [CF17, Ex. 5.3,Ex. 5.6,Ex. 5.7] for a detailed argument
for the equivalence of Construction 12.15 and Definition 7.4. Moreover, Construc-
tion 12.15 is generalized in loc. cit. to a definition for arbitrary higher Toda brackets
and a general equivalence result to Definition 7.4 is established.
Example 12.18. Let D be a stable derivator and x4
u4−→ x3 u3−→ x2 u2−→ x1 a sequence
such that u3 ◦u4 = 0, u2 ◦u3 = 0 and such that 0 is not contained in its 3-fold Toda
bracket. From the assumptions on the compositions and the universal property of
the zero-object, we deduce the existence of a diagram X ∈ D(1)3 of the form
0 //

0

x4

u4 //
>>
x3
u3

==
0 // x1
0
??
// x2.
u2
>>
We assume the existence of an object Y ∈ D(3) = D3(1) with dia3(Y ) = X.
The structure of X immediately implies that Y ∈ D3→ . Hence, (id2 × d2)∗(Y ) ∈
DT4(1) and by Theorem 7.11 the underlying diagram of Toda4((id2 × d2)∗(Y ))
lies in the 4-fold Toda bracket of x4
u4−→ x3 u3−→ x2 u2−→ x1 0−→ 0. On the other hand
the assumption on x4
u4−→ x3 u3−→ x2 u2−→ x1 ensures by Construction 12.15 that the
4-fold Toda bracket above is empty, which leads to a contradiction.
A more explicit example for a sequence of morphisms x4
u4−→ x3 u3−→ x2 u2−→ x1
satisfying the assumption above is given by the sequence S2
η−→ S1 2−→ S1 η−→ S0 in
the underlying category of the derivator H associated to the homotopy theory of
spectra. In fact, the 3-fold Toda bracket of this sequence consists exactly of the
elements −2ν, 2ν : S3 → S0 [Tod62, V.(5.4)].
It is immediate from Example 12.18, that the classes of (n, k)-triangles defined
by Example 12.10 for a stable derivator D and k ≥ 3 will not satisfy the analogs of
the existence axiom for important examples of stable derivators.
However, if we decide to work with coherent diagrams instead of just diagrams
in some homotopy category, the results of §5 and §8 can be regarded as analogues
(which are now consequences of having stable derivator rather than being axioms)
of the axioms of a strong triangulation for coherent (n, k)-triangles in a stable
derivator D (i.e. objects in Dn,k+1).
(Ex’) Theorem 5.12, Corollary 5.19 (first part) and Corollary 8.3 (second part),
(wF’) Theorem 5.12,
(Rot’) Corollary 5.8 and Corollary 5.21.
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We outline the analogy to Definition 12.4 in the case of (2, 2)-triangles. Consider
an object X ∈ slD2,3 with underlying diagram
x1 //

x2 //

x3

0 // x4 //

x5

0 // x6.
Using Theorem 5.12 we obtain an object X˜ ∈ D2,3. Moreover, by applying Exam-
ple 8.22 to the face morphisms d1, d2, d3 and d4 : Λ3 → Λ4 we obtain (1,2)-triangles
(i.e. 2-cofiber sequence) with bases
x4 //

x5

x2 //

x3

x1 //

x3

x1 //

x2

0 // x6, 0 // x6, 0 // x5, 0 // x4,
respectively. Let c4, c3, c2 and c1 denote the respective 2-cones, then Example 8.22
applied to d0 : Λ3 → Λ4 leads to a 2-cofiber sequence with base
c1 //

c2

0 // c3
and 2-cone c4. Hence, a (2,2)-triangle can be regarded as the analogue of an octa-
hedral diagram for 2-cofiber sequences. Moreover, by applying the analogue of the
procedure used in Remark 12.6 we can rewrite X˜ as displayed in Figure 3.
Furthermore, Theorem 11.6 implies that the datum of an (n, k)-triangle is equiv-
alent to the datum of (k, n)-triangle.
In the following we indicate some relations between the calculus of (n, k)-triangles
for some k ≥ 2 fixed and k + 2-angulated categories introduced by Geiss–Keller–
Oppermann [GKO13]. First, we recall the basic definitions.
Definition 12.19. Let n ≥ 3, T be an additive category and Σ˜ : T ∼−→ T be an
automorphism. A diagram in T of the form
x1
u1−→ x2 u2−→ · · · un−1−−−→ xn un−−→ Σ˜x1
is called an n − Σ˜-sequence. A morphism of n − Σ˜-sequences is a commutative
diagram
x1
u1 //
φ1

x2
u2 //
φ2

· · · un−1 // xn un //
φn

Σ˜x1
Σ˜φ1

y1 v1
// y2 v2
// · · ·
vn−1
// yn vn
// Σ˜y1,
where both rows are n − Σ˜-sequences. A morphism of n − Σ˜-sequences is called a
weak isomorphism if there is 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that φi and φi+1 (with φn+1 = Σ˜φ1)
are isomorphisms.
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x1
x3
x6
c4
c1.
x2
x5
c3
x4
c2
←
←
→
→
+
→+
→
+
←
→
←
←
→
+
←
←
←
→
←
←
→
→
+
→
Figure 3. The octahedral diagram for a 2-cofiber sequences. Here
an morphism x
+−→ y denotes a morphism x→ Σ2y. Moreover, we
note that the rotation operation defined by s∗3 corresponds to the
rotation around the center in the direction of the outer arrows.
Definition 12.20. Let n ≥ 3, T be an additive category and Σ˜ : T ∼−→ T be an
automorphism. An n-angulation on (T, Σ˜) consists of a class Tn of n−Σ˜-sequences,
whose elements are called n-angles, which is closed under weak isomorphisms, such
that
(i) for every object x ∈ T there is a trivial n-angle of the form
x
id−→ x→ 0→ · · · → 0→ Σ˜x,
and every morphism x→ y ∈ T is the first morphism of an n-angle,
(ii) if x1
u1−→ x2 u2−→ · · · un−1−−−→ xn un−−→ Σ˜x1 is an n-angle, then also its rotation
x2
u2−→ x3 u3−→ · · · un−1−−−→ xn un−−→ Σ˜x1 (−1)
nΣ˜u1−−−−−−→ Σ˜x2
is an n-angle,
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(iii) every commutative diagram
x1
u1 //
φ1

x2
u2 //
φ2

x3
u3 //
φ3

· · · un−1 // xn un //
φn

Σ˜x1
Σ˜φ1

y1 v1
// y2 v2
// y3 v3
// · · ·
vn−1
// yn vn
// Σ˜y1,
where the rows are n-angles can be completed to a morphism of n-angles,
(iv) the morphism of n-angles above can be chosen, such that
x2 ⊕ y1
∣∣∣∣∣∣−u2 0φ2 v1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
−−−−−−−−→ x3 ⊕ y2
∣∣∣∣∣∣−u3 0φ3 v2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
−−−−−−−−→ · · ·
∣∣∣∣∣∣−un 0φn vn−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
−−−−−−−−−−→ Σ˜x1 ⊕ yn
∣∣∣∣∣∣−Σ˜u1 0Σ˜φn vn
∣∣∣∣∣∣
−−−−−−−−−→ Σ˜x2 ⊕ Σ˜y1
is an n-angle.
We refer to [BT13] for a different but equivalent axiomatization of n-angulated
categories.
Given a stable derivator D , we consider its underlying category D(1) together
with the automorphism Σ˜ = Σn−2. Then the obvious candidates for n-angles in
D(1) are the underlying diagrams of (1, n−2)-triangles, i.e. (n−1)-cofiber sequences
(c.f. Remark 6.8). In fact, using the methods from §7, in particular Proposition 7.5,
it is not hard to show that the resulting n − Σ˜-sequences canonically extend to a
diagram as described in [GKO13, Thm. 1] and [OT12, Def. 5.15(iii)]. Let Tn denote
the class of the n−Σ˜-sequences defined by the (n−1)-cofiber sequences, as described
above. We may ask whether (D(1),Σn−2, Tn) defines an n-angulation.
We will show that the answer is in general ”no”, by comparing the axioms of an
n-angulation with the properties of coherent (1, n− 2)-triangles.
• On the one hand the existence axiom in the context of n-angulated categories
(axiom (i)) is weaker as the existence for (1, n− 2)-triangles. For a morphism
x → y in D(1) we can find X ∈ D([1]) ∼= slD1,2(1) with dia[1](X) = (x → y).
Then (dh[1])n−3(X) and (dh[−1])n−3(X) both give rise to n-angles extend-
ing x → y. The resulting n-angles are weakly isomorphic but in general not
isomorphic.
• On the other hand the weak functoriality axiom for n-angulated categories
(axiom (iii)) does not follow from the corresponding property of (1, n − 2)-
triangles. In general there are too many different extensions of morphisms to
n-angles. For instance, given a non-invertible morphism x → y in D(1), with
X ∈ D([1]) as above. Since dh[1](X) and dh[−1](X) both define extensions
of (x → y) to 4-angles, the identity on (x → y) should extend to a morphism
of 4-angles dh[1](X) → dh[−1](X). We assume that this morphism can be
covered be a morphism in D1,3(1). By applying Proposition 9.16 we obtain a
morphism dv[1](X) → dv[−1](X), which has by Example 8.22 an underlying
diagram of the form
x // y

y
x x // y.
This would imply that (x → y) is invertible and therefore contradict our as-
sumption.
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This is of course not surprising. They key examples of n-angulated categories
arise as (n − 2)-cluster tilting subcategories of triangulated categories ([GKO13,
Thm. 1]). Roughly speaking these are subcategories of triangulated categories,
which are closed under bicartesian (n− 1)-cubes but not necessarily under bicarte-
sian squares. For a precise definition we refer to [Iya11, Def. 1.1]. By restricting
to an (n − 2)-cluster tilting subcategory we make the set of possible extensions of
a morphism to an n-angle smaller in a way such that the weak functoriality for
n-angles holds.
Important examples of (n − 2)-cluster tilting subcategories were constructed by
Iyama [Iya11] as subcategories of the derived categories of (n − 2)-Auslander-
algebras associated to Dynkin quivers of type A. The following related questions
and open problems seem to be interesting for future research.
• Are there analogues of higher cluster tilting subcategories for general stable
homotopy theories?
• Are there explicit descriptions of these, at least in case of Dynkin quivers of
type A?
• Do (coherent) (k, n− 2)-triangles in n-cluster tilting subcategories satisfy spe-
cial properties for k ≥ 2?
• Do these properties descent to an axiomatization of higher n-angulated cate-
gories?
Appendix A. Conjugation for 2-categories
In this short appendix we describe in which way a family of autoequivalences
acts on a specific 2-category of pseudofunctors. Of course there many sources in
the literature (e.g. [Be´n67] for an introduction to the theory of bicategories, but to
fix the notation we start by recalling the elementary definitions. Since we restrict
to the case of pseudofunctors between 2-categories from the beginning, we refer to
[Ren09] for a similar but more detailed exposition.
Definition A.1. Let C and C ′ be 2-categories. A peudofunctor F : C → C ′
consists of:
(i) for c ∈ Ob(C ) an object F (c) ∈ Ob(C ′),
(ii) for c1, c2 ∈ Ob(C ) a functor
Fc1,c2 : C (c1, c2)→ C ′(c1, c2).
(iii) for c1, c2, c3 ∈ Ob(C ) a natural isomorphism
mFc1,c2,c3 : (− ◦ −) ◦ (Fc1,c2 ×Fc2,c3)⇒ Fc1,c3 ◦ (− ◦ −) : C (c1, c2)× C (c2, c3)→ C ′(F (c1),F (c3))
(iv) for c ∈ Ob(C ) a natural isomorphism
uFc : idF(c) ⇒ Fc,c ◦ idc : 1→ C ′(F (c),F (c))
such that the equalities of 2-isomorphisms:
(i) (associativity) for all (f, g, h) ∈ C (c1, c2)× C (c2, c3)× C (c3, c4):
mFg◦f,h ◦ (F (h)mFg,f ) = mFf,h◦g ◦ (mFg,hF (f)) : F (h) ◦F (g) ◦F (f)→ F (h ◦ g ◦ f)
(ii) (left unitality) for all f ∈ C (c1, c2):
idF(f) = m
F
idc1 ,f
◦ (uFc1F (f)) : F (f)→ F (f)
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(iii) (right unitality) for all f ∈ C (c1, c2):
idF(f) = m
F
f,idc2
◦ (F (f)uFc2 ) : F (f)→ F (f)
hold true, with the simplified notation for (f, g) ∈ C (c1, c2)× C (c2, c3):
mFf,g := (m
F
c1,c2,c3)(f,g) : F (g) ◦F (f)
'−→ F (g ◦ f).
Definition A.2. Let F ,F ′ : C → C ′ be pseudofunctors. A pseudonatural trans-
formation α : F → F ′ consists of:
(i) for c ∈ ObC a 1-morphism αc : F (c)→ F ′(c),
(ii) for c1, c2 ∈ Ob(C ) a natural isomorphism
λαc1,c2 : (αc2)∗ ◦Fc1,c2 ⇒ (αc1)∗ ◦F ′c1,c2 : C (c1, c2)→ C ′(F (c1),F ′(c2))
such that the equalities of 2-isomorphisms:
(i) (associativity) for all (f, g) ∈ C (c1, c2)× C (c2, c3):
λαg◦f ◦ (idαc3mFf,g) = (mF
′
f,gidαc1 ) ◦ (idF ′(g)λαf ) ◦ (λαg idF(f)) :
αc3 ◦F (g) ◦F (f)→ F ′(g ◦ f) ◦ αc1
(ii) (unitality) for all c ∈ Ob(C ):
uF
′
c idαc = λ
α
idc ◦ (idαcuFc ) : αc → F (idc) ◦ αc
hold true, with the simplified notation for f ∈ C (c1, c2):
λαf := (λ
α
c1,c2)f : ac2 ◦F (f)
∼=−→ F ′(f) ◦ αc1
Definition A.3. Let F ,F ′ : C → C ′ be pseudofunctors and α, α′ : F → F ′ be
pseudonatural transformations. A modification θ : α→ α′ consists of
(i) for c ∈ Ob(C ) a 2-morphism θc : αc → α′c,
(ii) such that for all f ∈ C (c1, c2) there is an equality of 2-morphisms
(idF ′(f)θc1) ◦ λαf = λα
′
f ◦ (θc2 idF(f) : αc2 ◦F (f)→ F ′(f)) ◦ α′c1 .
Proposition A.4. Let F : C → C ′ be a pseudofunctor between 2-categories. Given
for all c ∈ Ob(C ) an object cS ∈ C ′ and an equivalence
(Sc : F (c)→ cS,S∨c : cS → F (c), ηc : idcS ∼−→ Sc ◦ S∨c , c : S∨c ◦ Sc ∼−→ idF(c)),
then there is
(i) a pseudofunctor F [S] : C → C ′ defined by
(a) F [S](c) = cS
(b) F [S]c1,c2 := Sc2 ◦Fc1,c2 ◦ S∨c1
(c) m
F [S]
c1,c2,c3 := m
F
c1,c2,c3 ◦ c2
(d) u
F [S]
c = uFc ◦ ηc
(ii) and a pseudonatural equivalence α[S] : F → F [S] defined by
(a) α[S]c = Sc
(b) λαc1,c2 = (c1)
−1.
Proof. Let c, c1, c2, c3 ∈ C . Since functors and natural isomorphisms are closed we
conclude that F [S]c1,c2 is a functor and m
F [S]
c1,c2,c3 , u
F [S]
c and λαc1,c2 are natural iso-
morphisms. Hence it is sufficent to check the associativity and unitality conditions
for F [S] and α[S].
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(i) For the associativity of F [S], we have to show that for f ∈ C (c1, c2), g ∈
C (c2, c3) and h ∈ C (c3, c4)the pastings
c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(g◦f)

F (c1)
F(g◦f)

F (c1)
F(h◦g◦f)

F (c2)
Sc2

c2s
S∨c2

c2 +3 F (c2)
F(g)

mFf,g +3
mFg◦f,h +3
F (c2)
F(g)

F (c3)
Sc3

F (c3)
Sc3

F (c3)
Sc3

c3s
S∨c3

c3s
S∨c3

c3s
S∨c3

c3 +3 F (c3)
F(h)

F (c3)
F(h)

F (c3)
F(h)

F (c3)
F(h)

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

c4s c4s c4s c4s c4s
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and
c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(h◦g◦f)

F (c2)
Sc2

F (c2)
Sc2

F (c2)
Sc2

c2s
S∨c2

c2s
S∨c2

c2s
S∨c2

c2 +3 F (c2)
F(h◦g)

F (c2)
F(h)

F (c2)
F(g)

F (c2)
F(h◦g)

F (c3)
Sc3

c3s
S∨c3

c3 +3 F (c3)
F(h)

mFg,h +3
mFf,h◦g +3
F (c3)
F(h)

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

c4s c4s c4s c4s c4s
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agree. By contracting some identity cell this amounts to proving the equality
of the pastings
c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(g◦f)

F (c1)
F(h◦g◦f)

F (c2)
Sc2

c2s
S∨c2

c2 +3 F (c2)
F(g)

mFf,g +3
mFg◦f,h +3
F (c2)
F(g)

F (c3)
Sc3

c3s
S∨c3

c3 +3 F (c3)
F(h)

F (c3)
F(h)

F (c3)
F(h)

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

c4s c4s c4s c4s
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and
c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(h◦g◦f)

F (c2)
Sc2

c2s
S∨c2

c2 +3 F (c2)
F(g)

F (c2)
F(h◦g)

F (c2)
F(g)

F (c3)
Sc3

c3s
S∨c3

c3 +3 F (c3)
F(h)

mFg,h +3
mFf,h◦g +3
F (c3)
F(h)

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

F (c4)
Sc4

c4s c4s c4s c4s
But this follows, by comparing the subpastings of the inner cells in the second
and third columns, since F is a pseudofunctor.
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(ii) For the left unitality of F [S] we have to show that for f ∈ C (c1, c2) the
following pasting is equal to the identity.
c1S
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

c1S
S∨c1

F (c1)
F(idc1 )

F (c1)
F(idc1 )

F (c1)
F(f)

c1S
S∨c1

ηc1 +3 F (c1)
Sc1

uFc1 +3
c1S
S∨c1

F (c1)
Sc1

c1S
S∨c1

c1 +3 F (c1)
mFidc1 ,f +3
F(f)

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c2)
Sc2

F (c2)
Sc2

F (c2)
Sc2

F (c2)
Sc2

F (c2)
Sc2

c2s c2s c2s c2s c2s
For this, we note that the pasting of the second cells in the second, third
and fourth column is the identity, since F is a pseudofunctor. The two
remaining non-trivial cells compose to the identity because of one of the
triangle identities of the eqiuvalence (Sc1 ,S
∨
c1). The proof of the right unitality
is completely dual to this case.
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(iii) For the associativity condition of α[S] we have to show that for f ∈ C (c1, c2)
and g ∈ C (c2, c3) the pasting
F (c1)
Sc1

F (c1)
Sc1

F (c1)
Sc1

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(f)

(c1 )
−1
+3 c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

c1s
S∨c1

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(g◦f)

F (c2)
Sc2

F (c2)
Sc2

F (c2)
F(g)

(c2 )
−1
+3 c2s
S∨c2

c2s
S∨c2

c2 +3 F (c2)
mFf,g +3
F(g)

F (c2)
F(g)

F (c2)
F(g)

F (c3)
Sc3

F (c3)
Sc3

F (c3)
Sc3

F (c3)
Sc3

F (c3)
Sc3

c3s c3s c3s c3s c3s
agrees with
F (c1)
Sc1

F (c1)
F(f)

F (c1)
F(g◦f)

(c1 )
−1
+3 c1s
S∨c1

F (c2)
mFf,g +3
F(g)

F (c1)
F(g◦f)

F (c3)
Sc3

F (c3)
Sc3

F (c3)
Sc3

c3s c3s c3s
But this is immediate since the hexagon in the center of the first diagram
composes to the identity.
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(iv) For the unitality of α[S] we have to show that for c ∈ C the pastings
F (c)
Sc

F (c)
F(idc)

(c)
−1
+3 cS
S∨c

F (c)
Sc

uFc +3 F (c)
F(idc)

F (c)
Sc

F (c)
Sc

cS cS cS
and
F (c)
Sc

F (c)
Sc

cS
S∨c

F (c)
Sc

cS
S∨c

F (c)
F(idc)

cS
ηc +3 F (c)
uFc +3
Sc

cS F (c)
Sc

cS
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agree. We apply one of the triangle identities of the equivalence (Sc,S
∨
c ) to
the first column of the second pasting to obtain
F (c)
Sc

F (c)
Sc

cS
S∨c

F (c)
(c)
−1
+3
Sc

cS
S∨c

F (c)
F(idc)

cS F (c)
uFc +3
Sc

cS F (c)
Sc

cS
This pasting is seen to be equal to the first diagram by contracting identity
cells.

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